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BT HOME ONLINE SURVEY:  WAVE-ONE DOCUMENTATION 
 
 
 
The surveys 
 
Home OnLine (HoL) is funded by British Telecommunication Ltd (BT).  It consists of 
three annual waves of household data.  The first wave was conducted between  
October and December (inclusive) 1998, the second wave began fifteen months later in 
January 2000 and the third roughly one year after this in February 2001.   Fieldwork 
for waves two and three was considerably extended to maximise the possibility of 
tracing movers.   
 
The original sample was selected using a qualified form of randomisation which 
ensures inclusion of geographically clustered areas with representation of different 
social strata close to that of the population.  Selection of households was random 
within these.  There were two important exceptions to this.  First, BT required 
overrepresentation of homes with a PC.  The selection process ensured that the sample 
contained 50% of homes with a PC.  Weights have been included in the dataset to 
reproduce the expected sample without PC overpresentation.  Second, household 
attrition was compensated in wave two through selection of new households to 
maintain the original household sample size.  These were, however, randomly selected 
out of the same pool of homes used to provide the original sample, and each sampling 
unit gained the same number of homes that it lost through attrition (with the exception 
of a small number where locations were too distant for interviewing). 
 
The survey is of all adult individuals (aged 16 or over) in selected households.  In 
waves two and three any individuals who moved, whether with an original household 
or alone, remained in the sample, and any new household members, as well as 
household members just turned age 16, were included.   Efforts were made to trace all 
movers though moves out of the country or into institutions were defined as out of 
scope.  Efforts were also made to convert refusals. 
 
Interviews were conducted face to face in wave 1 and by telephone in waves 2 and 3.  
Replacement households in wave two were interviewed face to face.  In addition, in all 
waves interviewed respondents were provided with a week-long diary in which to 
record what they were doing each day of that week every quarter hour of that day.  
The activities recorded were determined in advance and included usage of various 
information and communications technologies (ICTs).  A somewhat simplified diary 
(fewer activities) was given to children in sample homes aged 9 to 15 inclusive.  
Diaries were returned by post and in return respondents received a gift voucher. 
 
 
 
Sample and response rates 
 
The original sample comprised 1000 households.  This was maintained in wave two 
through the replacement strategy.  The household response rates for each wave were 
as follows: 
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    % 
Wave 1 57.0 
Wave 2 75.7  (after replacement, excluding non-response replacement homes) 
Wave 3 67.1 
 
Replacements formed 29.5% of homes in wave 2. 
 
Not all eligible household members were interviewed, either as a result of non-contact 
or refusal.  Within-household response rates were: 
 
   % 
Wave 1 82.6 
Wave 2 86.6 
Wave 3 79.7 
 
 
The final sample of individuals, including children, is given in the following table. 
 
 
 Wave 1 Wave 2 Wave 3 
Undefined      6   10 
Survey plus diary 1093 649 723 
Survey only   668 918 840 
Non-response   273 391 321 
Children’s diary   163   82   73 
No children’s diary   125 220 208 
Child under 9   286 289 231 
    
Total sample size 2608 2555 2406 
 
 
The longitudinal result is given below for number of waves interviewed and number of 
waves for which a diary was completed: 
 
 
 Interviews Diaries 
(Always a child) (697) (697) 
Never  462 1415 
Wave 1 only 511 480 
Wave 2 only 136 106 
Wave 3 only 197 214 
Waves 1 and 2 224 172 
Waves 2 and 3 365 68 
Waves 1 and 3 159 138 
Waves 1, 2 and 3 842 303 
   
Total sample 3593 3593 
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The dataset 
 
File structure 
 
The original data have been reconstructed into “flat” files which remove the hierarchy 
between household and individual levels, so that each interviewed individual has 
household data attached.  The data are therefore at the individual level.  Each line of 
data carries a household identifier, an individual identifier, all information from the 
household questionnaire, information about the relationship of that individual to others 
in the household (from the household grid) along with age and gender, the data from 
the individual interview, plus the diary data. 
 
All files and all variables are preceded by a letter denoting the wave: a=wave1, b=wave 
2, c=wave 3.  In the documentation this prefix is represented by w to denote any wave.   
 
The original data were reconstructed via several files (whose programmes are included 
in another part of the HoL documentation and described below).  These are: 
 
(w)quvar.sps  Produces variable labels 
(w)totvar.sps  Produces derived variables 
(w)fam.sps  Produces response variable and family relationships 
(w)diary.sps  Converts diary data from time slots to activities 
(w)kdiary.sps  The same for the children’s diary 
(w)weight.sps  Produces weights 
(w)final.sps  Combines the above 
 
Each of the above produces a file with the same name but with the suffix .sav, ie a 
standard spss save file. The final data files for each wave are therefore (w)final.sav.  
The original adult diary data based on quarter-hour slots rather than on activities are 
included as separate (and very large) data files: (w)dyslots.sav.  
 
An additional file can be used to identify respondents by the number of waves in which 
they participated.  This is xfile.sav, created by xfile.sps.   
 
 
Identifiers 
 
The identifiers are: 
 
(w)hhid identifies the household in a single wave 
(w)pno  identifies the individual within households in a single wave 
pid  identifies an individual across waves 
 
pid is therefore the only longitudinal key and this has to be used to link individuals 
across waves.  
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Intermediate files 
 
A summary description of the main intermediate files is given below.  
 
(w)quvar.sps 
 
This combines the original files (w)hhresp.sav, (w)indresp.sav, (w)indall.sav, and 
coded data in (w)codes.sav (wave 1 only).  It converts the original variables names into 
mnemonically more useful ones, adds variables labels, and turn some alphanumeric into 
numeric.  
 
(w)totvar.sps  
 
This takes aquvar.sav and creates a number of additional variables.  The following lists 
those provided in wave 1, many of which also appear in waves two and three, while 
neither of these waves produces many new derived variables (while wave three was 
almost the same as wave two): 
 
from the household questionnaire 
agoods  number of consumer durables in the home (maximum six) 
atvdist1 location of TV in home where only one 
atvdist2 location of TVs where there are two 
atvdist3 location of TVs where there are three 
atvdist4 location of TVs where there are four or more 
acabsat  access to cable and/or satellite 
apcdist1 location of PC in home where only one 
apcdist2 location of PCs where there are two 
apcdist3 location of PCs where there are three or more 
atldist1  location of phone in home where only one 
atldist2  location of phones where there are two 
atldist3  location of phones where there are three or more 
aphbill  quarterly phone bill (including quarterly charge) 
 
 
from the individual questionnaire 
apaptyp type of newspaper read (quality, tabloid etc) 
totfunhi number of leisure activities (aleisure a-g) done weekly or more 
totfunlo number of leisure activities (aleisure a-g) done yearly or less 
totouthi number of outdoor activities (aleisure a-e) done weekly or more 
totoutlo number of outdoor activities (aleisure a-e) done yearly or less 
totinhi  number of indoor activities (aleisure f-g) done weekly or more 
totinlo  number of indoor activities (aleisure f-g) done yearly or less 
 
Number of local and non-local friends and relatives have been recoded so that all 
responses are in ranges (ie alclfndr anlclfdr alclrelr anlclrlr). 
 
hivisit  number of personal contacts weekly or more 
midvisit number of personal contacts between weekly and yearly 
lovisit  number of personal contacts yearly or less 
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hi,mid,lopost as above for postal contact 
hiphone etc as above for phone contact 
 
apcget   recoded into three categories 
apcgety number of reasons (maximum nine) for wanting a pc for own use 
 
The questions asking about first, second (etc) pc in the home which the respondent 
uses (does it have a modem, net link etc) have been simplified to refer to only or first 
mentioned pc.  The new variables have differing numbers of responses, and are: 
 
agetpc  who got pc 
apcnew is it a replacement 
apcbuy  year acquired 
apcopsy operating system 
apctype type 
alaptop  is it a laptop 
amodem modem link? 
anet  internet link? 
agetnet  thinking of linking to internet?  
aisp  net provider 
 
apcuse a-h  uses made of pc (likewise refer to only or first-mentioned) 
 
Respondents are asked if they use a pc at home, but some have none, while a pc might 
exist in the home in cases where the respondent was not interviewed.  This variable has 
therefore been recoded as follows: 
 
acompuse no pc in home/pc user/not pc user/pc in home, individual non-response 
 
Net and modem connections (apcnet and apcmod respectively) have been similarly 
coded, but non-response is included coded zero (‘no home pc’). 
 
Number of email contacts has been recoded into ranges. 
 
awwwusey number of uses made of web (upto 13) 
awwwshop whether has used web commercially (eg home shopping) 
awwweduc has used for education 
awwwjob has used for work 
awwwfun for leisure 
awwwinfo for information 
 
awshophi number of commercial functions done at least weekly 
aweduchi number education uses at least weekly 
awjobhi work uses at least weekly 
awfunhi leisure uses at least weekly 
awinfohi information at least weekly 
awwwushi number of web tasks done at least weekly 
 
asoftn  number of software packages on pc 
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apcupgdn number of upgrades considered 
 
atecphob  a technophobia scale based on the four items testing attitudes to 
  computers, where a higher score means more technophobic 
 
 
ajobtop a combination of several indicators of autonomy and responsibility 
  at work, covering management/supervision/self-employment/  
  simple employee status, plus job permanence, and whether the 
  respondent sets own work schedule 
 
awkhome frequency of work at home evenings and weekends (combining awkeve 
  and awkwkend) 
 
awkpchi number of pc tasks done most days at work 
awkpcmid number done occasionally 
ajpcsec  secretarial (word-processing/spreadsheet) pc tasks done most days 
ajpcshop retail tasks (stock control) on pc most days at work 
ajpcart  design/graphics most days 
ajpcprog programming or analysis 
 
agmonpay gross monthly pay from work 
anmonpay net monthly pay 
aumonpay net monthly pay, but replaced by usual monthly pay where different 
 
ahiqual  highest qualification (five classes) 
atraindy number of days in year on training 
 
afamlib scale of family values based on four items (afam1-4), where a high 
  score means conservative 
 
ahhwrksf number of household tasks (out of four) done mostly by respondent 
ahhwrksh number shared or done by third party 
ahhwrkot number done by partner [all these are asked of couples only] 
 
amobill quarterly bills for mobile phone 
aphonlik scale of attitudes to the phone based on five items (aphonst1-5), 
  where a high score means negative attitudes 
 
 
(w)fam.sps 
 
This file establishes variables to describe family structure and, using these plus family 
labour-market participation, new segmentation variables (largely based on the concept 
of life-cycle).   
 
As the file is built on family relationships and these data (derived from (w)hhgrid.sav) 
are the most prone to error, checks have been run to elicit some of the main errors.  
The data were then submitted to lengthy and detailed processes of correction, both 
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within each wave and across waves.  The commonest sorts of problems of a relatively 
minor nature are the miscoding of age or gender.  Major errors occur when the data 
are given the wrong identifier by the interviewer so that data, or some of the data, are 
swapped between different household members.  Finally, and most intractable, are 
errors where data are swapped between individuals over time.  Most errors have been 
corrected and with a high level of security, though in some cases an element of 
reasonable guesswork as to the true state of affairs has been required.  Some error 
remains. 
 
New variables are as follows:  
 
anfam  number of people in household 
ankid  number of children aged 0 to 15 
an12kid number of children aged 12 to 15 
ancoup  number of partners (ie showing secondary couples) 
 
afam  shows family structure with nine categories, based on size, partners, 
  and children. 
 
afamjob only for couples: joint labour-market participation 
 
aseg  a combination of family structure and labour-market participation, with 
  12 categories; code 0 applies where some information is missing 
 
 
(w)diary.sps 
 
A further file which precedes this takes the raw diary data, which are alphanumeric, to 
convert to numeric.   
 
The file has seven records (for each individual) for each day of the week.  Each day has 
96 variables representing every quarter hour in the day, starting at 4am.  Each variable 
has 35 codes for the activities allowed for in the diary.  The variables have the same 
name in each day.  The entire data is also doubled in extent through entry of both 
primary and secondary activities.  The file does the following: 
 
1. Creates a variable daydone to show which day of the week each record refers to. 
2. Variables are created to distinguish primary activities (acprim1 to acprim96) from 

secondary activities (acsec1 to acsec96). 
3. Reduces missing values.  Where the daily totals fail to sum to 24 hours, but the 

missing data is no longer than a quarter of an hour and is between records showing 
some time use, suggesting a failure to complete the previous entry, the previous 
entry is extended by a quarter of an hour to fill the gap.  Some remaining missing 
time is recoded to sleep where this is in normal sleeping hours and there are gaps in 
this period.  Cases where more than three quarters of an our remain missing are not 
rejected but are flagged. 

4. Counts quarter-hour slots and recodes into hours for each activity, thus converting 
variables from 96 time-slots to 35 activities. 
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5. Creates new variables summing daily time on each primary and secondary activity 
into weekly time.   

 
The final file contains the following sets of variables: 
 
(w)wkpri1 to (w)wkpri35 weekly time spent on primary activities 
(w)wksec1 to (w)wksec35 weekly time spent on secondary activities 
 
Equivalent variables are provided for each day of the week, with an easily identifiable 
file name. 
 
 
(w)weight.sps 
 
Several weights are included to deal with non-response and with the over-sampling of 
pc-owners.  These are described under the section methods of analysis.  The weights 
are derived as follows: 
 
 
WAVE ONE 
 
Household level response outcome data are aggregated to primary sampling unit (psu) 
level so that the mean household response rate in each psu can be obtained.  
Unfortunately, there are many blanks in the data for total issued  addresses in many 
psus (though we know how many interviewed homes there are in all psus), so issued 
totals and the proportion of ineligibles are taken as averages.  This gives an estimate of 
n eligible households per PSUs, where n is independent of PSU.  The sequence of steps 
to produce the final weights were: 
  
1. The household non-response weight is the inverse of the household rate in each psu 

times the average household response rate. 
 

   
n
m

m
n

i

i ?  where ni is the no. of eligible hhds and mi the no. of responding hhds in 

PSU i, and n and m the corresponding sample totals. 
 
2. The wave-1 sample had 53% homes with a pc, the population had 33% at that 

time. The pc-bias weight for homes with a pc is 33/53 and for non-pc homes 67/47. 
 
3. The individual non-response weight takes predicted values from a logistic 

regression with individual response as the outcome, multiplies the inverse of this by 
both the household response weight and the average within-household response 
rate (a constant).  The logistic regression takes all (eligible) persons within 
responding homes as the base, with the dependent variable an indicator of whether 
or not the person themselves responded.  For each person, the model estimates 

response propensity, p̂ and apply a weight ???
n
m

m
n

p i

i

ˆ
1 the within household 

response rate.   
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4. An individual non-response and pc bias weight is calculated as (3) x (2) 
 
5. A diary response weight is calculated liked (3) but with the outcome in the 

regression as diary response (as a proportion of interviewed individuals).  A further 
weight is produced to take into account the pc bias by replicating step (4). 

 
 
WAVES TWO and THREE 
 
Replacement makes design weighting impossible, as there is no longer a probability 
sample.  An  assumption was made that replacement households were most similar to 
the households they replaced within psus.  The solution chosen, admittedly crude, was 
to transfer the average wave-one household weight within each psu to replacements 
within that psu.  Subsequent weights took the wave-one household weight as the 
baseline (thus there are separate weights for all households and then to adjust for the 
oversampling of PC homes in wave one).  The wave-two individual and diary weights 
were then produced as in wave one.  The same was undertaken for wave three, using 
the wave two household weight as the starting point. 
 
xfile.sps 
 
This has only three variables – xeligibl, xintervu, xdiary – plus pid.  It is a longitudinal 
matching file to facilitate the selection of respondents by number of waves eligible, 
interviewed, or for which they did a diary. 
 
 
Methods of analysis 
 
Matching procedures 
 
For analysis involving more than one wave, individuals have to be matched by using 
pid, and the files have to be ordered by that variable.  The three main files (w)final.sav 
are already in pid order.  In spss the procedure is: 
 
match files/file=afinal.sav/file=bfinal.sav/file=cfinal.sav/by pid 
 
This can then be matched with xfile.sav in the same way in order to select people by 
the number of waves they were interviewed or in which they undertook a diary, to 
produce responses as given in the longitudinal response table above.  It also shows 
how many people were eligible for interview over time.   
 
To match people within households is difficult.  The pitfalls are many.  The aim is to 
transfer the data from one line (for instance husbands) to another (wives), and this is 
far from straightforward.  The procedures in spss are either aggregate (which only 
produces sums, differences, means etc for different people grouped by a common 
identifier) or lag.  The latter actually transfers the data by one line or more (defined by 
the length of the lag).  It requires considerable care in ordering the people correctly in 
a file to be able to select the correct lag index, as well as execution of the procedure at 
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the time of the lag rather than when analysis is done.  It is also necessary to change the 
name of the variables being transferred to ensure this is distinguished from the same 
variable belonging to the person to whom the data are being transferred.  It is vital to 
produce listings of the variables for each person matched before and after the matching 
to ensure no errors have occurred.  One common form of error, for instance, is to lag 
people across households, so that data from a person in one is attached to someone in 
another household.   A safeguard has to be built in.  The following lags one variable 
from husbands/male partners to wives/female partners in wave one, using a variable 
which indicates the person number of the partner.  (This variable is (w)hgspn.  In a 
two-person household where, say, the woman is person number one, or (w)pno=1, 
then (w)hgspn=2, and vice versa.) 
 
get file=afinal.sav 
select if ahgspn >0  [selects partners] 
sort by ahhid ahgsex  [orders by household and gender within this] 
do if ahgsex=2  
compute lhhid=lag(ahhid,1) [lags household ID and renames variable] 
end if 
do if lhhid=ahhid  [ensures from the same household] 
compute lspn=lag(ahgspn,1) [lags partners’ spouse number and renames] 
end if 
do if lspn=apno  [ensures correct matching of individuals] 
compute lage=lag(aage,1) [lags age and renames] 
[and any other variables] 
end if 
execute    [vital to do this] 
list ahhid ahgsex age lage [to check correct outcome] 
select if ahgsex=2  [retains female partners, with data from partners] 
 
An alternative and preferable procedure specific to the British Household Panel Study, 
on which HoL is based, uses (w)hgspn to match directly without using the lag 
procedure, though this is also not easy.  The procedure converts the spouse number to 
person number so that a partner’s data identified by spouse number on one line of data 
is equated with data on his or her partner’s line of data, identified by person number.  
It is also possible to use the variables (w)hgmno, (w)hgfno, which are respectively the 
person number of natural mothers and fathers in the household for all children of 
whatever age living with one or both natural parents, to match children with parents. 
(Dealing with step-children would require the use of the lag procedure and a number 
of relationship variables.)  The procedure is demonstrated below: 
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get file=afinal.sav 
sel if ahgsex=1 
  and ahgspn >0  [selects male partners] 
compute aspno=apno  [creates new variable same as person number] 
compute amage=aage  [renames variable of interest] 
[and any other variables] 
sort cases by ahhid aspno [sorts by household and new ID variable] 
save out=men.sav 
  /keep ahhid aspno amage [saves men only with new variables] 
 
get file=afinal.sav  [refresh dataset] 
do if ahgsex=2 and 
  ahgspn >0   [create new variable for female partners] 
compute aspno=ahgspn [creates aspno=ahgspn (which=apno for men)] 
end if 
sort cases by ahhid aspno [sorts by new ID] 
match files /file=* 
  /file=men.sav 
  /by ahhid aspno  [matches by household ID plus new ID] 
list ahhid apno ahgspn aspno [to check correct outcome] 
sel if ahgsex=2 and  
  ahgspn >0   [retains female partners, with data from partners] 
 
 
 
Weights 
 
The weights adjust for (1) whole household non-response, (2) individual non-response 
within a household both for the interview and for the diary, and (3) the oversampling 
oc PC homes in wave one.   At the start of the analysis use the procedure: 
 
weight by  [one and only one of the following]  
 
(w)pcwght an individual-level weight that adjusts sample characteristics to that 

expected of the population, ie eliminating or reducing the effects of the 
oversampling of homes with PCs 

(w)hhwght a household-level weight to reduce the effects of household non- 
response 

(w)indwght an individual weight which incorporates ahhwght and further adjusts 
  for within-household non-response 
(w)dywght an individual diary-response weight which incorporates aindwght and 

further adjusts for diary non-response 
(w)pchwght combines apcwght and ahhwght 
(w)pciwght combines apchwght and aindwght 
(w)pcdwght combines apciwght and adywght 
 
The oversampling of PC homes can also be dealt with by separate analysis of the two 
sub-samples (pc and non-pc). 
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Table of Variable Names, Labels And Occurrence In Waves 1-3 
 
 
Key 
 
W1 = Wave One (a) 
W2 = Wave Two (b) 
W3 = Wave Three (c) 
DV = Derived Variables, Weights and Checks 
G = Household Grid 
I = Individual Questionnaire 
H = Household Questionnaire 
DD = Diary Data 
 
Variables are listed alphabetically by variable name. Substitute (W) for letter of relevant 
wave :  
Wave 1 = a 
Wave 2 = b 
Wave 3 = c 
 
For example, the age variable in the second wave is named ‘bage’. 
 
 
 
VAR NAME VARIABLE LABEL W1 W2 W3 
(W)1STNET About how long ago first used the 

internet? 
I41 I34 I34 

(W)2FINHI number 5 indoor acts weekly or 
more 

. DV DV 

(W)2FINHI number 2 indoor acts done weekly 
plus 

DV . . 

(W)2FINLO number 5 indoor acts yearly or 
less 

. DV DV 

(W)2FINLO number 2 indoor acts done yearly 
plus 

DV . . 

(W)5FOUTHI number 5 outdoor acts done weekly 
plus 

DV DV DV 

(W)5FOUTLO number 5 outdoor acts done yearly 
plus 

DV DV DV 

(W)6FOUTHI number 6 outdoor acts weekly or 
more 

. DV DV 

(W)6FOUTLO number 6 outdoor acts yearly or 
less 

. DV DV 

(W)6GOODS number of consumer durables DV DV . 
(W)7FUNHI number 7 leisure acts done weekly 

plus 
DV DV DV 

(W)7FUNLO number 7 leisure acts done yearly 
plus 

DV DV DV 

(W)7GOODS number of 7 consumer . DV . 
(W)8FUNHI number 8 leisure actes weekly . DV DV 
(W)8FUNLO number 8 leisure acts yearly or . DV DV 
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less 
(W)ACCMOVE What year did you move into 

accommodation 
I1 . . 

(W)ACCOMM type accommodation household lives 
in 

H0C H2 H2 

(W)ACCRM1 Accommodation has separate living 
room? 

H2 H4 H4 

(W)ACCRM2 Accommodation has separate dining 
room? 

H2 H4 H4 

(W)ACCRM3 Accommodation has separate 
study/office? 

H2 H4 H4 

(W)AGE age (grid) G G G 
(W)AGERR grid age and adult diary age error DV DV DV 
(W)AL1INT got at least one interview . DV DV 
(W)BIRTH new - location of birth . I96 I96 
(W)BRAND1 loyalty - buy same products I129 . . 
(W)BRAND2 loyalty - know which I shall buy I129 . . 
(W)BRAND3 loyalty - prefer group of brands I129 . . 
(W)BRAND4 loyalty - brands are same, go for 

price 
I129 . . 

(W)BRAND5 loyalty - pay more for better 
quality 

I129 . . 

(W)BRAND6 loyalty - like to try new products I129 . . 
(W)BRAND7 loyalty - try to keep up with 

technology 
I129 . . 

(W)BUYSOFT Expect to buynew software in next 
year? 

I49 . . 

(W)CABAREA know cable service available in 
area? 

H37 . . 

(W)CABBAD1 Why not good: poor reception H41 . . 
(W)CABBAD2 Why not good: poor channel choice H41 . . 
(W)CABBAD3 Why not good: poor programme 

quality 
H41 . . 

(W)CABBAD4 Why not good: poor service H41 . . 
(W)CABBAD5 Why not good: other reason H41 . . 
(W)CABFUTR Likelihood of getting cable H42 H27 H27 
(W)CABNEW cable - acquired recently . H29 H29 
(W)CABNEW1 cable - subscribed new premium . H29 H29 
(W)CABNEW2 cable - recently started new . H29 H29 
(W)CABNEW3 cable - recently dropped . H29 H29 
(W)CABNEW4 cable - recently (other) . H29 H29 
(W)CABQUAL How satisfied with cable? H36 H31 H31 
(W)CABSAT access to cable and satellite TV DV H21 . 
(W)CAR Car available for use? H3 . . 
(W)CAR_N How many cars? H4 H12 H12 
(W)CAREKID Who spends most time looking after 

kids 
I124 I130 I130 

(W)CASHHRD How much spent on pc hardware 12 
months 

I53 I47 I47 

(W)CASHSFT How much spent on pc software 12 
months 

I52 I46 I46 

(W)CHKMAST interviewer check- resp. . DV DV 
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(W)COMPANY Which type of organisation work 
for  

I74 I64 I64 

(W)COMPUSE Do YOU ever use a computer at 
home?  

I19 I20 I20 

(W)CONSENT bt - consent . DV . 
(W)CONTRCT Job status permanent,temp,contrac I72 I62 I62 
(W)CUSTBT bt - respondent bt customer . DV . 
(W)DDOBD day of birth on diary DD DD DD 
(W)DDOBM month of birth on diary DD DD DD 
(W)DDOBY year of birth on diary DD DD DD 
(W)DIARY diary - diary consent . DD DD 
(W)DIGITTV Heard of digital TV? H20 . . 
(W)DIY Hours spent on DIY - amount I126 I132 I132 
(W)DSEX gender on diary DD DD DD 
(W)DYAGE age calculated from diary dob . G G 
(W)DYWGHT diary non-response weight DV DV DV 
(W)EDUCAGE How old when you left school? I107 I98 I98 
(W)EGDOBD day of birth fed forward from . DV DV 
(W)EGDOBM month of birth fed forward from . DV DV 
(W)EGDOBY year of birth fed forward from . DV DV 
(W)EGDRO diary request outcome - . DV DV 
(W)EGHMS household membership status . DV DV 
(W)EGIO interview outcome - original . DV DV 
(W)EGIS interview status . DV DV 
(W)EGJLMO month joined/left . DV DV 
(W)EGJLYR year joined/left . DV DV 
(W)EGJS joiner status . DV DV 
(W)EGLLC leaver's location code . DV DV 
(W)EGLS leaver status . DV DV 
(W)EGPWS previous wave status . DV DV 
(W)EGREAS reasons for ref/noncon - . DV DV 
(W)EGSEX sex fed forward from wave 1 . DV DV 
(W)EMAIL1A [pc 1] e-mail client, program - 

Outlook 
I35 . . 

(W)EMAIL1B [pc 1] e-mail client, program - 
Simeon 

I35 . . 

(W)EMAIL1C [pc 1] e-mail client, program - 
Eudora 

I35 . . 

(W)EMAIL1E [pc 1] e-mail client, program - 
Pine 

I35 . . 

(W)EMAIL1F [pc 1] e-mail client, program - 
Pegasus 

I35 . . 

(W)EMAIL1G [pc 1] e-mail client, program - 
Other 

I35 . . 

(W)EMAIL1H [pc 1] e-mail client, program - Dk I35 . . 
(W)EMAIL2A [pc 2] e-mail client, program - 

Outlook 
I35 . . 

(W)EMAIL2C [pc 2] e-mail client, program - 
Eudora 

I35 . . 

(W)EMAIL2E [pc 2] e-mail client, program - 
Pine628 

I35 . . 
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(W)EMAIL2G [pc 2] e-mail client, program - 
Other 

I35 . . 

(W)EMAIL2H [pc 2] e-mail client, program - Dk I35 . . 
(W)EMAIL3A [pc 3] e-mail client or program - 

Outlook 
I35 . . 

(W)EMAIL3G [pc 3] e-mail client or program - 
Other 

I35 . . 

(W)EMAIL3H [pc 3] e-mail client or program - 
Dk 

I35 . . 

(W)EMAIL4A [pc 4] e-mail client or program - 
Outlook 

I35 . . 

(W)EMAIL4G [pc 4] e-mail client or program - 
Other 

I35 . . 

(W)EMAIL4H [pc 4] e-mail client or program - 
Dk 

I35 . . 

(W)EMLBAL How often email for social, not 
work 

I47 . . 

(W)EMLDEP dependent on email for contact . I33 I33 
(W)EMLLOC email local friends/relatives . I29 I29 
(W)EMLMAIN email main mode of . I31 I31 
(W)EMLMETH method of send/read email . I28 I28 
(W)EMLREPL email replace phone calls . I32 I32 
(W)EMLWORK email friends whilst at work . I78 I78 
(W)EMLXLOC email non-local friends & rels . I29 I29 
(W)EMPLYEE Are you employee or self employed I73 I63 I63 
(W)EMPSTAT Employment status I66 I56 I56 
(W)ETHNIC Ethnic status I106 . . 
(W)F_EDAGE How old when you left FE? I110 I101 I101 
(W)F_EDTYP new - how old leaving further . I101 I101 
(W)FAM family structure G G G 
(W)FAM1 both spouses contribute to hh 

income 
I122 I128 I128 

(W)FAM2 full-time job best way for woman I122 I128 I128 
(W)FAM3 husband should be breadwinner I122 I128 I128 
(W)FAM4 pre-school kid suffers if mother 

works 
I122 I128 I128 

(W)FAMJOB partners joint labour market 
status 

G G G 

(W)FAMLIB family values scale using 4 items DV DV DV 
(W)FATHER whether father or not DV DV DV 
(W)FEAR fear of crime . I134 I134 
(W)FEELRSH feeling rushed . I133 I133 
(W)FRI1 Hrs sleeping Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI10 Hrs work at home Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI11 Hrs home-study Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI12 Hrs education Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI13 Hrs voluntary work Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI14 Hrs shopping Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI15 Hrs concerts,cinema etc Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI16 Hrs walking Fri  DD DD DD 
(W)FRI17 Hrs eating out Fri DD DD DD 
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(W)FRI18 Hrs visiting friends Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI19 Hrs doing sport Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI2 Hrs wash-dressing Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI20 Hrs hobbies Fri  DD DD DD 
(W)FRI21 Hrs TV Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI22 Hrs videos Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI23 Hrs radio or CD Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI24 Hrs papers,mags,books Fri  DD DD DD 
(W)FRI25 Hrs friends visiting Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI26 Hrs incoming phone Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI27 Hrs outgoing phone Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI28 Hrs PC games Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI29 Hrs email Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI3 Hrs eating at home Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI30 Hrs www Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI31 Hrs PC home-study Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI32 Hrs PC paid work Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI33 Hrs PC other Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI34 Hrs doing nothing Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI35 Hrs other Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI4 Hrs cooking Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI5 Hrs caring Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI6 Hrs housework Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI7 Hrs DIY etc Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI8 Hrs travel Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FRI9 Hrs paid work Fri DD DD DD 
(W)FURNISH Furninshed or unfurnished? H9 H9 H9 
(W)FURTHED which of these is further 

education 
I109 I100 I100 

(W)GAMECON Games console? H19 H46 H46 
(W)GAMEN how many games consoles . H47 H47 
(W)GAMLOC location of games consoles . H48 H48 
(W)GAMLOCA h48/1 . H48 H48 
(W)GAMLOCB h48/2 . H48 H48 
(W)GAMLOCC h48/3 . H48 H48 
(W)GAMLOCD h48/4 . H48 H48 
(W)GAMLOCE h48/5 . H48 H48 
(W)GAMLOCF h48/6 . H48 H48 
(W)GAMLOCG h48/7 . H48 H48 
(W)GAMUSRA h49/01 . H49 H49 
(W)GAMUSRB h49/02 . H49 H49 
(W)GAMUSRC h49/03 . H49 H49 
(W)GAMUSRD h49/04 . H49 H49 
(W)GAMUSRE h49/05 . H49 H49 
(W)GAMUSRF h49/06 . H49 H49 
(W)GAMUSRG h49/07 . H49 H49 
(W)GAMUSRH h49/08 . H49 H49 
(W)GAMUSRX h49/dkref . H49 H49 
(W)GAMWHO who uses games consoles . H49 H49 
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(W)GETCAB1 Why get cable? - specific 
programmes 

H33 H30 H30 

(W)GETCAB2 Why get cable? - everyone will 
have it 

H33 . . 

(W)GETCAB3 Why get cable? - more choice H33 . . 
(W)GETCAB4 Why get cable? - good offer H33 . . 
(W)GETCAB5 Why get cable? - cheaper phone 

calls 
H33 H30 H30 

(W)GETCAB6 Why get cable? - something else H33 H30 H30 
(W)GETDIGI Likelihood of getting digital TV? H21 H22 H22 
(W)GETNET may net link only or first-mention 

pc 
DV . DV 

(W)GETNET1 [pc 1] How likely on-line 
connection...? 

I33 . . 

(W)GETNET2 [pc 2] How likely on-line 
connection...? 

I33 . . 

(W)GETNET3 [pc 3] How likely on-line 
connection...? 

I33 . . 

(W)GETNET4 [pc 4] How likely on-line 
connection...? 

I33 . . 

(W)GETPC who got only or first-mention pc DV . . 
(W)GETPC1 [pc 1] Who decided to get the pc? I24 . . 
(W)GETPC2 [pc 2] Who decided to get the pc? I24 . . 
(W)GETPC3 [pc 3] Who decided to get the pc? I24 . . 
(W)GETPC4 [pc 4] Who decided to get the pc? I24 . . 
(W)GETSAT1 Reason get satellite: specific 

programmes 
H22 . . 

(W)GETSAT2 Reason get satellite: everyone 
soon have it 

H22 . . 

(W)GETSAT3 Reason get satellite: more choice H22 . . 
(W)GETSAT4 Reason get satellite: good offer H22 . . 
(W)GETSAT5 Reason get satellite: some other 

reason 
H22 . . 

(W)GMONPAY gross monthly pay DV DV DV 
(W)GRIDAGE age calculated from grid dob . G G 
(W)GRSSPAY Gross pay - amount I93 I84 I84 
(W)GRSSPRD Period covered? I94 I85 I85 
(W)H10AS Last mortgage payment - dk-refused H10 H10 H10 
(W)H10BS Last rent payment - rent free-dk-

rebate-refused 
H10 H10 H10 

(W)H13TVM1 [Which set talking about] DV . . 
(W)H13TVM2 [Which set talking about] DV . . 
(W)H13TVM3 [Which set talking about] DV . . 
(W)H13TVM4 [Which set talking about] DV . . 
(W)H13TVM5 [Which set talking about] DV . . 
(W)H32G1 [If unlikely] Why: dont watch much 

TV 
H32 . . 

(W)H32G2 [If unlikely] Why: no interest 
sport-film 

H32 . . 

(W)H32G3 [If unlikely] Why: too expensive H32 . . 
(W)H32G4 [If unlikely] Why: never thought 

about it 
H32 . . 
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(W)H32G5 [If unlikely] Why: already have 
cable 

H32 . . 

(W)H32G6 [If unlikely] Why: something else H32 . . 
(W)H44G1 If unlikey Why - dont watch much 

TV 
H44 . . 

(W)H44G2 If unlikely:Why - no interest 
sport-film 

H44 . . 

(W)H44G3 If unlikely:Why - too expensive H44 . . 
(W)H44G4 If unlikely:Why - never thought 

about it 
H44 . . 

(W)H44G5 If unlikely:Why - already have 
satellite 

H44 . . 

(W)H44G6 If unlikely:Why - not available in 
area 

H44 . . 

(W)H44G7 If unlikely Why - something else H44 . . 
(W)H64S1 [1st line] Standard or ISDN line? H64 . . 
(W)H64S2 [2nd line] Standard or ISDN line? H64 . . 
(W)H67S telephone cost - dk/refused H67 H63 H63 
(W)H6S How much expect to get for house? 

- dk-refused 
H6 H6 H6 

(W)H71S2 In which room is [H70] kept? H71 . . 
(W)H71S3 In which room is [H70] kept? H71 . . 
(W)H71S4 In which room is [H70] kept? H71 . . 
(W)H7S How long left on mortgage? - dk-

refused 
H7 H7 H7 

(W)HADCAB Ever had cable before? H39 . . 
(W)HADSAT Household ever had satellite 

before? 
H26 . . 

(W)HADULTN number of adults in household . G G 
(W)HAG1X1 [1st line] Why company?: cheap 

local 
H66 . . 

(W)HAG1X2 [2nd line] Why company?: cheap 
local 

H66 . . 

(W)HAG2X1 [1st line] Why company?: cheap 
long dist 

H66 . . 

(W)HAG2X2 [2nd line] Why company?: cheap 
long dist 

H66 . . 

(W)HAG3X1 [1st line] Why company?: cheap 
internati 

H66 . . 

(W)HAG3X2 [2nd line] Why company?: cheap 
internati 

H66 . . 

(W)HAG4X1 [1st line] Why company?: cheap 
generally 

H66 . . 

(W)HAG4X2 [2nd line] Why company?: cheap 
generally 

H66 . . 

(W)HAG5X1 [1st line] Why company?: better 
service 

H66 . . 

(W)HAG5X2 [2nd line] Why company?: better 
service 

H66 . . 

(W)HAG6X1 [1st line] Why company?: discount 
packages 

H66 . . 

(W)HAG6X2 [2nd line] Why company?: discount 
packages 

H66 . . 
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(W)HAG7X1 [1st line] Why company?: most 
convenient 

H66 . . 

(W)HAG7X2 [2nd line] Why company?: most 
convenient 

H66 . . 

(W)HAG8X1 [1st line] Why company?: always 
use them 

H66 . . 

(W)HAG8X2 [2nd line] Why company?: always 
use them 

H66 . . 

(W)HAG9X1 [1st line] Why company?: other 
reason 

H66 . . 

(W)HAG9X2 [2nd line] Why compmany? other 
reason 

H66 . . 

(W)HASBOXN household doesn't have a computer . DV DV 
(W)HASBOXY household has a computer . DV DV 
(W)HEALTH Health compared to people your 

age? 
I119 I126 I126 

(W)HEALTHP coded:type of health problem DV . . 
(W)HENDDT end date - household . DV DV 
(W)HENDTM end time - household . DV DV 
(W)HGAGEGS is date of birth an estimate? G G G 
(W)HGDIGIV diary placed? G . . 
(W)HGDOBCK date of birth check . DV DV 
(W)HGDOBD day of birth (grid) G G G 
(W)HGDOBM month of birth (grid) G G G 
(W)HGDOBY year of birth (grid) G G G 
(W)HGDRO diary request outcome - . DV . 
(W)HGFNO father number DV DV DV 
(W)HGIO interview outcome - replacment . DV . 
(W)HGMNO mother number DV DV DV 
(W)HGPDEMP paid employment G G G 
(W)HGQAY Eligibility - telephone in 

household? 
G G G 

(W)HGQBY Eligibility - computer in 
household? 

G G G 

(W)HGR2R relationship to HRP DV DV DV 
(W)HGREAS reasons for ref/noncon - . ? . 
(W)HGSEX sex (grid) G I1 I1 
(W)HGSEXCK sex check . DV DV 
(W)HGSPN partner number DV DV DV 
(W)HGWYNOT reason for non-interview G G G 
(W)HHCOMP household completed . DV DV 
(W)HHGOOD1 Household goods - washing machine H12 H13 H13 
(W)HHGOOD2 Household goods - dishwasher H12 H13 H13 
(W)HHGOOD3 Household goods - microwave oven H12 H13 H13 
(W)HHGOOD4 Household goods - CD player H12 H13 H13 
(W)HHGOOD5 Household goods - Video camera H12 H13 H13 
(W)HHGOOD6 Household goods - VCR H12 H13 H13 
(W)HHGOOD7 new - items in home - digital . H13 H13 
(W)HHID household indentifier G G G 
(W)HHINC hh monthly income if all data 

given 
DV DV DV 
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(W)HHINT household outcomes for all . DV DV 
(W)HHJOB1 Who does grocery shopping I123 I129 I129 
(W)HHJOB2 Who does cooking I123 I129 I129 
(W)HHJOB3 Who does cleaning and hoovering I123 I129 I129 
(W)HHJOB4 Who does washing and ironing I123 I129 I129 
(W)HHMEM who answered household  G G 
(W)HHPAY hh monthly workpay if all data 

given 
DV . . 

(W)HHPAY hh monthly workpay if all data  DV DV 
(W)HHSTDT start date - household  DV DV 
(W)HHTYPE single or multi-person  DV DV 
(W)HHWGHT individualised hh non-response 

weight 
DV DV DV 

(W)HHWRKOT number home tasks partner mostly 
does 

DV . . 

(W)HHWRKSF number home tasks respondent 
mostly does 

DV . . 

(W)HHWRKSH number home tasks shared, done by 
other 

DV . . 

(W)HHWRKTT  . ? ? 
(W)HI6COM weekly+ all contacts: 6 . DV . 
(W)HI8COM weekly+ all contacts: 6 . DV . 
(W)HIQUAL highest qualification DV DV DV 
(W)HKIDS any children under 16 in household . G G 
(W)HLINFO household location info . . DV 
(W)HLTHLMT Health limit daily activities? I120 I127 I127 
(W)HMONINC monthly hh income from 

benefits,savings 
DV DV DV 

(W)HOMCOST monthly rent-mortgage cost DV DV DV 
(W)HOMEHRS weekly hours on housework, DIY DV DV DV 
(W)HOMEPAY rent-mortgage cost: any period DV . . 
(W)HOPAGN likely to buy on-line again . I37 I37 
(W)HOPNEW bought on-line in 3 months . I38 I38 
(W)HOUSEWK Hours spent doing housework - 

amount 
I125 I131 I131 

(W)HPCHOME pc - computers in the home . H32 H32 
(W)HPCUSER min number pc users in home DV DV DV 
(W)HRESP hrp, partner/spouse, neither . SH5 SH5 
(W)HSPRICE How much expect to get for house? 

- amount 
H6 H6 H6 

(W)HSTTM start time - household . H0 H0 
(W)IDOB dob fixed text, individual . I2 I2 
(W)IDOBD day of birth - individual . I2 I2 
(W)IDOBM month of birth - individual . I2 I2 
(W)IDOBY year of birth - individual . I2 I2 
(W)IENDDT end date - individual . ? ? 
(W)IENDTM end time - individual . ? ? 
(W)INCCHK1 income check DV . . 
(W)INCCHK2 income check DV . . 
(W)INCCHK3 income check DV . . 
(W)INCCHK4 income check DV . . 
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(W)INCCHK5 income check DV . . 
(W)INDAGE age from dob in individual . DV DV 
(W)INDINT individual interview outcome . DV DV 
(W)INDSTAT Individual interview status G G G 
(W)INDWGHT individual non-response weight DV DV DV 
(W)INTATHH interview at household . DV DV 
(W)INTNO interviewer number . . DV 
(W)IPCHOME computer in the household . I18 I18 
(W)ISDN tel - any lines isdn . H57 H57 
(W)ISEX sex on individual interview . G G 
(W)ISP net provider only or first-mention 

pc 
134 I35 I35 

(W)ISP1 [pc 1] Which companys internet 
service? 

I34 . . 

(W)ISP2 [pc 2] Which companys internet 
service? 

I34 . . 

(W)ISP3 [pc 3] Which company's internet 
service? 

I34 . . 

(W)ISP4 [pc 4] Which companys internet 
service? 

I34 . . 

(W)ISPA q35/1 . I35 I35 
(W)ISPB q35/2 . I35 I35 
(W)ISPC q35/3 . I35 I35 
(W)ISPD q35/4 . I35 I35 
(W)ISPE q35/5 . I35 I35 
(W)ISPF q35/6 . I35 I35 
(W)ISPG q35/7 . I35 I35 
(W)ISPH q35/8 . I35 I35 
(W)ISPI q35/9 . I35 I35 
(W)ISPJ q35/_0 . I35 I35 
(W)ISPK q35/_1 . I35 I35 
(W)ISPL q35/_2 . I35 I35 
(W)ISPM q35/_3 . I35 I35 
(W)ISPX q35 dk/ref . I35 I35 
(W)ISTDT begin date - individual . Ia Ia 
(W)ISTTM begin time - individual . Ib Ib 
(W)ITTRAIN original - it training . I104 I104 
(W)ITTRPD original - it training period . I107 I107 
(W)ITTRTIM original - it training amount . I108 I108 
(W)ITTRTYP original - it training type . I105 I105 
(W)JOBFLAG wave 2 soc-sic codes where missing 

wave 1 
DV . . 

(W)JOBTOP autonomy and responsibility at 
work 

DV DV DV 

(W)JOBWK away from job last week? I68 I58 I58 
(W)JPCART design-type tasks done most days DV . . 
(W)JPCPROG programming tasks done most days DV . . 
(W)JPCSEC secretary-type tasks done most 

days 
DV . . 

(W)JPCSHOP retail-type tasks done most days DV . . 
(W)JWKPC Do you use a computer in your job I82 I74 I74 
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(W)KAGERR grid age - child diary age error DV DV . 
(W)KDDIARY diary - child diary consent . DD DD 
(W)KDOBM month of birth on kids diary DD DD . 
(W)KDOBY year of birth on kids diary DD DD . 
(W)KFRG1 Domestic hours Friday DD DD . 
(W)KFRG10 Hours communicating Friday DD DD . 
(W)KFRG11 Hours on home pc Friday DD DD . 
(W)KFRG12 Hours on internet Friday DD DD . 
(W)KFRG13 Hours all ICT Friday DD DD . 
(W)KFRG2 Hours working Friday DD DD . 
(W)KFRG3 Hours indoor leisure Friday DD DD . 
(W)KFRG4 Hours outdoor leisure Friday DD DD . 
(W)KFRG5 Hours total leisure Friday DD DD . 
(W)KFRG6 Hours education Friday DD DD . 
(W)KFRG7 Hours socialising Friday DD DD . 
(W)KFRG8 Hours watching TV Friday DD DD . 
(W)KFRG9 Hours on phone Friday DD DD . 
(W)KIDCARD Children have phone-home card? H72 H67 H67 
(W)KIDHH diary - children 9-15 in household . DD DD 
(W)KIDM_P Children have mobile phone? H73 H68 H68 
(W)KIDM_P1 Child has mobile for emergency H74 . . 
(W)KIDM_P2 Child has mobile - nagged a lot H74 . . 
(W)KIDM_P3 Child has mobile - to contact 

friends 
H74 . . 

(W)KIDM_P4 Child has mobile to not use home 
phone 

H74 . . 

(W)KIDM_P5 Child has mobile - other reason H74 . . 
(W)KIDM_P6 Child pay cost of mobile? H75 H70 H70 
(W)KIDN diary - number eligible for child 

diary 
. DD DD 

(W)KIDNET How often children use the 
internet? 

I62 . . 

(W)KMOG1 Domestic hours Monday DD DD . 
(W)KMOG10 Hours communicating Monday DD DD . 
(W)KMOG11 Hours on home pc Monday DD DD . 
(W)KMOG12 Hours on internet Monday DD DD . 
(W)KMOG13 Hours all ICT Monday DD DD . 
(W)KMOG2 Hours working Monday DD DD . 
(W)KMOG3 Hours indoor leisure Monday DD DD . 
(W)KMOG4 Hours outdoor leisure Monday DD DD . 
(W)KMOG5 Hours total leisure Monday DD DD . 
(W)KMOG6 Hours education Monday DD DD . 
(W)KMOG7 Hours socialising Monday DD DD . 
(W)KMOG8 Hours watching TV Monday DD DD . 
(W)KMOG9 Hours on phone Monday DD DD . 
(W)KSAG1 Domestic hours Saturday DD DD . 
(W)KSAG10 Hours communicating Saturday DD DD . 
(W)KSAG11 Hours on home pc Saturday DD DD . 
(W)KSAG12 Hours on internet Saturday DD DD . 
(W)KSAG13 Hours all ICT Saturday DD DD . 
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(W)KSAG2 Hours working Saturday DD DD . 
(W)KSAG3 Hours indoor leisure Saturday DD DD . 
(W)KSAG4 Hours outdoor leisure Saturday DD DD . 
(W)KSAG5 Hours total leisure Saturday DD DD . 
(W)KSAG6 Hours education Saturday DD DD . 
(W)KSAG7 Hours socialising Saturday DD DD . 
(W)KSAG8 Hours watching TV Saturday DD DD . 
(W)KSAG9 Hours on phone Saturday DD DD . 
(W)KSEX gender on kids diary DD DD . 
(W)KSEXERR grid sex - child diary sex error DV DV . 
(W)KSTART day diary started, kids DD DD . 
(W)KSUG1 Domestic hours Sunday DD DD . 
(W)KSUG10 Hours communicating Sunday DD DD . 
(W)KSUG11 Hours on home pc Sunday DD DD . 
(W)KSUG12 Hours on internet Sunday DD DD . 
(W)KSUG13 Hours all ICT Sunday DD DD . 
(W)KSUG2 Hours working Sunday DD DD . 
(W)KSUG3 Hours indoor leisure Sunday DD DD . 
(W)KSUG4 Hours outdoor leisure Sunday DD DD . 
(W)KSUG5 Hours total leisure Sunday DD DD . 
(W)KSUG6 Hours education Sunday DD DD . 
(W)KSUG7 Hours socialising Sunday DD DD . 
(W)KSUG8 Hours watching TV Sunday DD DD . 
(W)KSUG9 Hours on phone Sunday DD DD . 
(W)KTHG1 Domestic hours Thursday DD DD . 
(W)KTHG10 Hours communicating Thursday DD DD . 
(W)KTHG11 Hours on home pc Thursday DD DD . 
(W)KTHG12 Hours on internet Thursday DD DD . 
(W)KTHG13 Hours all ICT Thursday DD DD . 
(W)KTHG2 Hours working Thursday DD DD . 
(W)KTHG3 Hours indoor leisure Thursday DD DD . 
(W)KTHG4 Hours outdoor leisure Thursday DD DD . 
(W)KTHG5 Hours total leisure Thursday DD DD . 
(W)KTHG6 Hours education Thursday DD DD . 
(W)KTHG7 Hours socialising Thursday DD DD . 
(W)KTHG8 Hours watching TV Thursday DD DD . 
(W)KTHG9 Hours on phone Thursday DD DD . 
(W)KTOTERR age,gender,relation status 

error:kids 
DV . . 

(W)KTUG1 Domestic hours Tuesday DD DD . 
(W)KTUG10 Hours communicating Tuesday DD DD . 
(W)KTUG11 Hours on home pc Tuesday DD DD . 
(W)KTUG12 Hours on internet Tuesday DD DD . 
(W)KTUG13 Hours all ICT Tuesday DD DD . 
(W)KTUG2 Hours working Tuesday DD DD . 
(W)KTUG3 Hours indoor leisure Tuesday DD DD . 
(W)KTUG4 Hours outdoor leisure Tuesday DD DD . 
(W)KTUG5 Hours total leisure Tuesday DD DD . 
(W)KTUG6 Hours education Tuesday DD DD . 
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(W)KTUG7 Hours socialising Tuesday DD DD . 
(W)KTUG8 Hours watching TV Tuesday DD DD . 
(W)KTUG9 Hours on phone Tuesday DD DD . 
(W)KWEG1 Domestic hours Wednesday DD DD . 
(W)KWEG10 Hours communicating Wednesday DD DD . 
(W)KWEG11 Hours on home pc Wednesday DD DD . 
(W)KWEG12 Hours on internet Wednesday DD DD . 
(W)KWEG13 Hours all ICT Wednesday DD DD . 
(W)KWEG2 Hours working Wednesday DD DD . 
(W)KWEG3 Hours indoor leisure Wednesday DD DD . 
(W)KWEG4 Hours outdoor leisure Wednesday DD DD . 
(W)KWEG5 Hours total leisure Wednesday DD DD . 
(W)KWEG6 Hours education Wednesday DD DD . 
(W)KWEG7 Hours socialising Wednesday DD DD . 
(W)KWEG8 Hours watching TV Wednesday DD DD . 
(W)KWEG9 Hours on phone Wednesday DD DD . 
(W)KWG1 Weekly domestic hours DD DD . 
(W)KWG10 Weekly hours communicating DD DD . 
(W)KWG11 Weekly hours on home pc DD DD . 
(W)KWG12 Weekly hours on internet DD DD . 
(W)KWG13 Weekly hours all ICT DD DD . 
(W)KWG2 Weekly hours working DD DD . 
(W)KWG3 Weekly hours indoor leisure DD DD . 
(W)KWG4 Weekly hours outdoor leisure DD DD . 
(W)KWG5 Weekly hours total leisure416 DD DD . 
(W)KWG6 Weekly hours education DD DD . 
(W)KWG7 Weekly hours socialising DD DD . 
(W)KWG8 Weekly hours watching TV DD DD . 
(W)KWG9 Weekly hours on phone DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI1 weekly hours sleeping DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI10 weekly hours eating out DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI11 weekly hours outings DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI12 weekly hours films,discos etc DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI13 weekly hours calling on friends DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI14 weekly hours out with friends DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI15 weekly hours TV DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI16 weekly hours radio,CD etc  DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI17 weekly hours books,papers,mags DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI18 weekly hours getting phone calls DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI19 weekly hours making phone calls DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI2 weekly hours washing,dressing DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI20 weekly hours playing alone, with 

family. 
DD DD . 

(W)KWPRI21 weekly hours friends visiting DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI22 weekly hours hobbies DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI23 weekly hours pc games DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI24 weekly hours pc email DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI25 weekly hours www DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI26 weekly hours pc homework DD DD . 
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(W)KWPRI27 weekly hours nothing DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI28 weekly hours other DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI3 weekly hours eating at home DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI4 weekly hours chores DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI5 weekly hours paid work DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI6 weekly hours shopping DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI7 weekly hours school DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI8 weekly hours homework DD DD . 
(W)KWPRI9 weekly hours sport,fitness DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC1 weekly hours sleeping DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC10 weekly hours eating out DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC11 weekly hours outings DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC12 weekly hours films,discos etc DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC13 weekly hours calling on friends DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC14 weekly hours out with friends DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC15 weekly hours TV DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC16 weekly hours radio,CD etc DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC17 weekly hours books,papers,mags DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC18 weekly hours getting phone calls DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC19 weekly hours making phone calls DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC2 weekly hours washing,dressing DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC20 weekly hours playing alone, with 

family. 
DD DD . 

(W)KWSEC21 weekly hours friends visiting DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC22 weekly hours hobbies DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC23 weekly hours pc games DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC24 weekly hours pc email DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC25 weekly hours www DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC26 weekly hours pc homework DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC27 weekly hours nothing DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC28 weekly hours other DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC3 weekly hours eating at home DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC4 weekly hours chores DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC5 weekly hours paid work DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC6 weekly hours shopping DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC7 weekly hours school DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC8 weekly hours homework DD DD . 
(W)KWSEC9 weekly hours sport,fitness DD DD . 
(W)LAPTOP is only or first-mention pc a 

laptop 
DV DV DV 

(W)LAPTOP1 [pc 1] Is it a laptop pc? I30 . . 
(W)LAPTOP2 [pc 2] Is it a laptop computer? I30 . . 
(W)LAPTOP3 [pc 3] Is it a laptop computer? I30 . . 
(W)LAPTOP4 [pc 4] Is it a laptop computer? I30 . . 
(W)LASTUSE When did you last use your 

computer 
I57 I51 I51 

(W)LCLEMLN How many local people email 
contact with 

I38 . . 

(W)LCLEMLR Would you say it is between ... 
(range) 

I39 . . 
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(W)LCLFNDA How often in touch local friends 
in person 

I8A . . 

(W)LCLFNDB How often in touch local friends 
by phone 

I8B . . 

(W)LCLFNDC How often in touch local friends 
by post 

I8C . . 

(W)LCLFNDN how many local friends I7 . . 
(W)LCLFNDR Would you say it is between .... 

(ranges) 
I7A . . 

(W)LCLRELA How often in touch local rels in 
person 

I12A . . 

(W)LCLRELB How often in touch local rels by 
phone 

I12B . . 

(W)LCLRELC How often in touch local rels by 
post 

I12C . . 

(W)LCLRELN how many local relatives I11 . . 
(W)LCLRELR Would you say it is between .... 

(ranges) 
I11A . . 

(W)LCLRLB How often in touch non-loc rels by 
phone? 

I14B I16 I16 

(W)LEISURA leisure time: do sports,keep 
fit,walk 

I5 I7 I7 

(W)LEISURB leisure time: watch live sport I5 I7 I7 
(W)LEISURC leisure time: 

cinema,concert,theatre 
I5 I7 I7 

(W)LEISURD leisure time: eat or drink out I5 I7 I7 
(W)LEISURE leisure time: attend leisure 

groups 
I5 I7 I7 

(W)LEISURF leisure time: read newspapers-
magazines 

I5 I7 I7 

(W)LEISURG leisure time: read books I5 I7 I7 
(W)LEISURH leisure: drink in pub-club . I7 I7 
(W)LIN1ST tel - important reason for new . H53 H53 
(W)LIN21ST tel - most important reason for . H53 H53 
(W)LIN22ND tel - 2nd reason 2nd line . H54 H54 
(W)LIN2NEW tel - 2nd imp. reason new line . H53 H53 
(W)LIN31ST tel - most important reason for . H54 H54 
(W)LIN32ND tel - 2nd reason 3rd line . H54 H54 
(W)LINE1A What do you use 1st line for - 

personal 
H58 . . 

(W)LINE1B What do you use 1st line for - 
business 

H58 . . 

(W)LINE1C What do you use 1st line for - fax H58 . . 
(W)LINE1D What do you use 1st line for - PC H58 . . 
(W)LINE2A What do you use 2nd line for - 

personal 
H58 . . 

(W)LINE2B What do you use 2nd line for - 
business 

H58 . . 

(W)LINE2C What do you use 2nd line for - fax H58 . . 
(W)LINE2D What do you use 2nd line for - PC H58 . . 
(W)LINE3A What do you use 3rd line for - 

personal 
H58 . . 

(W)LINE3B What do you use 3rd line for - H58 . . 
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business 
(W)LINE3C What do you use 3rd line for - fax H58 . . 
(W)LINE3D What do you use 3rd line for - PC H58 . . 
(W)LINENEW tel - acquire line recently . H58 H58 
(W)LINES Number of lines? H57 H52 H52 
(W)LO6COM all contacts < yearly: 6 . DV DV 
(W)LO8COM all contacts < yearly: 6 . DV DV 
(W)LOCALN local friends/relatives - . I8 I8 
(W)LOCALR local friends/relatives - range . I97 I97 
(W)LOCFTF local friends - face-to-face . I10 I10 
(W)LOCPOST local friends - by post . I12 I12 
(W)LOCTEL local friends - telephone . I11 I11 
(W)LSTMEMS n of listed members still at . G G 
(W)MARITAL Current legal marital status I105 I97 I97 
(W)MASTAT marital status I105 I97 I97 
(W)MERR marital status and spouse num 

error 
DV DV DV 

(W)MID6COM all contacts < weekly: 6 . DV DV 
(W)MID8COM all contacts < weekly: 6 . DV DV 
(W)MNGR Do you have any managerial duties I71 I61 I61 
(W)MOBBILL quarterly mobile bill DV DV DV 
(W)MOBGET no mobile - likely to get one . I138 I138 
(W)MOBGETA no mobile- likely to get:useful . I138 I138 
(W)MOBGETB no mobile- likely to . I138 I138 
(W)MOBGETC no mobile - likely to get:speak . I138 I138 
(W)MOBGETD no mobile - likely to get:phone . I138 I138 
(W)MOBGETE no mobile - likely to get:other . I138 I138 
(W)MOBPHON Do you have a mobile phone? I130 I136 I136 
(W)MODEM modem with only or first-mention 

pc 
DV DV DV 

(W)MODEM1 [pc 1] Do you have a modem or fax-
modem? 

I31 H40 H40 

(W)MODEM2 [pc 2] Do you have a modem or 
fax/modem? 

I31 H40 H40 

(W)MODEM3 [pc 3] Do you have a modem or fax-
modem? 

I31 H40 H40 

(W)MODEM4 [pc 4] Do you have a modem or 
fax/modem? 

I31 H40 H40 

(W)MODERNA modern life - streets dangerous . I134 I134 
(W)MODERNB modern life - crime not a . I134 I134 
(W)MODERNC modern life - worry a  bout . I134 I134 
(W)MODERND modern life - safe and healthy . I134 I134 
(W)MODHH if modem in household DV . . 
(W)MODNEW new modem with only or . H41 H41 
(W)MODNEW1 pc1 - get modem on 1st pc . H41 H41 
(W)MODNEW2 pc2 - get modem on 2nd pc . H41 H41 
(W)MODNEW3 pc3 - get modem on 3rd pc . H41 H41 
(W)MODNEW4 pc4 - get modem on 4th pc . H41 H41 
(W)MODNUM min number modems in home . DV DV 
(W)MOGGET1 no mobile - likely to get:1st . DV DV 
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(W)MON1 Hrs sleeping Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON10 Hrs work at home Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON11 Hrs home-study Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON12 Hrs education Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON13 Hrs voluntary work Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON14 Hrs shopping Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON15 Hrs concerts,cinema etc Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON16 Hrs walking Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON17 Hrs eating out Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON18 Hrs visiting friends Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON19 Hrs doing sport Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON2 Hrs wash-dressing Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON20 Hrs hobbies Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON21 Hrs TV Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON22 Hrs videos Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON23 Hrs radio or CD Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON24 Hrs papers,mags,books Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON25 Hrs friends visiting Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON26 Hrs incoming phone Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON27 Hrs outgoing phone Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON28 Hrs PC games Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON29 Hrs email Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON3 Hrs eating at home Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON30 Hrs www Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON31 Hrs PC home-study Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON32 Hrs PC paid work Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON33 Hrs PC other Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON34 Hrs doing nothing Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON35 Hrs other Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON4 Hrs cooking Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON5 Hrs caring Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON6 Hrs housework Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON7 Hrs DIY etc Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON8 Hrs travel Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MON9 Hrs paid work Mon DD DD DD 
(W)MONITOR bt - coversheet status . ? ? 
(W)MORTPAY Last mortgage payment - amount H10 H10 H10 
(W)MORTYRS How long left on mortgage? - 

amount 
H7 H7 H7 

(W)MOTHER whether mother or not DV DV DV 
(W)MOVE Expect to move in next 12 months? I2 I4 I4 
(W)MP_BILL Mobile telephone bill? - amount I138 I145 I145 
(W)MP_PAYH How long a period did that cover? I139 I147 I147 
(W)MP_PAYW Who pays - you or someone else I136 . . 
(W)MP_USE Mobile phone replaced usage of 

home phone? 
I137 I145 I145 

(W)MPCALL1 Mainly for social or work calls? I132 . . 
(W)MPCALL2 Mainly receive or make calls? I133 . . 
(W)MPCALLN Average number of call per week on 

mobile 
I134 I142 I142 
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(W)MPKIDN tel - which children have . H69 H69 
(W)MPKIDN2 h69/2 . H69 H69 
(W)MPKIDN3 h69/3 . H69 H69 
(W)MPKIDN4 h69/4 . H69 H69 
(W)MPKIDN5 h69/5 . H69 H69 
(W)MPPAYGO mobile - pay-as-you-go per . I145 I145 
(W)MPREG mobile - regular telephone bill . I145 I145 
(W)MPSERV Which service? I131 I140 I140 
(W)MPTYPE mobile - payment type . I145 I145 
(W)MPWHY1 Why mobile phone - emergencies I135 . . 
(W)MPWHY2 Why mobile phone - business I135 I140 I140 
(W)MPWHY3 Why mobile phone - keep in touch 

with family 
I135 . . 

(W)MPWHY4 Why mobile phone - hear from 
friends 

I135 I140 I140 

(W)MPWHY5 Why mobile phone - soon everyone 
will have one 

I135 . . 

(W)MPWHY6 Why mobile phone - phone very 
important to me 

I135 I140 I140 

(W)MPWHY7 mobile - reason to get personal . I140 I140 
(W)MPWHY8 mobile - reason to get phone of . I140 I140 
(W)MPWHY9 mobile - reason to get other . I140 I140 
(W)MPWY1ST mobile - reason to get 1st  I140 I140 
(W)MRSCODE Respondents MRS Social Grade I142 I149 I149 
(W)MRSFLAG wave 2 MRS codes where missing 

wave 1 
DV . . 

(W)N_NEW1 new - recent buys - washing . H14 H14 
(W)N_NEW2 new - recent buys - dish washer . H14 H14 
(W)N_NEW3 new - recent buys - microwave . H14 H14 
(W)N_NEW4 new - recent buys - cd player . H14 H14 
(W)N_NEW5 new - recent buys - video . H14 H14 
(W)N_NEW6 new - recent buys - video . H14 H14 
(W)N_NEW7 new - recent buys - digital . H14 H14 
(W)N12KID number children aged 12-15 

inclusive 
G G G 

(W)NBUYONL How many products-services bought 
online 

I45 . . 

(W)NCOUP number married-partnered people in 
hh  

G G G 

(W)NEIGHBR How often speak to neighbours? I6 . . 
(W)NET net link with only or first-

mention pc 
DV DV DV 

(W)NET1 [pc 1] Do you have internet? I32 H42 H42 
(W)NET2 [pc 2] Do you have internet? I32 H42 H42 
(W)NET3 [pc 3] Do you have internet? I32 H42 H42 
(W)NET4 [pc 4] Do you have internet? I32 H42 H42 
(W)NETCHK1 income check DV . . 
(W)NETCHK2 income check DV . . 
(W)NETCHK3 income check DV . . 
(W)NETCHK4 income check DV . . 
(W)NETHH if net link in household  DV . . 
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(W)NETNEW new net link with only or . H43 H43 
(W)NETNEW1 pc1 - get internet on 1st pc . H43 H43 
(W)NETNEW2 pc2 - get internet on 2nd pc . H43 H43 
(W)NETNEW3 pc3 - get internet on 3rd pc . H43 H43 
(W)NETNEW4 pc4 - get internet on 4th pc . H43 H43 
(W)NETNEWS often use internet for newsgroups . I43 I43 
(W)NETNORM Is take-home pay normal? I97 I88 I88 
(W)NETNUM min number net links in home . DV DV 
(W)NETPAY take-home pay - amount I95 I86 I86 
(W)NETPRD Period covered? I96 I87 I87 
(W)NETSHOP Statements about on-line shopping… I44 I37 I37 
(W)NETSPEC use internet for a specific 

purpose? 
I42 . . 

(W)NETUSE1 Which used Internet for - WWW I37 . . 
(W)NETUSE2 Which used Internet for - e-mail I37 . . 
(W)NETUSE3 Which used Internet for - FTP I37 . . 
(W)NETUSE4 Which used Internet for - bulletin 

boards 
I37 . . 

(W)NETUSE5 Which used Internet for - usenet-
newsgroups 

I37 . . 

(W)NETUSE6 Which used Internet for - on-line 
games 

I37 . . 

(W)NETUSE7 Which used Internet for - none of 
above 

I37 . . 

(W)NETWWW how often use internet for www . I42 I42 
(W)NEWGOOD number durables bought in last . DV DV 
(W)NEWH5M1 [which line] DV . . 
(W)NEWH5M2 [which line] DV . . 
(W)NEWH5M3 [which line] DV . . 
(W)NEWMEMS n of new members at address . DV DV 
(W)NFAM number people in household G G G 
(W)NKID number children aged upto-

including 15 
G G G 

(W)NLCLFDA How often in touch non-loc 
friends: person 

I10A . . 

(W)NLCLFDB How often in touch non-loc 
friends: phone 

I10B . . 

(W)NLCLFDC How often in touch non-loc 
friends: post 

I10C . . 

(W)NLCLFDN how many non-local friends I9 . . 
(W)NLCLFDR Would you say it is between ... 

(ranges) 
I9A . . 

(W)NLCLMLN How many non-locals email contact 
with 

I40 . . 

(W)NLCLMLR Would you say it is between ... 
(range) 

I41A . . 

(W)NLCLRLA How often in touch non-loc rels in 
person? 

I14A . I157 

(W)NLCLRLB How often in touch non-loc rel by 
phone 

I14B . I158 

(W)NLCLRLC How often in touch non-loc rels by 
post? 

I14C . I159 
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(W)NLCLRLN how many non-local relatives do 
you have 

I13 . I155 

(W)NLCLRLR Would you say it is between .... 
(ranges) 

I13A . I156 

(W)NMASTAT new - current legal marital . I97 I97 
(W)NMONPAY net monthly pay DV DV DV 
(W)NOCAB1 Why hh not cable - dont watch much 

TV 
H38 . . 

(W)NOCAB2 Why hh not cable - not interested H38 . . 
(W)NOCAB3 Why hh not cable - too expensive H38 . . 
(W)NOCAB4 Why hh not cable - never thought 

about it 
H38 . . 

(W)NOCAB5 Why hh not cable - have satellite 
instead 

H38 . . 

(W)NOCAB6 Why hh not cable - other reason H38 . . 
(W)NOPCUSE Why do you not use a computer at 

home? 
I20 . . 

(W)NOSAT1 Why not satellite - dont watch 
much TV 

H29 . . 

(W)NOSAT2 Why not satellite - not interested H29 . . 
(W)NOSAT3 Why not satellite - too expensive H29 . . 
(W)NOSAT4 Why not satellite - never thought 

about it 
H29 . . 

(W)NOSAT5 Why not satellite - cable instead H29 . . 
(W)NOSAT6 Why not satellite - other reason H29 . . 
(W)NOTUK country of birth DV . . 
(W)NPCQLTP new - what pc/it training quali . I109 I109 
(W)NPCQUAL new - it/pc training lead to . I108 I108 
(W)NQUAL new - qualifications (basic) . I109 I109 
(W)NQUALC q104  b/1 . I104 I104 
(W)NQUALD q104  b/2 . I104 I104 
(W)NQUALDK q102/dk/ref . I102 I102 
(W)NQUALE q104  b/3 . I104 I104 
(W)NQUALF q104  b/4 . I104 I104 
(W)NQUALG q104b/5 . I104 I104 
(W)NQUALH a-levels . I104 I104 
(W)NQUALI as-levels . I104 I104 
(W)NQUALJ hi cert . I104 I104 
(W)NQUALK gcse a-c . I104 I104 
(W)NQUALL gcse d-g . I104 I104 
(W)NQUALM q102/6 . I102 I102 
(W)NQUALO q104  b/0 . I104 I104 
(W)NQUALX q104  b/dk/ref . I104 I104 
(W)NTRAIN new - other education or training . I110 I110 
(W)NTRNPD new - other training - unit . I111 I111 
(W)NTRNQL new - other training lead to quali . I112 I112 
(W)NTRNTIM new - other training, amount of 

time 
. I111 I111 

(W)NTRQLTP new - other training, what was 
quali 

. I113 I113 

(W)O_NEW1 original - recent buys: washing . H14 H14 
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(W)O_NEW2 original - recent buys: dish . H14 H14 
(W)O_NEW3 original - recent buys: . H14 H14 
(W)O_NEW4 original - recent buys: cd . H14 H14 
(W)O_NEW5 original - recent buys: video . H14 H14 
(W)O_NEW6 original - recent buys: video . H14 H14 
(W)O_NEW7 original - recent buys: digital . H14 H14 
(W)OITQLTP original - it training, what . H14 H14 
(W)OITQUAL original - it training lead to . H14 H14 
(W)OMASTAT original - current legal . H14 H14 
(W)ONLIN10 How often online reading 

newspapers 
I46 . . 

(W)ONLIN11 How often online shopping I46 . . 
(W)ONLIN12 How often online banking I46 . . 
(W)ONLIN13 How often online other...  I46 . . 
(W)ONLINE what product purchased on-line . I39 I39 
(W)ONLINE1 How often online search for a 

product 
I46 . . 

(W)ONLINE2 How often online search for a 
company 

I46 . . 

(W)ONLINE3 How often online learning I46 . . 
(W)ONLINE4 How often online academic study I46 . . 
(W)ONLINE5 How often online personal study I46 . . 
(W)ONLINE6 How often online business study I46 . . 
(W)ONLINE7 How often online entertainment I46 . . 
(W)ONLINE8 How often download business 

software 
I46 . . 

(W)ONLINE9 How often download personal 
software 

I46 . . 

(W)ONLINEA q39/1 . I39 I39 
(W)ONLINEB q39/2 . I39 I39 
(W)ONLINEC q39/3 . I39 I39 
(W)ONLINED q39/4 . I39 I39 
(W)ONLINEE q39/5 . I39 I39 
(W)ONLINEF q39/6 . I39 I39 
(W)ONLINEG q39/7 . I39 I39 
(W)ONLINEH q39/0 . I39 I39 
(W)ONLINEX q39/dk/ref . I39 I39 
(W)OTRAIN original - other training or . I121 I121 
(W)OTRAINA q121/1 . I121 I121 
(W)OTRAINB q121/2 . I121 I121 
(W)OTRAINC q121/c . I121 I121 
(W)OTRNPD original - other training . I110 I110 
(W)OTRNQL original - was other train/educ . I111 I111 
(W)OTRNTIM original - other training . I112 I112 
(W)OTRQLOB original - obtain quals for . I113 I113 
(W)OTRQLTP original - other training what . I114 I114 
(W)OUTCOMS Interviewed or not-interview 

household 
G . . 

(W)PAIDWK did you do any paid work last week I67 I57 I57 
(W)PAPER Which paper do you read most I4 I6 I6 
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frequently? 
(W)PAPTYP type of newspaper read DV DV DV 
(W)PARERR relation HRP and mother-father num 

error 
DV DV DV 

(W)PAYPRD Period this covered? H11 H11 H11 
(W)PC4ALL h37/all . H37 H37 
(W)PC4DK h37/dk/ref . H37 H37 
(W)PC4KID Is pc mainly for use of children? H50 . . 
(W)PC4KID1 pc for children - stop them 

watching TV 
H52 . . 

(W)PC4KID2 pc for children - they really 
wanted one 

H52 . . 

(W)PC4KID3 pc for children - educational 
reasons 

H52 . . 

(W)PC4KID4 pc for children - important kids 
learn 

H52 . . 

(W)PC4KID5 pc for children - something else H52 . . 
(W)PC4WH1 h37/1 . H37 H37 
(W)PC4WH2 h37/2 . H37 H37 
(W)PC4WH3 h37/3 . H37 H37 
(W)PC4WH4 h47/4 . H37 H37 
(W)PC4WH5 h37/5 . H37 H37 
(W)PC4WH6 h37/6 . H37 H37 
(W)PC4WH7 h37/7 . H37 H37 
(W)PC4WHO pc - who was that/were they . H37 H37 
(W)PCATIT1 Computer - intimidating to use I65 I55 I55 
(W)PCATIT2 Computer - enjoy using computers I65 I55 I55 
(W)PCATIT3 Computer - depend too much on 

computers 
I65 I55 I55 

(W)PCATIT4 Computer - make life easier I65 I55 I55 
(W)PCBED11 [pc 1] In whose bedroom pc kept? H48 . . 
(W)PCBED12 [pc 1] In whose bedroom pc kept? H48 . . 
(W)PCBED13 [pc 1] In whose bedroom pc kept? H48 . . 
(W)PCBED14 [pc 1] In whose bedroom pc kept? H48 . . 
(W)PCBED15 [pc 1] In whose bedroom pc kept? H48 . . 
(W)PCBED17 [pc 1] In whose bedroom pc kept? H48 . . 
(W)PCBED21 [pc 2] In whose bedroom pc kept? H48 . . 
(W)PCBED22 [pc 2] In whose bedroom pc kept? H48 . . 
(W)PCBED23 [pc 2] In whose bedroom pc kept? H48 . . 
(W)PCBED24 [pc 2] In whose bedroom pc kept? H48 . . 
(W)PCBED25 [pc 2] In whose bedroom pc kept? H48 . . 
(W)PCBED26 [pc 2] In whose bedroom pc kept? H48 . . 
(W)PCBED27 [pc 2] In whose bedroom pc kept? H48 . . 
(W)PCBED31 [pc 3] In whose bedroom pc kept? H48 . . 
(W)PCBED32 [pc 3] In whose bedroom pc kept? H48 . . 
(W)PCBED33 [pc 3] In whose bedroom pc kept? H48 . . 
(W)PCBED34 [pc 3] In whose bedroom pc kept? H48 . . 
(W)PCBED35 [pc 3] In whose bedroom pc kept? H48 . . 
(W)PCBED36 [pc 3] In whose bedroom pc kept? H48 . . 
(W)PCBED43 [pc 4] In whose bedroom pc kept? H48 . . 
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(W)PCBED45 [pc 4] In whose bedroom pc kept? H48 . . 
(W)PCBED46 [pc 4] In whose bedroom pc kept? H48 . . 
(W)PCBUY year acquired only or first-

mention pc 
DV . . 

(W)PCBUY1 [pc 1] In what year purchased...? I27 . . 
(W)PCBUY2 [pc 2] In what year purchased...? I27 . . 
(W)PCBUY3 [pc 3] In what year purchased...? I27 . . 
(W)PCBUY4 [pc 4] In what year purchased...? I27 . . 
(W)PCDIST1 location of PC where there is only 

1 
DV DV DV 

(W)PCDIST2 distribution of PCs where there 
are 2 

DV DV DV 

(W)PCDIST3 distribution of PCs where there 
are 3+ 

DV DV DV 

(W)PCDWGHT pc-bias + diary-non-response 
weight 

DV DV DV 

(W)PCGET How likely you will get a 
computer? 

I21 I19 I19 

(W)PCGETA computer use: Paid work I22 . . 
(W)PCGETB computer use: voluntary-unpaid 

work 
I22 . . 

(W)PCGETC computer use: education I22 . . 
(W)PCGETD computer use : playing games I22 . . 
(W)PCGETE computer use: personal 

correspondence 
I22 . . 

(W)PCGETF computer use: household accounts I22 . . 
(W)PCGETG computer use: hobbies I22 . . 
(W)PCGETH computer use: e-mail I22 . . 
(W)PCGETI computer use: browsing-surfing net I22 . . 
(W)PCGETJ computer use: something else I22 . . 
(W)PCGETY number reasons wanting a pc for 

self 
DV . . 

(W)PCHELP Someone to turn to for help for 
problem? 

I63 I22 I22 

(W)PCHELPN Who is that? I64 . . 
(W)PCHHUSE Anyone else in household use 

computer 
I58 I53 I53 

(W)PCHOME Do you have a computer in your 
home? 

H45 H32 H32 

(W)PCHWGHT persons household pc-bias weight DV DV DV 
(W)PCIMAGE How do you look upon your computer I56 . . 
(W)PCIMP coded:how is pc important to home-

work 
DV . . 

(W)PCIWGHT pc-bias + indiv-non-response 
weight 

DV DV DV 

(W)PCKDUSE What do they mostly use the 
computer for? 

H53 . . 

(W)PCKID Is this the computer the 
child(ren) use? 

I60 . . 

(W)PCKIDBY Childrens computer bought or 
handed-down? 

H51 . . 

(W)PCKIDUS How often children use the 
computer? 

I61 . . 
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(W)PCKNOW know how to use pc in household . I21 I21 
(W)PCLASTA pc - last use - paid work . I52 I52 
(W)PCLASTB pc - last use - unpaid work . I52 I52 
(W)PCLASTC pc - last use - education . I52 I52 
(W)PCLASTD pc - last use - games . I52 I52 
(W)PCLASTE pc - last use - word processing . I52 I52 
(W)PCLASTF pc - last use - . I52 I52 
(W)PCLASTG pc - last use - hobbies . I52 I52 
(W)PCLASTH pc - last use - email . I52 I52 
(W)PCLASTI pc - last use - internet . I52 I52 
(W)PCLASTJ pc - last use - something else . I52 I52 
(W)PCLASTO pc - last use - (other) . I52 I52 
(W)PCMAIN whether pc user is main user DV DV DV 
(W)PCMOD respondent account of home modems DV . . 
(W)PCMOST which pc use the most . I25 I25 
(W)PCNET respondent account of home net 

links 
DV DV DV 

(W)PCNEW only or first-mention pc a 
replacement 

DV DV DV 

(W)PCNEW1 [pc 1] Replace earlier pc or 1st 
time? 

I25 . . 

(W)PCNEW2 [pc 2] Replace earlier pc or 1st 
time? 

I25 . . 

(W)PCNEW3 [pc 3] Replace earlier pc or 1st 
time? 

I25 . . 

(W)PCNEW4 [pc 4] Replace earlier pc or 1st 
time? 

I25 . . 

(W)PCNOINT non-interviewees in pc homes DV . . 
(W)PCNOTA Reason not getting pc: too 

expensive 
I23 . . 

(W)PCNOTB Reason not getting pc: don't 
understand them 

I23 . . 

(W)PCNOTC Reason not getting pc: don't see 
need 

I23 . . 

(W)PCNOTD Reason not getting pc: anti new 
technology 

I23 . . 

(W)PCNOTE Reason not getting pc: something 
else 

I23 . . 

(W)PCNUMBR How many computers at home? H46 H33 H33 
(W)PCODE interviewer - post code . G . 
(W)PCOPSY op-system only or first-mention pc DV DV DV 
(W)PCOPSY1 [pc 1] What operating system ? I28 . . 
(W)PCOPSY2 [pc 2] What operating system ? I28 . . 
(W)PCOPSY3 [pc 3] What operating system ? I28 . . 
(W)PCOPSY4 [pc 4] What operating system ? I28 . . 
(W)PCROOM1 Which room is [1st] pc kept? H47 H39 H39 
(W)PCROOM2 Which room is [2nd] pc kept? H47 H39 H39 
(W)PCROOM3 Which room is [3rd] pc kept? H47 H39 H39 
(W)PCROOM4 Which room is [4th] pc kept? H47 H39 H39 
(W)PCROOMA q24/1 . I24 I24 
(W)PCROOMB q24/2 . I24 I24 
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(W)PCROOMC q24/3 . I24 I24 
(W)PCROOMD q24/d . I24 I24 
(W)PCROOME q24/5 . I24 I24 
(W)PCROOMF q24/6 . I24 I24 
(W)PCROOMG q24/7 . I24 I24 
(W)PCSHARE pc - use of one or more than . H33 H33 
(W)PCSWAP pc - replace another computer . H35 H35 
(W)PCTRAIN new - pc or it training . I115 I115 
(W)PCTRDY number days pc training in year . I117 I117 
(W)PCTRPD new - time spent pc/it training . I117 I117 
(W)PCTRTIM new - time spent on pc/it . I117 I117 
(W)PCTRTYP new - pc or it training type . I119 I119 
(W)PCTYP1B [pc 1] Is it any of these . . .? I29 . . 
(W)PCTYP2B [pc 2] Is it any of these . . .? I29 . . 
(W)PCTYP4B [pc 4] Is it any of these . . .? I29 . . 
(W)PCTYPE type of only or first-mention pc DV . . 
(W)PCTYPE1 [pc 1] PC, a MAC or some other 

type...? 
I29 . . 

(W)PCTYPE2 [pc 2] PC, a MAC or some other 
type...? 

I29 . . 

(W)PCTYPE3 [pc 3] PC, a MACintosh or some 
other type...? 

I29 . . 

(W)PCTYPE4 [pc 4] PC, a MAC or some other 
type...? 

I29 . . 

(W)PCUPGD1 Type of upgrade - new or replace 
pc 

I55 . . 

(W)PCUPGD2 Type of upgrade - bigger hard disk I55 . . 
(W)PCUPGD3 Type of upgrade - add a modem I55 . . 
(W)PCUPGD4 Type of upgrade - more memory or 

power 
I55 . . 

(W)PCUPGD5 Type of upgrade - new operating 
system 

I55 . . 

(W)PCUPGD6 Type of upgrade - new processor-
CPU 

I55 . . 

(W)PCUPGD7 Type of upgrade - new monitor I55 . . 
(W)PCUPGD8 Type of upgrade - Other I55 . . 
(W)PCUPGDA q49/1 . I49 I49 
(W)PCUPGDB q49/2 . I49 I49 
(W)PCUPGDC q49/3 . I49 I49 
(W)PCUPGDD q49/4 . I49 I49 
(W)PCUPGDE q49/5 . I49 I49 
(W)PCUPGDF q49/6 . I49 I49 
(W)PCUPGDG q49/7 . I49 I49 
(W)PCUPGDH q49/8 . I49 I49 
(W)PCUPGDI q49/9 . I49 I49 
(W)PCUPGDK q49/_1 . I49 I49 
(W)PCUPGDL q49/_0 (other) . I49 I49 
(W)PCUPGDN number of upgrades considered DV . . 
(W)PCUPGDX q49/dk/ref . I49 I49 
(W)PCUPGRD Are you thinking about upgrading 

etc pc? 
I54   
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(W)PCUSE1A [pc 1] YOU use pc for paid work I36 . . 
(W)PCUSE1B [pc 1] YOU use pc for 

volunt/unpaid work 
I36 . . 

(W)PCUSE1C [pc 1] YOU use pc for education I36 . . 
(W)PCUSE1D [pc 1] YOU use pc for games I36 . . 
(W)PCUSE1E [pc 1] YOU use pc for 

correspondence 
I36 . . 

(W)PCUSE1F [pc 1] YOU use pc for finances I36 . . 
(W)PCUSE1G [pc 1] YOU use pc for hobbies I36 . . 
(W)PCUSE1H [pc 1] YOU use pc for something 

else 
I36 . . 

(W)PCUSE2A [pc 2] YOU use computer for paid 
work 

I35 . . 

(W)PCUSE2B [pc 2] YOU use pc for volunt-
unpaid work 

I35 . . 

(W)PCUSE2C [pc 2] YOU use pc for education I36 . . 
(W)PCUSE2D [pc 2] YOU use pc for games I36 . . 
(W)PCUSE2E [pc 2] YOU use pc for 

correspondence635 
I36 . . 

(W)PCUSE2F [pc 2] YOU use pc for finances I36 . . 
(W)PCUSE2G [pc 2] YOU use pc for hobbies I36 . . 
(W)PCUSE2H [pc 2] YOU use pc for something 

else 
I36 . . 

(W)PCUSE3A [pc 3] YOU use computer for paid 
work 

I36 . . 

(W)PCUSE3B [pc 3] YOU use pc for volunt-
unpaid work 

I36 . . 

(W)PCUSE3C [pc 3] YOU use pc for education I36 . . 
(W)PCUSE3D [pc 3] YOU use pc for games I36 . . 
(W)PCUSE3E [pc 3] YOU use pc for 

correspondence 
I36 . . 

(W)PCUSE3F [pc 3] YOU use pc for finances I36 . . 
(W)PCUSE3G [pc 3] YOU use pc for hobbies I36 . . 
(W)PCUSE3H [pc 3] YOU use pc for something 

else 
I36 . . 

(W)PCUSE4A [pc 4] YOU use pc for paid work I36 . . 
(W)PCUSE4B [pc 4] YOU use pc for volunt-

unpaid work 
I36 . . 

(W)PCUSE4C [pc 4] YOU use pc for education I36 . . 
(W)PCUSE4D [pc 4] YOU use pc for games I36 . . 
(W)PCUSE4E [pc 4] YOU use pc for 

correspondence 
I36 . . 

(W)PCUSE4F [pc 4] YOU use pc for finances I36 . . 
(W)PCUSE4G [pc 4] YOU use pc for hobbies I36 . . 
(W)PCUSE4H [pc 4] YOU use pc for something 

else 
I36 . . 

(W)PCUSEA paid work only or first-mentioned 
pc 

DV . . 

(W)PCUSEB unpaid work only or first-
mentioned pc 

DV . . 

(W)PCUSEC education only or first-mentioned 
pc 

DV . . 

(W)PCUSED games only or first-mentioned pc DV . . 
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(W)PCUSEE WP only or first-mentioned pc DV . . 
(W)PCUSEF accounts only or first-mentioned 

pc 
DV . . 

(W)PCUSEG hobbies only or first-mentioned pc DV . . 
(W)PCUSEH other use only or first-mentioned 

pc 
DV . . 

(W)PCUSEN number of activities pc used for DV . . 
(W)PCUSER main user of only or first . H44 H44 
(W)PCUSER1 Who mostly uses this computer? H49 H44 H44 
(W)PCUSER2 Who mostly uses this computer? H49 H44 H44 
(W)PCUSER3 Who mostly uses this computer? H49 H44 H44 
(W)PCUSER4 Who mostly uses this computer? H49 H44 H44 
(W)PCVIEW2 effects of pcs, 1=positive or big 

change 
DV . . 

(W)PCVIEWS coded:social impact of computers DV . . 
(W)PCWGHT individualised hh pc-bias weight DV DV DV 
(W)PCWHEN1 [pc 1] When did you first get a 

home pc? 
I26 . . 

(W)PCWHEN2 [pc 2] When did you first get a 
home pc? 

I26 . . 

(W)PCWHEN3 [pc 3] When did you first get a 
home pc? 

I26 . . 

(W)PCWHEN4 [pc 4] When did you first get a 
home pc? 

I26 . . 

(W)PCWHO1 Who else uses it? I59 I54 I54 
(W)PCWHO10 Who else uses it? . . I54 
(W)PCWHO11 Who else uses it? . . I54 
(W)PCWHO12 Who else uses it? . . I54 
(W)PCWHO2 Who else uses it? I59 I54 I54 
(W)PCWHO3 Who else uses it? I59 I54 I54 
(W)PCWHO4 Who else uses it? I59 I54 I54 
(W)PCWHO5 Who else uses it? I59 I54 I54 
(W)PCWHO6 Who else uses it? I59 I54 I54 
(W)PCWHO7 Who else uses it? I59 I54 I54 
(W)PCWHO8 Who else uses it? . I54 I54 
(W)PCWHO9 Who else uses it? . . I54 
(W)PCWHODK Who else uses it? . . I54 
(W)PCWKIM1 how is pc important working at 

home(1) 
. I80 I80 

(W)PCWKIM2 how is pc important working at 
home(2) 

. I80 I80 

(W)PCWKIM3 how is pc important working at 
home(3) 

. I80 I80 

(W)PCWKIM4 how is pc important working at 
home (4) 

. I80 I80 

(W)PCWKIM5 how is pc important working at 
home(5) 

. I80 I80 

(W)PHBILL quarterly phone bill DV DV DV 
(W)PHONLIK scale of attitudes to the phone DV DV DV 
(W)PHONST1 Phone - enjoy speaking to people I141 I148 I148 
(W)PHONST2 Phone - essential for keeping in 

touch 
I141 I148 I148 
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(W)PHONST3 Phone - careful of cost I141 I148 I148 
(W)PHONST4 Phone - could spend hours on phone I141 I148 I148 
(W)PHONST5 Phone - only use when I have to I141 I148 I148 
(W)PID Person Identifier . . DV 
(W)PNO Person Number G G G 
(W)Q107S1 How old when left school - still 

there 
I107 . . 

(W)Q110S1 How old when left FE - still there I110 . . 
(W)Q125S1 Hours spent doing housework - 

none/dk 
I125 . . 

(W)Q126S1 Hours spent on DIY - none/dk I126 . . 
(W)Q138S1 Mobile telephone bill? - dk-

refused 
I138 . . 

(W)Q1AS1 How long spent on this training - 
Dk/Ref 

I115 . . 

(W)Q34STR pc - when first used internet . I34 I34 
(W)Q50STR pc - operating system of . I50 I50 
(W)Q52S1 How much spent on pc software DK I52 . . 
(W)Q53S1 How much spent on pc hardware DK I53 . . 
(W)Q55NET3 pc - internet words - 3rd . I55 I55 
(W)Q55NET4 pc - internet words - 4rth . I55 I55 
(W)Q55NET5 pc - internet words - 5th . I55 I55 
(W)Q56 current employment situation . . I56 
(W)Q75STR how often use internet for work . I75 I75 
(W)Q91S1 Hours worked at home per week - na I91 . . 
(W)Q93S1 Gross pay - DK/Ref I93 . . 
(W)Q95S1 take-home pay - DK/Ref I95 . . 
(W)Q98S1 How much are you usually paid? - 

DK/Ref 
I98 . . 

(W)Q99STR new - type of school attended . I99 I99 
(W)QUAL1 Quals - None I111 . . 
(W)QUAL10 Other - A levels or Scottish 

Higher Cert 
I111 . . 

(W)QUAL11 Other - AS levels or Scottish 
Highers 

I111 . . 

(W)QUAL12 Other - Higher School Certificate I111 . . 
(W)QUAL13 Other - GCSE,A-C O level or 

equivalent 
I111 . . 

(W)QUAL14 Other - GCSE D-G or equivalent I111 . . 
(W)QUAL15 Other - Matriculation,SLC School 

Leaving 
I111 . . 

(W)QUAL16 Other - Certificate Higher Grade I111 . . 
(W)QUAL17 Other - YT certificate,SLC School 

Leaving 
I111 . . 

(W)QUAL18 Other quals I111 . . 
(W)QUAL2 Degree (or Higher Degree) 837 I111 . . 
(W)QUAL3 Teaching or nursing qualification I111 . . 
(W)QUAL4 NVQ-SVQ level 4: HNC-HCD-BTEC I111 . . 
(W)QUAL5 NVQ-SVQ level 3: ONC-OND-BTEC I111 . . 
(W)QUAL6 NVQ-SVQ level 2: City and Guilds I111 . . 
(W)QUAL7 NVQ-SVQ level 1: City and Guilds I111 . . 
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Craft 
(W)QUAL8 Other higher qualification I111 . . 
(W)QUAL9 Other quals - None I111 . . 
(W)QUALA new - degree/teaching/nursing . I103 I103 
(W)QUALB new - further qualifications . I103 I103 
(W)QUALN10 How many Other I112 . . 
(W)QUALNO2 How many A levels or Scottish 

Higher cert 
I112 . . 

(W)QUALNO3 How many AS levels or Scottish 
Highers 

I112 I103 I103 

(W)QUALNO4 How many Higher School Certificate I112 . . 
(W)QUALNO5 How many GCSE A-C O level or 

equivalent 
I112 I103 I103 

(W)QUALNO6 How many GCSE D-G or equivalent I112 I103 I103 
(W)QUALTRN qualification training is for DV . . 
(W)READPAP Do you normally read a daily 

newspaper? 
I3 I5 I5 

(W)REGION Region DV DV DV 
(W)RENTED Who is accommodation rented from? H8 H8 H8 
(W)RENTPAY Last rent payment - amount H10 . . 
(W)RIDCAB1 Why give up cable: too expensive H40 . . 
(W)RIDCAB2 Why give up cable: not good enough H40 . . 
(W)RIDCAB3 Why give up cable: moved home H40 . . 
(W)RIDCAB4 Why give up cable: switched to 

satellite 
H40 . . 

(W)RIDCAB5 Why give up cable: broken and not 
repaired 

H40 . . 

(W)RIDCAB6 Why give up cable: something else H40 . . 
(W)RIDSAT1 Why give up satellite - too 

expensive 
H27 . . 

(W)RIDSAT2 Why give up satellite - not good 
enough 

H27 . . 

(W)RIDSAT3 Why give up satellite - moved home H27 . . 
(W)RIDSAT4 Why give up satellite - switched 

to cable 
H27 . . 

(W)RIDSAT5 Why give up satellite - broken H27 . . 
(W)RISKNET children at risk - internet . I135 I135 
(W)RISKTV children at risk - television . I135 I135 
(W)ROOMNO How many rooms? H1 H3 H3 
(W)RUSHA rush - time to keep up with . I133 I133 
(W)RUSHB rush - time with family . I133 I133 
(W)RUSHC rush - leisure and hobbies . I133 I133 
(W)RUSHD rush - tasks around home . I133 I133 
(W)RUSHE rush - shop for essentials . I133 I133 
(W)RUSHF rush - shop for fun . I133 I133 
(W)S_EINCN Self-employed income - amount I100 I91 I91 
(W)S_EINCX Self-employed income - Dk/Ref I100 . . 
(W)S_EPRD Was that weekly or monthly income? I101 I92 I92 
(W)S_ETAX Was figure BEFORE deduction of 

tax? 
I102 I93 I93 

(W)SAT1 Hrs sleeping Sat DD DD DD 
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(W)SAT10 Hrs work at home Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT11 Hrs home-study Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT12 Hrs education Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT13 Hrs voluntary work Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT14 Hrs shopping Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT15 Hrs concerts,cinema etc Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT16 Hrs walking Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT17 Hrs eating out Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT18 Hrs visiting satends Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT19 Hrs doing sport Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT2 Hrs wash-dressing Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT20 Hrs hobbies Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT21 Hrs TV Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT22 Hrs videos Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT23 Hrs radio or CD Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT24 Hrs papers,mags,books Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT25 Hrs satends visiting Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT26 Hrs incoming phone Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT27 Hrs outgoing phone Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT28 Hrs PC games Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT29 Hrs email Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT3 Hrs eating at home Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT30 Hrs www Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT31 Hrs PC home-study Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT32 Hrs PC paid work Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT33 Hrs PC other Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT34 Hrs doing nothing Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT35 Hrs other Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT4 Hrs cooking Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT5 Hrs caring Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT6 Hrs housework Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT7 Hrs DIY etc Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT8 Hrs travel Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SAT9 Hrs paid work Sat DD DD DD 
(W)SATBAD1 Why service not good: poor 

reception 
H28 . . 

(W)SATBAD2 Why service not good: limited 
choice 

H28 . . 

(W)SATBAD3 Why service not good: poor prog 
quality 

H28 . . 

(W)SATBAD4 Why service not good: poor service H28 . . 
(W)SATBAD5 Why service not good: something 

else 
H28 . . 

(W)SATFUTR Likelihood getting satellite in 
future 

H30 H22 H22 

(W)SATNEW satellite - acquire satellite . H23 H23 
(W)SATNEW1 satellite - recently changed . H24 H24 
(W)SATNEW2 satellite - recently changed to . H24 H24 
(W)SATNEW3 satellite - recently started . H24 H24 
(W)SATNEW4 satellite - recently dropped . H24 H24 
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(W)SATNEW5 satellite - recently (other) . H24 H24 
(W)SATQUAL How satisfied are you with 

satellite? 
H25 H25 H25 

(W)SCHAGE new - age left school - type . I98 I98 
(W)SCHOOL type of school I108 I99 I99 
(W)SEG family structure and work status G G G 
(W)SERNO household serial number . DV DV 
(W)SEXERR grid sex and adult diary sex error DV DV DV 
(W)SHOP ever shop on-line . I36 I36 
(W)SHOP1 How often do you shop (groceries) I127 . . 
(W)SHOP2 How often do you shop (other) I127 . . 
(W)SHOP3 How often do you go to bank I127 . . 
(W)SHOP4 How often do you go to ATM I127 . . 
(W)SHOP5 How often do you use telephone 

banking 
I127 . . 

(W)SHOPFIG spend in 3 months on-line . I40 I40 
(W)SIC Industry code (SIC) DV . . 
(W)SOC Job title (SOC) DV . . 
(W)SOCSTAT social status of current job DV . . 
(W)SOFTN number of software packages on pc DV . . 
(W)SOFTTYP coded:software expect next 12 

months 
DV . . 

(W)SOFTW2 reasons for getting software, 
grouped 

DV . . 

(W)SOFTWHY coded:why expect software next 12 
months 

DV . . 

(W)SOFTWR1 Software types - Wordprocessing I48 . . 
(W)SOFTWR2 Software types - Spreadsheets I48 . . 
(W)SOFTWR3 Software types - Graphics I48 . . 
(W)SOFTWR4 Software types - Desk-top 

publishing 
I48 . . 

(W)SOFTWR5 Software types - Games I48 . . 
(W)SOFTWR6 Software types - Database I48 . . 
(W)SOFTWR7 Software types - Other I48 . . 
(W)SPAGE partners age G G G 
(W)SPJOB partners work status G G G 
(W)START day diary started DD DD DD 
(W)SUN1 Hrs sleeping Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN10 Hrs work at home Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN11 Hrs home-study Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN12 Hrs education Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN13 Hrs voluntary work Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN14 Hrs shopping Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN15 Hrs concerts,cinema etc Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN16 Hrs walking Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN17 Hrs eating out Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN18 Hrs visiting sunends Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN19 Hrs doing sport Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN2 Hrs wash-dressing Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN20 Hrs hobbies Sun DD DD DD 
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(W)SUN21 Hrs TV Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN22 Hrs videos Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN23 Hrs radio or CD Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN24 Hrs papers,mags,books Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN25 Hrs sunends visiting Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN26 Hrs incoming phone Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN27 Hrs outgoing phone Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN28 Hrs PC games Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN29 Hrs email Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN3 Hrs eating at home Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN30 Hrs www Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN31 Hrs PC home-study Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN32 Hrs PC paid work Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN33 Hrs PC other Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN34 Hrs doing nothing Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN35 Hrs other Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN4 Hrs cooking Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN5 Hrs caring Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN6 Hrs housework Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN7 Hrs DIY etc Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN8 Hrs travel Sun DD DD DD 
(W)SUN9 Hrs paid work Sun DD DD DD 
(W)TCHSCNA If not - (a) Too complicated I17A . . 
(W)TCHSCNB If not - (b) You are not 

interested 
I17B . . 

(W)TCHSCNC If not - (c) Something else I17C . . 
(W)TCHSCRN Use touch-screen? I16 . . 
(W)TECPHOB technophobia scale: computer 

attitudes 
DV . . 

(W)TEL1CO [1st line] phone company line, 
service 

H61 . . 

(W)TEL1ISD [1st line] Standard or ISDN line? H60 . . 
(W)TEL1L_S [1st line] Same company for line, 

services? 
H59 . . 

(W)TEL1LIN [1st line] What company supplies 
phone line?  

H63 . . 

(W)TEL1SER [1st line] What company provides 
phone? 

H65 . . 

(W)TEL1USE What use [1st] line for - some 
other use 

H58 . . 

(W)TEL2CO [2nd line] phone company line, 
service 

H61 . . 

(W)TEL2ISD Standard or ISDN line? H60 . . 
(W)TEL2L_S Same company for both line and 

services? 
H59 . . 

(W)TEL2LIN [2nd line] What company supplies 
phone line? 

H63 . . 

(W)TEL2SER [2nd line] What company provides 
phone? 

H65 . . 

(W)TEL2USE What use [2nd] line for - some 
other use 

H58 . . 
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(W)TEL3CO [3rd line] phone company line, 
service 

H61 . . 

(W)TEL3ISD Standard or ISDN line? H60 . . 
(W)TEL3L_S Same company for both line and 

services? 
H59 . . 

(W)TEL3USE What use [3rd] line for - some 
other use 

H58 . . 

(W)TELACC1 Any of these - answer service-
voice mail 

H70 H66 H66 

(W)TELACC2 Any of these - answerphone H70 H66 H66 
(W)TELACC3 Any of these - fax H70 H66 H66 
(W)TELACC4 Any of these - combined fax-

answerphone 
H70 H66 H66 

(W)TELACC5 Any of these - None H70 . . 
(W)TELBD11 [phone 1] whose bedroom is phone 

kept? 
H56 . . 

(W)TELBD12 [phone 1] whose bedroom is phone 
kept? 

H56 . . 

(W)TELBD13 [phone 1] whose bedroom is phone 
kept? 

H56 . . 

(W)TELBD14 [phone 1] whose bedroom is phone 
kept? 

H56 . . 

(W)TELBD15 [phone 1] whose bedroom is phone 
kept? 

H56 . . 

(W)TELBD21 [phone 2] whose bedroom is phone 
kept? 

H56 . . 

(W)TELBD22 [phone 2] whose bedroom is phone 
kept? 

H56 . . 

(W)TELBD23 [phone 2] whose bedroom is phone 
kept? 

H56 . . 

(W)TELBD24 [phone 2] whose bedroom is phone 
kept? 

H56 . . 

(W)TELBD25 [phone 2] whose bedroom is phone 
kept? 

H56 . . 

(W)TELBD26 [phone 2] whose bedroom is phone 
kept? 

H56 . . 

(W)TELBD31 [phone 3] whose bedroom is phone 
kept? 

H56 . . 

(W)TELBD32 [phone 3] whose bedroom is phone 
kept? 

H56 . . 

(W)TELBD33 [phone 3] whose bedroom is phone 
kept? 

H56 . . 

(W)TELBD34 [phone 3] whose bedroom is phone 
kept? 

H56 . . 

(W)TELBD35 [phone 3] whose bedroom is phone 
kept? 

H56 . . 

(W)TELBD36 [phone 3] whose bedroom is phone 
kept? 

H56 . . 

(W)TELBD41 [phone 4] whose bedroom is phone 
kept? 

H56 . . 

(W)TELBD42 [phone 4] whose bedroom is phone 
kept? 

H56 . . 

(W)TELBD43 [phone 4] whose bedroom is phone 
kept? 

H56 . . 
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(W)TELBD44 [phone 4] whose bedroom is phone 
kept? 

H56 . . 

(W)TELBD45 [phone 4] whose bedroom is phone 
kept? 

H56 . . 

(W)TELCO tel - from/to whom . H62 H62 
(W)TELCO1A [1st line] Why company?: cheap 

local 
H62 . . 

(W)TELCO1B [1st line] Why company?: cheap 
long dist 

H62 . . 

(W)TELCO1C [1st line] Why company?: cheap 
internat 

H62 . . 

(W)TELCO1D [1st line] Why company?: cheap 
generally 

H62 H63 H63 

(W)TELCO1E [1st line] Why company?: better 
service 

H62 H63 H63 

(W)TELCO1F [1st line] Why company?: discount 
packages 

H62 . . 

(W)TELCO1G [1st line] Why company?: most 
convenient 

H62 . . 

(W)TELCO1H [1st line] Why company?: always 
use them 

H62 . . 

(W)TELCO1I [1st line] Why company?: other 
reason 

H62 H63 H63 

(W)TELCO2A [2nd line] Why company?: cheap 
local 

H62 . . 

(W)TELCO2B [2nd line] Why company?: cheap 
long dist 

H62 . . 

(W)TELCO2C [2nd line] Why company?: cheap 
internat 

H62 . . 

(W)TELCO2D [2nd line] Why company?: cheap 
generally 

H62 . . 

(W)TELCO2E [2nd line] Why company?: better 
service 

H62 . . 

(W)TELCO2F [2nd line] Why company?: discount 
packages 

H62 . . 

(W)TELCO2G [2nd line] Why company?: most 
convenient 

H62 . . 

(W)TELCO2H [2nd line] Why company?: always 
use them 

H62 . . 

(W)TELCO2I [2nd line] Why company?: other 
reason 

H62 . . 

(W)TELCO3A [3rd line] Why company?: cheap 
local 

H62 . . 

(W)TELCO3B [3rd line] Why company?: cheap 
long dist 

H62 . . 

(W)TELCO3C [3rd line] Why company?: cheap 
internat 

H62 . . 

(W)TELCO3D [3rd line] Why company?: cheap 
generally 

H62 . . 

(W)TELCO3E [3rd line] Why company?: better 
service 

H62 . . 

(W)TELCO3F [3rd line] Why company?: discount 
packages 

H62 . . 

(W)TELCO3G [3rd line] Why company?: most 
convenient 

H62 . . 
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(W)TELCO3H [3rd line] Why company?: always 
use them 

H62 . . 

(W)TELCO3I [3rd line] Why company?: other 
reason 

H62 . . 

(W)TELCOST telephone cost - amount H67 H63 H63 
(W)TELEPHN How many telephones in the 

household? 
H54 H50 H50 

(W)TELLIN tel - company supplies line . H55 H55 
(W)TELLINA h55/1 . H55 H55 
(W)TELLINB h55/2 . H55 H55 
(W)TELLIND h55/4 . H55 H55 
(W)TELLINE h55/1 . H55 H55 
(W)TELLINX h55/dkref . H55 H55 
(W)TELLOC1 In which room is [particular] 

phone kept? 
H55 H51 H51 

(W)TELLOC2 In which room is [particular] 
phone kept? 

H55 H51 H51 

(W)TELLOC3 In which room is [particular] 
phone kept? 

H55 H51 H51 

(W)TELLOC4 In which room is [particular] 
phone kept? 

H55 H51 H51 

(W)TELMON household in phone monitor scheme DV DV DV 
(W)TELPAY Who pays bill? H69 . . 
(W)TELPRD Period this covered H68 H64 H64 
(W)TELSER tel - company supplies services . H56 H56 
(W)TELSERA h56/1 . H56 H56 
(W)TELSERB h56/2 . H56 H56 
(W)TELSERD h56/4 . H56 H56 
(W)TELSERE h56/5 . H56 H56 
(W)TELSERX h56/dk . H56 H56 
(W)TELSERZ h56/ref . H56 H56 
(W)TENURE Household Tenure H5 H5 H5 
(W)THU1 Hrs sleeping Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU10 Hrs work at home Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU11 Hrs home-study Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU12 Hrs education Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU13 Hrs voluntary work Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU14 Hrs shopping Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU15 Hrs concerts,cinema etc Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU16 Hrs walking Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU17 Hrs eating out Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU18 Hrs visiting friends Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU19 Hrs doing sport Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU2 Hrs wash-dressing Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU20 Hrs hobbies Thu  DD DD DD 
(W)THU21 Hrs TV Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU22 Hrs videos Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU23 Hrs radio or CD Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU24 Hrs papers,mags,books Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU25 Hrs friends visiting Thu DD DD DD 
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(W)THU26 Hrs incoming phone Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU27 Hrs outgoing phone Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU28 Hrs PC games Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU29 Hrs email Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU3 Hrs eating at home Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU30 Hrs www Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU31 Hrs PC home-study Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU32 Hrs PC paid work Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU33 Hrs PC other Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU34 Hrs doing nothing Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU35 Hrs other Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU4 Hrs cooking Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU5 Hrs caring Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU6 Hrs housework Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU7 Hrs DIY etc Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU8 Hrs travel Thu DD DD DD 
(W)THU9 Hrs paid work Thu DD DD DD 
(W)TIMECO how long work in organisation . I65 I65 
(W)TIMEJOB how long doing exact job - . I66 I66 
(W)TIMETYP how long doing exact job - type . I62 I62 
(W)TLDIST1 location of phone where there is 

only 1 
DV DV DV 

(W)TLDIST2 location of phones where there are 
2 

DV DV DV 

(W)TLDIST3 location of phones where there are 
3 

DV DV DV 

(W)TOTERR age,gender,relation status error DV DV DV 
(W)TOTINC Total 

income:pension,benefits,investment 
I103 I94 I94 

(W)TOTKID number children all ages in 
household 

DV DV DV 

(W)TRAINDY number days training in year DV . . 
(W)TRAINN How long spent on this training - 

amount 
I115 . . 

(W)TRAINPC Training involve computers? I118 . . 
(W)TRAINPD How long spent on this training - 

period 
I115 . . 

(W)TRAINQU Does training lead to a 
qualification? 

I116 . . 

(W)TRAINSC Any training schemes? I114 . . 
(W)TROTHDY number days other training in . ? ? 
(W)TUE1 Hrs sleeping Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE10 Hrs work at home Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE11 Hrs home-study Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE12 Hrs education Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE13 Hrs voluntary work Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE14 Hrs shopping Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE15 Hrs concerts,cinema etc Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE16 Hrs walking Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE17 Hrs eating out Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE18 Hrs visiting friends Tue DD DD DD 
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(W)TUE19 Hrs doing sport Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE2 Hrs wash-dressing Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE20 Hrs hobbies Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE21 Hrs TV Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE22 Hrs videos Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE23 Hrs radio or CD Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE24 Hrs papers,mags,books Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE25 Hrs friends visiting Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE26 Hrs incoming phone Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE27 Hrs outgoing phone Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE28 Hrs PC games Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE29 Hrs email Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE3 Hrs eating at home Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE30 Hrs www Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE31 Hrs PC home-study Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE32 Hrs PC paid work Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE33 Hrs PC other Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE34 Hrs doing nothing Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE35 Hrs other Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE4 Hrs cooking Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE5 Hrs caring Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE6 Hrs housework Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE7 Hrs DIY etc Tue  DD DD DD 
(W)TUE8 Hrs travel Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TUE9 Hrs paid work Tue DD DD DD 
(W)TVBED11 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
(W)TVBED12 Whose bedroom is TV kept?  H16 . . 
(W)TVBED13 Whose bedroom is TV kept?  H16 . . 
(W)TVBED21 Whose bedroom is TV kept?  H16 . . 
(W)TVBED22 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
(W)TVBED23 Whose bedroom is TV kept?  H16 . . 
(W)TVBED24 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
(W)TVBED25 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
(W)TVBED26 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
(W)TVBED31 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
(W)TVBED32 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
(W)TVBED33 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
(W)TVBED34 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
(W)TVBED35 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
(W)TVBED36 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
(W)TVBED37 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
(W)TVBED41 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
(W)TVBED42 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
(W)TVBED43 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
(W)TVBED44 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
(W)TVBED45 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
(W)TVBED46 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
(W)TVBED51 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
(W)TVBED52 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
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(W)TVBED53 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
(W)TVBED54 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
(W)TVBED55 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
(W)TVBED56 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
(W)TVBED57 Whose bedroom is TV kept? H16 . . 
(W)TVCABLE TV connected to cable? H17 H26 H26 
(W)TVDIST1 location of TV where there is only 

1 
DV DV DV 

(W)TVDIST2 distribution of TVs where there 
are 2 

DV DV DV 

(W)TVDIST3 distribution of TVs where there 
are 3 

DV DV DV 

(W)TVDIST4 distribution of TVs where there 
are 4+ 

DV DV DV 

(W)TVLOC1 Which room do you keep this TV in? H15 H18 H18 
(W)TVLOC2 Which room do you keep this TV in? H15 H18 H18 
(W)TVLOC3 Which room do you keep this TV in? H15 H18 H18 
(W)TVLOC4 Which room do you keep this TV in? H15 H18 H18 
(W)TVLOC5 Which room do you keep this TV in? H15 H18 H18 
(W)TVNEW bought or hired tv recently . H17 H17 
(W)TVNUMBR How many TV sets? H13 H16 H16 
(W)TVRENT Own or rent [particular] TV set? H14 . . 
(W)TVSATEL TV connected to satellite? H18 H21 H21 
(W)UMONPAY net usual pay DV . . 
(W)USUALPD period? I99 I90 I90 
(W)USUALPY How much are you usually paid? - 

amount 
I98 I89 I89 

(W)USULCK2 income check DV . . 
(W)USULCK3 income check DV . . 
(W)USULCK4 income check DV . . 
(W)WEBMOB Internet via TV or mobile phone - 

mobile phone567 
I18 . . 

(W)WEBNTHR Internet via TV or mobile - 
neither 

I18 . . 

(W)WEBTV Internet via TV or mobile phone - 
TV 

I18 . . 

(W)WED1 Hrs sleeping Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED10 Hrs work at home Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED11 Hrs home-study Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED12 Hrs education Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED13 Hrs voluntary work Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED14 Hrs shopping Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED15 Hrs concerts,cinema etc Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED16 Hrs walking Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED17 Hrs eating out Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED18 Hrs visiting friends Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED19 Hrs doing sport Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED2 Hrs wash-dressing Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED20 Hrs hobbies Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED21 Hrs TV Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED22 Hrs videos Wed DD DD DD 
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(W)WED23 Hrs radio or CD Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED24 Hrs papers,mags,books Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED25 Hrs friends visiting Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED26 Hrs incoming phone Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED27 Hrs outgoing phone Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED28 Hrs PC games Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED29 Hrs email Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED3 Hrs eating at home Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED30 Hrs www Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED31 Hrs PC home-study Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED32 Hrs PC paid work Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED33 Hrs PC other Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED34 Hrs doing nothing Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED35 Hrs other Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED4 Hrs cooking Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED5 Hrs caring Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED6 Hrs housework Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED7 Hrs DIY etc Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED8 Hrs travel Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WED9 Hrs paid work Wed DD DD DD 
(W)WEDUCHI number www study uses at least 

weekly 
DV . . 

(W)WFUNHI number www leisure uses at least 
weekly 

DV . . 

(W)WHICS1 household member being interviewed G . . 
(W)WHOCAB Who mainly wanted to get cable? H34 . . 
(W)WHOSAT Who mainly wanted to get 

satellite?  
H23 . . 

(W)WHYCAB1 If likely:Why - watching sport H43 . . 
(W)WHYCAB2 If likely:Why - watching films H43 . . 
(W)WHYCAB3 If likely:Why - everyone will have H43 . . 
(W)WHYCAB4 If likely:Why - more programme 

choice 
H43 . . 

(W)WHYCAB5 If likely:Why - cheaper phone 
calls 

H43 . . 

(W)WHYCAB6 If likely:Why - some other reason H43 . . 
(W)WHYSAT1 [If likely] Why - watching sport H31 . . 
(W)WHYSAT2 [If likely] Why - watching films H31 . . 
(W)WHYSAT3 [If likely] Why - everyone will 

have it 
H31 . . 

(W)WHYSAT4 [If likely] Why - more choice H31 . . 
(W)WHYSAT5 [If likely] Why - something else H31 . . 
(W)WINFOHI number www info uses at least 

weekly 
DV . . 

(W)WJOBHI number www job uses at least 
weekly 

DV . . 

(W)WKCNTRL Do you set your own work schedule I81 I73 I73 
(W)WKDEP how dependent on email for work . I78 I78 
(W)WKEVE How often bring work home EVENINGS I79 I71 I71 
(W)WKHOME frequency works at home 

eves,weekends 
DV . . 
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(W)WKHOURS Hours worked per week I90 I83 I83 
(W)WKHRSHM Hours worked at home per week I91 . . 
(W)WKNET How OFTEN use internet for work I83 I75 I75 
(W)WKONLIN Share of time work spent on-line 

at home 
I88 I81 I81 

(W)WKPC1 At work how often use Word 
processing 

I84 I77 I77 

(W)WKPC10 database I84 . . 
(W)WKPC11 At work how often use pc - other I84 I77 I77 
(W)WKPC12 often use pc at work - design, . I77 I77 
(W)WKPC2 At work how often use Spreadsheets I84 I77 I77 
(W)WKPC3 At work how often use E-mail I84 I77 I77 
(W)WKPC4 At work how often use Artwork, 

design 
I84 . . 

(W)WKPC5 At work how often use Analysis I84 . . 
(W)WKPC6 At work how often use Programming I84 I77 I77 
(W)WKPC7 At work how often use for 

suppliers 
I84 . . 

(W)WKPC8 At work how often use stock 
control 

I84 . . 

(W)WKPC9 At work how often Desk top 
publishing 

I84 . . 

(W)WKPCHI number pc tasks done most days at 
work 

DV . . 

(W)WKPCHOM how often use pc at home for work . I79 I79 
(W)WKPCLOC Where mainly use a computer for 

work? 
I86 . . 

(W)WKPCMID number pc tasks  at work DV . . 
(W)WKPCPAY You or employer pays for computer? I89 I82 I82 
(W)WKPCYRS How many years using a computer at 

work? 
I85 . . 

(W)WKTIME Prefer more or less time working 
at home 

I78 I69 I69 

(W)WKTRAVL How much time takes to get to work I76 I68 I68 
(W)WKWKEND How often bring work home WEEKENDS I80 I72 I72 
(W)WORD2_5 internet words, others . I55 I55 
(W)WORDS1 internet words, 1st . I55 I55 
(W)WORKLOC Work mainly home or work premises I75 I67 I67 
(W)WPRIM1 weekly hours sleeping DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM10 weekly work at home, not pc DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM11 weekly hours study at home  DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM12 weekly hours study out of home DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM13 weekly hours voluntary work DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM14 weekly hours shopping etc DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM15 weekly hours concerts, cinema DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM16 weekly hours walking DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM17 weekly hours eating,drinking out DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM18 weekly hours visiting friends DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM19 weekly hours sports activity DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM2 weekly hours washing,dressing DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM20 weekly hours hobbies DD DD DD 
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(W)WPRIM21 weekly hours TV DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM22 weekly hours video DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM23 weekly hours radio,CD etc DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM24 weekly hours books,papers,mags DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM25 weekly hours visited by friends DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM26 weekly hours getting phone calls DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM27 weekly hours making phone calls DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM28 weekly hours pc games or consoles DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM29 weekly hours email DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM3 weekly hours eating at home DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM30 weekly hours www  DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM31 weekly hours pc for education DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM32 weekly hours pc work at home DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM33 weekly hours pc other DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM34 weekly hours nothing DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM35 weekly hours other DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM4 weekly hours cooking DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM5 weekly hours child-adult care DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM6 weekly hours housework DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM7 weekly hours DIY,gardening  DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM8 weekly hours travel DD DD DD 
(W)WPRIM9 weekly hours at workplace DD DD DD 
(W)WRKHOME How often work at home during 

WEEKDAYS 
I77 I70 I70 

(W)WSEC1 weekly hours sleeping DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC10 weekly work at home, not pc DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC11 weekly hours study at home  DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC12 weekly hours study out of home DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC13 weekly hours voluntary work DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC14 weekly hours shopping etc DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC15 weekly hours concerts, cinema DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC16 weekly hours walking DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC17 weekly hours eating,drinking out DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC18 weekly hours visiting friends DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC19 weekly hours sports activity DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC2 weekly hours washing,dressing DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC20 weekly hours hobbies DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC21 weekly hours TV DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC22 weekly hours video DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC23 weekly hours radio,CD etc DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC24 weekly hours books,papers,mags DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC25 weekly hours visited by friends DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC26 weekly hours getting phone calls DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC27 weekly hours making phone calls DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC28 weekly hours pc games or consoles DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC29 weekly hours email DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC3 weekly hours eating at home DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC30 weekly hours www 97 DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC31 weekly hours pc for education DD DD DD 
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(W)WSEC32 weekly hours pc work at home DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC33 weekly hours pc other DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC34 weekly hours nothing DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC35 weekly hours other DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC4 weekly hours cooking DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC5 weekly hours child-adult care DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC6 weekly hours housework DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC7 weekly hours DIY,gardening  DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC8 weekly hours travel DD DD DD 
(W)WSEC9 weekly hours at workplace DD DD DD 
(W)WSHOPHI number www commercial uses at 

least weekly 
DV . . 

(W)WSLFLAG flagged weekly imputed hours sleep DD DD DD 
(W)WTOT total daily hours aggregated to 

week 
DD DD DD 

(W)WTOTHRS total hours per week per person DD DD DD 
(W)WWEDUC learning uses for www DV . . 
(W)WWFUN leisure uses for www DV . . 
(W)WWINFO information or other uses for www DV . . 
(W)WWJOB work uses for www DV . . 
(W)WWSHOP market uses for www DV . . 
(W)WWUSEY number of uses made of www DV . . 
(W)WWUSHI number www tasks done at least 

weekly 
DV . . 

(W)WWWUS10 www use? - reading newspapers on-
line 

I43 . . 

(W)WWWUS11 www use? - home or on-line 
shopping 

I43 . . 

(W)WWWUS12 www use? - on-line banking I43 . . 
(W)WWWUS13 www use? - other... I43 . . 
(W)WWWUS14 www use? - never use www I43 . . 
(W)WWWUSE1 www use? - search specific product I43 . . 
(W)WWWUSE2 www use? - search particular 

company 
I43 . . 

(W)WWWUSE3 www use? - learning I43 . . 
(W)WWWUSE4 www use? - academic study I43 . . 
(W)WWWUSE5 www use? - personal education I43 . . 
(W)WWWUSE6 www use? - business education I43 . . 
(W)WWWUSE7 www use? - entertainment I43 . . 
(W)WWWUSE8 www use? - download softw business 

use 
I43 . . 

(W)WWWUSE9 www use? - download softw personal 
use 

I43 . . 

(W)XLOCFTF non-local friends - face to face . I15 I15 
(W)XLOCN non-local friends and relatives . I13 I13 
(W)XLOCPST non-local friends - by post . I17 I17 
(W)XLOCR non-local friends and relatives . I14 I14 
(W)XLOCTEL non-local friends - telephone . I16 I16 
(W)XMPWHY1 Why not mobile phone - no need I140 I137 I137 
(W)XMPWHY2 Why not mobile phone - too 

expensive 
I140 I137 I137 
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(W)XMPWHY3 Why not mobile phone - 
embarrassing 

I140 . . 

(W)XMPWHY4 Why not mobile phone - harassment I140 I137 I137 
(W)XMPWHY5 Why not have a mobile - something 

else... 
I140 I137 I137 

(W)XMPWHY7 why no mobile - conversations . I137 I137 
(W)XMPWHY8 why no mobile - health risks . I137 I137 
(W)XMPWHY9 why no mobile - not sort of . I137 I137 
HICOMM all contacts weekly+ :6 categories DV . . 
HIPHONE phone contacts weekly+ :6 

categories 
DV . . 

HIPOST post contacts weekly+ :6 
categories 

DV . . 

HIVISIT personal contacts weekly+ :6 
categories 

DV . . 

LOCOMM all contacts < yearly:6 categories DV . . 
LOPHONE phone contacts < yearly:6 

categories 
DV . . 

LOPOST post contacts < yearly:6 
categories 

DV . . 

LOVISIT personal contacts < yearly:6 
categories 

DV . . 

MIDCOMM all contacts < weekly:6 categories DV . . 
MIDPHONE phone contacts < weekly:6 

categories 
DV . . 

MIDPOST post contacts < weekly:6 
categories 

DV . . 

MIDVISIT personal contacts < weekly:6 
categories 

DV . . 

PID  DV DV DV 
PSU  DV DV DV 
 



 1 

 
Variables Organised by Theme 

 
 
The following is a list of variable labels and names organised by 14 themes. Click the link to view variables 
ordered by the relevant theme: 
 
1) Computers 
2) Demographics 
3) Domestic Activities 
4) Education/ Training  
5) Employment 
6) Family 
7) Housing 
8) Income 
9) Internet 
10) Leisure Activities 
11) Social Networks 
12) Telephones 
13) Television 
14) Teleworking/ Home-based Working 
 
Replace (W) with letter corresponding to wave: 
Wave 1 = a 
Wave 2 = b 
Wave 3 = c 
 
 
1) Computers 
 
 
(W)1STNET About how long ago first used the internet? 

(W)BUYSOFT Expect to buynew software in next year? 
(W)CASHHRD How much spent on pc hardware 12 

months 
(W)CASHSFT How much spent on pc software 12 months 

(W)COMPUSE Do YOU ever use a computer at home?  
(W)EMAIL1A [pc 1] e-mail client, program - Outlook 
(W)EMAIL1B [pc 1] e-mail client, program - Simeon 
(W)EMAIL1C [pc 1] e-mail client, program - Eudora 
(W)EMAIL1E [pc 1] e-mail client, program - Pine 
(W)EMAIL1F [pc 1] e-mail client, program - Pegasus 
(W)EMAIL1G [pc 1] e-mail client, program - Other 
(W)EMAIL1H [pc 1] e-mail client, program - Dk 
(W)EMAIL2A [pc 2] e-mail client , program - Outlook 
(W)EMAIL2C [pc 2] e-mail client, program - Eudora 
(W)EMAIL2E [pc 2] e-mail client, program - Pine628 
(W)EMAIL2G [pc 2] e-mail client, program - Other 
(W)EMAIL2H [pc 2] e-mail client, program - Dk 
(W)EMAIL3A [pc 3] e-mail client or program - Outlook 
(W)EMAIL3G [pc 3] e-mail client or program - Other 
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(W)EMAIL3H [pc 3] e-mail client or program - Dk 
(W)EMAIL4A [pc 4] e-mail client or program - Outlook 
(W)EMAIL4G [pc 4] e-mail client or program - Other 
(W)EMAIL4H [pc 4] e-mail client or program - Dk 
(W)EMLBAL How often email for social, not work 
(W)EMLDEP dependent on email for contact 
(W)EMLLOC email local friends/relatives  
(W)EMLMAIN email main mode of 
(W)EMLMET
H 

method of send/read email 

(W)EMLREPL email replace phone calls  
(W)EMLWOR
K 

email friends whilst at work  

(W)EMLXLO
C 

email non-local friends & 

(W)FRI28 Hrs PC games Fri 
(W)FRI29 Hrs email Fri  
(W)FRI30 Hrs www Fri 
(W)FRI31 Hrs PC home-study Fri 
(W)FRI32 Hrs PC paid work Fri 
(W)FRI33 Hrs PC other Fri 
(W)GAMEN how many games consoles 
(W)GAMLOC location of games consoles 
(W)GAMWHO who uses games consoles 
(W)GETNET may net link only or first -mention pc 
(W)GETNET1 [pc 1] How likely on-line connection...?  
(W)GETNET2 [pc 2] How likely on-line connection...?  
(W)GETNET3 [pc 3] How likely on-line connection...?  
(W)GETNET4 [pc 4] How likely on-line connection...?  
(W)GETPC who got only or first-mention pc 
(W)GETPC1 [pc 1] Who decided to get the pc? 
(W)GETPC2 [pc 2] Who decided to get the pc? 
(W)GETPC3 [pc 3] Who decided to get the pc? 
(W)GETPC4 [pc 4] Who decided to get the pc? 
(W)HGQBY Eligibility - computer in household? 
(W)HPCHOM
E 

pc - computers in the home 

(W)HPCUSER min number pc users in home 
(W)ISP net provider only or first-mention pc 
(W)ISP1 [pc 1] Which companys internet service? 
(W)ISP2 [pc 2] Which companys internet service?  
(W)ISP3 [pc 3] Which company's internet service?  

(W)ISP4 [pc 4] Which companys internet service?  
(W)JPCPROG programming tasks done most days 
(W)JWKPC Do you use a computer in your job 
(W)KFRG11 Hours on home pc Friday 
(W)KFRG12 Hours on internet Friday  
(W)KFRG13 Hours all ICT Friday 
(W)KIDNET How often children use the internet?  
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(W)KMOG11 Hours on home pc Monday 
(W)KMOG12 Hours on internet Monday 
(W)KMOG13 Hours all ICT Monday 
(W)KSAG11 Hours on home pc Saturday 
(W)KSAG12 Hours on internet Saturday 
(W)KSAG13 Hours all ICT Saturday 
(W)KSUG11 Hours on home pc Sunday 
(W)KSUG12 Hours on internet Sunday 
(W)KSUG13 Hours all ICT Sunday 
(W)KTHG11 Hours on home pc Thursday 
(W)KTHG12 Hours on internet Thursday 
(W)KTHG13 Hours all ICT Thursday 
(W)KTUG11 Hours on home pc Tuesday 
(W)KTUG12 Hours on internet Tuesday 
(W)KTUG13 Hours all ICT Tuesday 
(W)KWEG11 Hours on home pc Wednesday 
(W)KWEG12 Hours on internet Wednesday 
(W)KWEG13 Hours all ICT Wednesday 
(W)KWG11 Weekly hours on home pc 
(W)KWG12 Weekly hours on internet  
(W)KWG13 Weekly hours all ICT 
(W)KWPRI23 weekly hours pc games 
(W)KWPRI24 weekly hours pc email 
(W)KWPRI25 weekly hours www 
(W)KWPRI26 weekly hours pc homework 
(W)KWSEC23 weekly hours pc games 
(W)KWSEC24 weekly hours pc email 
(W)KWSEC25 weekly hours www 
(W)KWSEC26 weekly hours pc homework 
(W)LAPTOP is only or first -mention pc a laptop 
(W)LAPTOP1 [pc 1] Is it a laptop pc? 
(W)LAPTOP2 [pc 2] Is it a laptop computer? 
(W)LAPTOP3 [pc 3] Is it a laptop computer? 
(W)LAPTOP4 [pc 4] Is it a laptop computer? 
(W)LASTUSE When did you last use your computer 
(W)LCLEMLN How many local people email contact with 

(W)LCLEMLR Would you say it is between ... (range) 
(W)MODEM modem with only or first-mention pc 
(W)MODEM1 [pc 1] Do you have a modem or fax-

modem? 
(W)MODEM2 [pc 2] Do you have a modem or 

fax/modem? 
(W)MODEM3 [pc 3] Do you have a modem or fax-

modem? 
(W)MODEM4 [pc 4] Do you have a modem or 

fax/modem? 
(W)MODHH if modem in household 
(W)MODNEW new modem with only or 
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(W)MODNEW
1 

pc1 - get modem on 1st pc 

(W)MODNEW
2 

pc2 - get modem on 2nd pc 

(W)MODNEW
3 

pc3 - get modem on 3rd pc 

(W)MODNEW
4 

pc4 - get modem on 4th pc 

(W)MODNUM min number modems in home 
(W)MON28 Hrs PC games Mon 
(W)MON29 Hrs email Mon 
(W)MON30 Hrs www Mon 
(W)MON31 Hrs PC home-study Mon 
(W)MON32 Hrs PC paid work Mon 
(W)MON33 Hrs PC other Mon 
(W)NBUYONL How many products-services bought online 

(W)NET net link with only or first -mention pc 
(W)NET1 [pc 1] Do you have internet? 
(W)NET2 [pc 2] Do you have internet? 
(W)NET3 [pc 3] Do you have internet? 
(W)NET4 [pc 4] Do you have internet? 
(W)NETHH if net link in household  
(W)NETNEW new net link with only or  
(W)NETNEW1 pc1 - get internet on 1st pc 
(W)NETNEW2 pc2 - get internet on 2nd pc  
(W)NETNEW3 pc3 - get internet on 3rd pc 
(W)NETNEW4 pc4 - get internet on 4th pc  
(W)NETSHOP Statements about on-line shopping…  
(W)NETSPEC use internet for a specific purpose? 
(W)NETUSE1 Which used Internet for - WWW 
(W)NETUSE2 Which used Internet for - e-mail 
(W)NETUSE3 Which used Internet for - FTP 
(W)NETUSE4 Which used Internet for - bulletin boards 
(W)NETUSE5 Which used Internet for - usenet-

newsgroups 
(W)NETUSE6 Which used Internet for - on-line games 
(W)NETUSE7 Which used Internet for - none of above 
(W)NLCLMLN How many non-locals email contact with 
(W)NLCLMLR Would you say it is between ... (range) 
(W)NOPCUSE Why do you not use a computer at home? 

(W)ONLIN10 How often online reading newspapers 
(W)ONLIN11 How often online shopping 
(W)ONLIN12 How often online banking 
(W)ONLIN13 How often online other...  
(W)ONLINE1 How often online search for a product 
(W)ONLINE2 How often online search for a company 
(W)ONLINE3 How often online learning  
(W)ONLINE4 How often online academic study 
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(W)ONLINE5 How often online personal study 
(W)ONLINE6 How often online business study 
(W)ONLINE7 How often online entertainment  
(W)ONLINE8 How often download business software 
(W)ONLINE9 How often download personal software 
(W)PC4KID Is pc mainly for use of children?  
(W)PC4KID1 pc for children - stop them watching TV 
(W)PC4KID2 pc for children - they really wanted one 
(W)PC4KID3 pc for children - educational reasons 
(W)PC4KID4 pc for children - important kids learn  
(W)PC4KID5 pc for children - something else 
(W)PC4WHO pc - who was that/were they 
(W)PCATIT1 Computer - intimidating to use  
(W)PCATIT2 Computer - enjoy using computers 
(W)PCATIT3 Computer - depend too much on computers 

(W)PCATIT4 Computer - make life easier 
(W)PCBED11 [pc 1] In whose bedroom pc kept? 
(W)PCBED12 [pc 1] In whose bedroom pc kept? 
(W)PCBED13 [pc 1] In whose bedroom pc kept? 
(W)PCBED14 [pc 1] In whose bedroom pc kept? 
(W)PCBED15 [pc 1] In whose bedroom pc kept? 
(W)PCBED17 [pc 1] In whose bedroom pc kept? 
(W)PCBED21 [pc 2] In whose bedroom pc kept? 
(W)PCBED22 [pc 2] In whose bedroom pc kept? 
(W)PCBED23 [pc 2] In whose bedroom pc kept? 
(W)PCBED24 [pc 2] In whose bedroom pc kept? 
(W)PCBED25 [pc 2] In whose bedroom pc kept? 
(W)PCBED26 [pc 2] In whose bedroom pc kept? 
(W)PCBED27 [pc 2] In whose bedroom pc kept? 
(W)PCBED31 [pc 3] In whose bedroom pc kept? 
(W)PCBED32 [pc 3] In whose bedroom pc kept? 
(W)PCBED33 [pc 3] In whose bedroom pc kept? 
(W)PCBED34 [pc 3] In whose bedroom pc kept? 
(W)PCBED35 [pc 3] In whose bedroom pc kept? 
(W)PCBED36 [pc 3] In whose bedroom pc kept? 
(W)PCBED43 [pc 4] In whose bedroom pc kept? 
(W)PCBED45 [pc 4] In whose bedroom pc kept? 
(W)PCBED46 [pc 4] In whose bedroom pc kept? 
(W)PCBUY year acquired only or first-mention pc 
(W)PCBUY1 [pc 1] In what year purchased...? 
(W)PCBUY2 [pc 2] In what year purchased...? 
(W)PCBUY3 [pc 3] In what year purchased...? 
(W)PCBUY4 [pc 4] In what year purchased...? 
(W)PCDIST1 location of PC where there is only 1  
(W)PCDIST2 distribution of PCs where there are 2 
(W)PCDIST3 distribution of PCs where there are 3+ 
(W)PCDWGH
T 

pc-bias + diary-non-response weight 
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(W)PCGET How likely you will get a computer? 
(W)PCGETA computer use: Paid work 
(W)PCGETB computer use: voluntary-unpaid work 
(W)PCGETC computer use: education 
(W)PCGETD computer use : playing games 
(W)PCGETE computer use: personal correspondence 
(W)PCGETF computer use: household accounts 
(W)PCGETG computer use: hobbies 
(W)PCGETH computer use: e-mail 
(W)PCGETI computer use: browsing-surfing net 
(W)PCGETJ computer use: something else 
(W)PCGETY number reasons wanting a pc for self 
(W)PCHELP Someone to turn to for help for problem? 
(W)PCHELPN Who is that? 
(W)PCHHUSE Anyone else in household use computer 
(W)PCHOME Do you have a computer in your home? 
(W)PCHWGH
T 

persons household pc-bias weight 

(W)PCIMAGE How do you look upon your computer 
(W)PCIMP coded:how is pc important to home-work 
(W)PCIWGHT pc-bias + indiv-non-response weight 
(W)PCKDUSE What do they mostly use the computer for? 

(W)PCKID Is this the computer the child(ren) use?  
(W)PCKIDBY Childrens computer bought or handed-

down? 
(W)PCKIDUS How often children use the computer? 
(W)PCKNOW know how to use pc in household 
(W)PCLASTA pc - last use - paid work 
(W)PCLASTB pc - last use - unpaid work 
(W)PCLASTC pc - last use - education 
(W)PCLASTD pc - last use - games 
(W)PCLASTE pc - last use - word processing 
(W)PCLASTF pc - last use - 
(W)PCLASTG pc - last use - hobbies 
(W)PCLASTH pc - last use - email 
(W)PCLASTI pc - last use - internet  
(W)PCLASTJ pc - last use - something else 
(W)PCLASTO pc - last use - (other) 
(W)PCMAIN whether pc user is main user 
(W)PCMOD respondent account of home modems 
(W)PCMOST which pc use the most 
(W)PCNET respondent account of home net links 
(W)PCNEW only or first-mention pc a replacement 
(W)PCNEW1 [pc 1] Replace earlier pc or 1st time? 
(W)PCNEW2 [pc 2] Replace earlier pc or 1st time? 
(W)PCNEW3 [pc 3] Replace earlier pc or 1st time? 
(W)PCNEW4 [pc 4] Replace earlier pc or 1st time? 
(W)PCNOTA Reason not getting pc: too expensive 
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(W)PCNOTB Reason not getting pc: don't understand 
them 

(W)PCNOTC Reason not getting pc: don't see need 
(W)PCNOTD Reason not getting pc: anti new technol ogy 

(W)PCNOTE Reason not getting pc: something else  
(W)PCNUMBR How many computers at home? 

(W)PCOPSY op-system only or first-mention pc 
(W)PCOPSY1 [pc 1] What operating system ? 
(W)PCOPSY2 [pc 2] What operating system ? 
(W)PCOPSY3 [pc 3] What operating system ? 
(W)PCOPSY4 [pc 4] What operating system ? 
(W)PCROOM1 Which room is [1st] pc kept? 

(W)PCROOM2 Which room is [2nd] pc kept? 

(W)PCROOM3 Which room is [3rd] pc kept? 

(W)PCROOM4 Which room is [4th] pc kept? 

(W)PCSHARE pc - use of one or more than 
(W)PCSWAP pc - replace another computer 
(W)PCTRAIN new - pc or it training  
(W)PCTRDY number days pc training in year  
(W)PCTRPD new - time spent pc/it training  
(W)PCTRTIM new - time spent on pc/it 
(W)PCTRTYP new - pc or it training type  
(W)PCTYP1B [pc 1] Is it any of these . . .?  
(W)PCTYP2B [pc 2] Is it any of these . . .?  
(W)PCTYP4B [pc 4] Is it any of these . . .?  
(W)PCTYPE type of only or first-mention pc 
(W)PCTYPE1 [pc 1] PC, a MAC or some other type...? 
(W)PCTYPE2 [pc 2] PC, a MAC or some other type...? 
(W)PCTYPE3 [pc 3] PC, a MACintosh or some other 

type...? 
(W)PCTYPE4 [pc 4] PC, a MAC or some other type...? 
(W)PCUPGD1 Type of upgrade - new or replace pc 
(W)PCUPGD2 Type of upgrade - bigger hard disk 
(W)PCUPGD3 Type of upgrade - add a modem 
(W)PCUPGD4 Type of upgrade - more memory or power 

(W)PCUPGD5 Type of upgrade - new operating system 
(W)PCUPGD6 Type of upgrade - new processor-CPU 
(W)PCUPGD7 Type of upgrade - new monitor 
(W)PCUPGD8 Type of upgrade - Other 
(W)PCUPGDN number of upgrades considered 
(W)PCUPGRD Are you thinking about upgrading etc pc?  
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(W)PCUSE1A [pc 1] YOU use pc for paid work 
(W)PCUSE1B [pc 1] YOU use pc for volunt/unpaid work 

(W)PCUSE1C [pc 1] YOU use pc for education 
(W)PCUSE1D [pc 1] YOU use pc for games 
(W)PCUSE1E [pc 1] YOU use pc for correspondence 
(W)PCUSE1F [pc 1] YOU use pc for finances 
(W)PCUSE1G [pc 1] YOU use pc for hobbies 
(W)PCUSE1H [pc 1] YOU use pc for something else 
(W)PCUSE2B [pc 2] YOU use pc for volunt-unpaid work 

(W)PCUSE2C [pc 2] YOU use pc for education 
(W)PCUSE2D [pc 2] YOU use pc for games 
(W)PCUSE2E [pc 2] YOU use pc for correspondence635 

(W)PCUSE2F [pc 2] YOU use pc for finances 
(W)PCUSE2G [pc 2] YOU use pc for hobbies 
(W)PCUSE2H [pc 2] YOU use pc for something else 
(W)PCUSE3A [pc 3] YOU use computer for paid work 
(W)PCUSE3B [pc 3] YOU use pc for volunt-unpaid work 

(W)PCUSE3C [pc 3] YOU use pc for education 
(W)PCUSE3D [pc 3] YOU use pc for games 
(W)PCUSE3E [pc 3] YOU use pc for correspondence 
(W)PCUSE3F [pc 3] YOU use pc for finances 
(W)PCUSE3G [pc 3] YOU use pc for hobbies 
(W)PCUSE3H [pc 3] YOU use pc for something else 
(W)PCUSE4A [pc 4] YOU use pc for paid work 
(W)PCUSE4B [pc 4] YOU use pc for volunt-unpaid work 

(W)PCUSE4C [pc 4] YOU use pc for education 
(W)PCUSE4D [pc 4] YOU use pc for games 
(W)PCUSE4E [pc 4] YOU use pc for correspondence 
(W)PCUSE4F [pc 4] YOU use pc for finances 
(W)PCUSE4G [pc 4] YOU use pc for hobbies 
(W)PCUSE4H [pc 4] YOU use pc for something else 
(W)PCUSEA paid work only or first-mentioned pc 
(W)PCUSEB unpaid work only or first-mentioned pc 
(W)PCUSEC education only or first-mentioned pc 
(W)PCUSED games only or first-mentioned pc 
(W)PCUSEE WP only or first-mentioned pc 
(W)PCUSEF accounts only or first-mentioned pc 
(W)PCUSEG hobbies only or first-mentioned pc  
(W)PCUSEH other use only or first-mentioned pc 
(W)PCUSEN number of activities pc used for 
(W)PCUSER main user of only or first  
(W)PCUSER1 Who mostly uses this computer? 
(W)PCUSER2 Who mostly uses this computer? 
(W)PCUSER3 Who mostly uses this computer? 
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(W)PCUSER4 Who mostly uses this computer? 
(W)PCVIEW2 effects of pcs, 1=positive or big change 
(W)PCVIEWS coded:social impact of computers 
(W)PCWGHT individualised hh pc -bias weight 
(W)PCWHEN1 [pc 1] When did you first get a home pc? 
(W)PCWHEN2 [pc 2] When did you first get a home pc? 
(W)PCWHEN3 [pc 3] When did you first get a home pc? 
(W)PCWHEN4 [pc 4] When did you first get a home pc? 
(W)PCWHO1 Who else uses it? 
(W)PCWHO2 Who else uses it? 
(W)PCWHO3 Who else uses it? 
(W)PCWHO4 Who else uses it? 
(W)PCWHO5 Who else uses it? 
(W)PCWHO6 Who else uses it? 
(W)PCWHO7 Who else uses it? 
(W)PCWKIM1 how is pc important working at home(1) 
(W)PCWKIM2 how is pc important working at home(2) 
(W)PCWKIM3 how is pc important working at home(3) 
(W)PCWKIM4 how is pc important working at home (4) 
(W)PCWKIM5 how is pc important working at home(5) 
(W)Q50STR pc - operating system of 
(W)Q52S1 How much spent on pc software DK 
(W)Q53S1 How much spent on pc hardware DK 
(W)Q55NET3 pc - internet words - 3rd 
(W)Q55NET4 pc - internet words - 4rth 
(W)Q55NET5 pc - internet words - 5th 
(W)SAT28 Hrs PC games Sat 
(W)SAT29 Hrs email Sat 
(W)SAT30 Hrs www Sat 
(W)SAT31 Hrs PC home-study Sat 
(W)SAT32 Hrs PC paid work Sat 
(W)SAT33 Hrs PC other Sat 
(W)SOFTN number of software packages on pc 
(W)SOFTTYP coded:software expect next 12 months 
(W)SOFTW2 reasons for getting software, grouped 
(W)SOFTWHY coded:why expect software next 12 months 

(W)SOFTWR1 Software types - Wordprocessing 
(W)SOFTWR2 Software types - Spreadsheets 
(W)SOFTWR3 Software types - Graphics 
(W)SOFTWR4 Software types - Desk-top publishing 
(W)SOFTWR5 Software types - Games 
(W)SOFTWR6 Software types - Database 
(W)SOFTWR7 Software types - Other 
(W)SUN28 Hrs PC games Sun 
(W)SUN29 Hrs email Sun 
(W)SUN30 Hrs www Sun 
(W)SUN31 Hrs PC home-study Sun 
(W)SUN32 Hrs PC paid work Sun 
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(W)SUN33 Hrs PC other Sun 
(W)TCHSCNA If not - (a) Too complicated 
(W)TCHSCNB If not - (b) You are not interested 
(W)TCHSCNC If not - (c) Something else 
(W)TCHSCRN Use touch-screen? 
(W)TECPHOB technophobia scale: computer attitudes 
(W)THU28 Hrs PC games Thu 
(W)THU29 Hrs email Thu 
(W)THU30 Hrs www Thu 
(W)THU31 Hrs PC home-study Thu 
(W)THU32 Hrs PC paid work Thu 
(W)THU33 Hrs PC other Thu 
(W)TRAINPC Training involve computers?  
(W)TUE28 Hrs PC games Tue 
(W)TUE29 Hrs email Tue 
(W)TUE30 Hrs www Tue 
(W)TUE31 Hrs PC home-study Tue 
(W)TUE32 Hrs PC paid work Tue 
(W)TUE33 Hrs PC other Tue 
(W)WEBMOB Internet via TV or mobile phone - mobile 

phone567 
(W)WEBNTH
R 

Internet via TV or mobile - neither 

(W)WEBTV Internet via TV or mobile phone - TV 
(W)WED28 Hrs PC games Wed 
(W)WED29 Hrs email Wed 
(W)WED30 Hrs www Wed 
(W)WED31 Hrs PC home-study Wed 
(W)WED32 Hrs PC paid work Wed 
(W)WED33 Hrs PC other Wed 
(W)WEDUCHI number www study uses at least weekly 
(W)WFUNHI number www leisure uses at least weekly 
(W)WINFOHI number www info uses at least weekly 
(W)WJOBHI number www job uses at least weekly 
(W)WKNET How OFTEN use internet for work 
(W)WKONLIN Share of time work spent on-line at home 
(W)WKPC1 At work how often use Word processing 
(W)WKPC10 database 
(W)WKPC11 At work how often use pc - other 
(W)WKPC12 often use pc at work - design, 
(W)WKPC2 At work how often use Spreadsheets 
(W)WKPC3 At work how often use E-mail 
(W)WKPC4 At work how often use Artwork, design 
(W)WKPC5 At work how often use Analysis 
(W)WKPC6 At work how often use Programming 
(W)WKPC7 At work how often use for suppliers 
(W)WKPC8 At work how often use stock control 
(W)WKPC9 At work how often Desk top publishing 
(W)WKPCHI number pc tasks done most days at work 
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(W)WKPCLO
C 

Where mainly use a computer for work? 

(W)WKPCMI
D 

number pc tasks  at work 

(W)WKPCPA
Y 

You or employer pays for computer? 

(W)WKPCYRS How many years using a computer at 
work? 

(W)WPRIM28 weekly hours pc games or consoles 
(W)WPRIM29 weekly hours email 
(W)WPRIM30 weekly hours www  
(W)WPRIM31 weekly hours pc for education 
(W)WPRIM32 weekly hours pc work at home 
(W)WPRIM33 weekly hours pc other 
(W)WSEC28 weekly hours pc games or consoles 
(W)WSEC29 weekly hours email 
(W)WSEC30 weekly hours www 97 
(W)WSEC31 weekly hours pc for education 
(W)WSEC32 weekly hours pc work at home 
(W)WSEC33 weekly hours pc other 
(W)WSHOPHI number www commercial uses at least 

weekly 
(W)WWEDUC learning uses for www 
(W)WWFUN leisure uses for www 
(W)WWINFO information or other uses for www 
(W)WWJOB work uses for www 
(W)WWSHOP market uses for www 
(W)WWUSEY number of uses made of www 
(W)WWUSHI number www tasks done at least weekly 
(W)WWWUS1
0 

www use? - reading newspapers on-line 

(W)WWWUS1
1 

www use? - home or on-line shopping 

(W)WWWUS1
2 

www use? - on-line banking  

(W)WWWUS1
3 

www use? - other... 

(W)WWWUS1
4 

www use? - never use www 

(W)WWWUSE
1 

www use? - search specific product 

(W)WWWUSE
2 

www use? - search particular company 

(W)WWWUSE
3 

www use? - learning  

(W)WWWUSE
4 

www use? - academic study 

(W)WWWUSE
5 

www use? - personal education 
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(W)WWWUSE
6 

www use? - business education 

(W)WWWUSE
7 

www use? - entertainment  

(W)WWWUSE
8 

www use? - download softw business use 

(W)WWWUSE
9 

www use? - download softw personal use 

A(W)PCUSE2
A 

[pc 2] YOU use computer for paid work 

 
 
2) Demographics 
 
 
(W)ACCOMM type accommodation household lives in 
(W)ACCRM1 Accommodation has separate living room? 

(W)ACCRM2 Accommodation has separate dining room? 

(W)ACCRM3 Accommodation has separate study/office? 

(W)AGE age (grid) 
(W)AGERR grid age and adult diary age error  
(W)BIRTH new - location of birth 
(W)COMPAN
Y 

Which type of organisation work for  

(W)CONTRCT Job status permanent,temp,contrac 
(W)EDUCAGE How old when you left school? 
(W)EGLLC leaver's location code 
(W)EGLS leaver status 
(W)EGPWS previous wave status 
(W)EMPLYEE Are you employee or self employed 
(W)EMPSTAT Employment status 
(W)ETHNIC Ethnic status  
(W)F_EDAGE How old when you left FE? 
(W)FAM family structure 
(W)FAMJOB partners joint labour market status  
(W)FATHER whether father or not 
(W)FURTHED which of these is further education 
(W)GRSSPAY Gross pay - amount 
(W)GRSSPRD Period covered? 
(W)HEALTH Health compared to people your age? 
(W)HGDOBM month of birth (grid)  
(W)HGDOBY year of birth (grid) 
(W)HGR2R relationship to HRP 
(W)HGSEX sex (grid) 
(W)HLTHLM
T 

Health limit daily activities?  

(W)HRESP hrp, partner/spouse, neither 
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(W)IDOB dob fixed text, individual 
(W)IDOBD day of birth - individual  
(W)IDOBM month of birth - individual  
(W)IDOBY year of birth - individual  
(W)INDAGE age from dob in individual 
(W)INDSTAT Individual interview status  
(W)JOBWK away from job last week? 
(W)KAGERR grid age - child diary age error  
(W)KSEXERR grid sex - child diary sex error  
(W)KTOTERR age,gender,relation status error:kids  
(W)MARITAL Current legal marital status  
(W)MASTAT marital status  
(W)MERR marital status and spouse num error 
(W)MNGR Do you have any managerial duties  
(W)MOTHER whether mother or not 
(W)N12KID number children aged 12-15 inclusive 
(W)NCOUP number married-partnered people in hh  
(W)NETPAY take-home pay - amount 
(W)NETPRD Period covered? 
(W)NFAM number people in household 
(W)NKID number children aged upto-including 15  
(W)NOTUK country of birth 
(W)PAIDWK did you do any paid work last week 
(W)PARERR relation HRP and mother-father num error 

(W)Q107S1 How old when left school - still there  
(W)Q110S1 How old when left FE - still there  
(W)Q1AS1 How long spent on this training - Dk/Ref 
(W)Q93S1 Gross pay - DK/Ref 
(W)Q95S1 take-home pay - DK/Ref 
(W)QUAL1 Quals - None 
(W)QUAL10 Other - A levels or Scottish Higher Cert  
(W)QUAL11 Other - AS levels or Scottish Highers 
(W)QUAL12 Other - Higher School Certificate 
(W)QUAL13 Other - GCSE,A-C O level or equivalent 
(W)QUAL14 Other - GCSE D-G or equivalent 
(W)QUAL15 Other - Matriculation,SLC School Leaving  

(W)QUAL16 Other - Certificate Higher Grade 
(W)QUAL17 Other - YT certificate,SLC School Leaving 

(W)QUAL18 Other quals 
(W)QUAL2 Degree (or Higher Degree) 837 
(W)QUAL3 Teaching or nursing qualification  
(W)QUAL4 NVQ-SVQ level 4: HNC-HCD-BTEC 
(W)QUAL5 NVQ-SVQ level 3: ONC-OND-BTEC 
(W)QUAL6 NVQ-SVQ level 2: City and Guilds 
(W)QUAL7 NVQ-SVQ level 1: City and Guilds Craft  
(W)QUAL8 Other higher qualification  
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(W)QUAL9 Other quals - None 
(W)QUALN10 How many Other 
(W)QUALNO2 How many A levels or Scottish Higher cert 

(W)QUALNO3 How many AS levels or Scottish Highers 
(W)QUALNO4 How many Higher School Certificate 
(W)QUALNO5 How many GCSE A-C O level or 

equivalent 
(W)QUALNO6 How many GCSE D-G or equivalent 
(W)REGION Region 
(W)ROOMNO How many rooms? 
(W)SCHOOL type of school 
(W)SEG family structure and work status 
(W)SEXERR grid sex and adult diary sex error  
(W)SIC Industry code (SIC) 
(W)SOC Job title (SOC) 
(W)SOCSTAT social status of current job 
(W)SPAGE partners age 
(W)SPJOB partners work status 
(W)TOTERR age,gender,relation status error 
(W)TOTKID number children all ages in household  
(W)TRAINN How long spent on this training - amount 

(W)TRAINPC Training involve computers?  
(W)TRAINPD How long spent on this training - period 
(W)TRAINQU Does training lead to a qualification?  
(W)TRAINSC Any training s chemes? 
 
 
3) Domestic Activities 
 
 
(W)CAREKID Who spends most time looking after kids 
(W)DIY Hours spent on DIY - amount 
(W)FAM family structure 
(W)FAMJOB partners joint labour market status  
(W)FEELRSH feeling rushed 
(W)FRI2 Hrs wash-dressing Fri  
(W)FRI3 Hrs eating at home Fri  
(W)FRI4 Hrs cooking Fri 
(W)FRI5 Hrs caring Fri  
(W)FRI6 Hrs housework Fri 
(W)FRI7 Hrs DIY etc Fri 
(W)HHJOB1 Who does grocery shopping 
(W)HHJOB2 Who does cooking 
(W)HHJOB3 Who does cleaning and hoovering 
(W)HHJOB4 Who does washing and ironing  
(W)HOUSEW
K 

Hours spent doing housework - amount 

(W)KFRG1 Domestic hours Friday 
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(W)KMOG1 Domestic hours Monday 
(W)KSAG1 Domestic hours Saturday 
(W)KSUG1 Domestic hours Sunday 
(W)KTHG1 Domestic hours Thursday 
(W)KTUG1 Domestic hours Tuesday 
(W)KWEG1 Domestic hours Wednesday 
(W)KWG1 Weekly domestic hours 
(W)KWPRI2 weekly hours washing,dressing  
(W)KWPRI3 weekly hours eating at home 
(W)KWPRI4 weekly hours chores 
(W)KWSEC2 weekly hours washing,dressing  
(W)KWSEC3 weekly hours eating at home 
(W)KWSEC4 weekly hours chores 
(W)MON2 Hrs wash-dressing Mon 
(W)MON3 Hrs eating at home Mon 
(W)MON4 Hrs cooking Mon 
(W)MON5 Hrs caring Mon 
(W)MON6 Hrs housework Mon 
(W)MON7 Hrs DIY etc Mon 
(W)N_NEW1 new - recent buys - washing 
(W)N_NEW2 new - recent buys - dish washer 
(W)N_NEW3 new - recent buys - microwave 
(W)N_NEW4 new - recent buys - cd player 
(W)N_NEW5 new - recent buys - video 
(W)N_NEW6 new - recent buys - video 
(W)N_NEW7 new - recent buys - digital  
(W)N12KID number children aged 12-15 inclusive 
(W)NCOUP number married-partnered people in hh  
(W)NFAM number people in household 
(W)NKID number children aged upto-including 15  
(W)Q125S1 Hours spent doing housework - none/dk 
(W)Q126S1 Hours spent on DIY - none/dk 
(W)RUSHD rush - tasks around home 
(W)RUSHE rush - shop for essentials 
(W)SAT2 Hrs wash-dressing Sat 
(W)SAT3 Hrs eating at home Sat 
(W)SAT4 Hrs cooking Sat 
(W)SAT5 Hrs caring Sat 
(W)SAT6 Hrs housework Sat 
(W)SAT7 Hrs DIY etc Sat 
(W)SEG family structure and work status 
(W)SHOP ever shop on-line 
(W)SPAGE partners age 
(W)SPJOB partners work status 
(W)SUN2 Hrs wash-dressing Sun 
(W)SUN3 Hrs eating at home Sun 
(W)SUN4 Hrs cooking Sun 
(W)SUN5 Hrs caring Sun 
(W)SUN6 Hrs housework Sun 
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(W)SUN7 Hrs DIY etc Sun 
(W)THU2 Hrs wash-dressing Thu 
(W)THU3 Hrs eating at home Thu 
(W)THU4 Hrs cooking Thu 
(W)THU5 Hrs caring Thu 
(W)THU6 Hrs housework Thu 
(W)THU7 Hrs DIY etc Thu 
(W)TUE2 Hrs wash-dressing Tue 
(W)TUE3 Hrs eating at home Tue 
(W)TUE4 Hrs cooking Tue 
(W)TUE5 Hrs caring Tue 
(W)TUE6 Hrs housework Tue 
(W)TUE7 Hrs DIY etc Tue  
(W)WED2 Hrs wash-dressing Wed 
(W)WED3 Hrs eating at home Wed 
(W)WED4 Hrs cooking Wed 
(W)WED5 Hrs caring Wed 
(W)WED6 Hrs housework Wed 
(W)WED7 Hrs DIY etc Wed 
(W)WPRIM2 weekly hours washing,dressing  
(W)WPRIM3 weekly hours eating at home 
(W)WPRIM4 weekly hours cooking 
(W)WPRIM5 weekly hours child-adult care 
(W)WPRIM6 weekly hours housework 
(W)WPRIM7 weekly hours DIY,gardening  
(W)WSEC2 weekly hours washing,dressing  
(W)WSEC3 weekly hours eating at home 
(W)WSEC4 weekly hours cooking 
(W)WSEC5 weekly hours child-adult care 
(W)WSEC6 weekly hours housework 
(W)WSEC7 weekly hours DIY,gardening  
 
 
4) Education/ Training 
 
 
(W)EDUCAGE How old when you left school? 
(W)F_EDAGE How old when you left FE? 
(W)FRI11 Hrs home-study Fri 
(W)FRI12 Hrs education Fri 
(W)FURTHED which of these is further education 
(W)HIQUAL highest qualification  
(W)ITTRAIN original - it training  
(W)ITTRPD original - it training period  
(W)ITTRTIM original - it training amount  
(W)ITTRTYP original - it training type  
(W)KFRG6 Hours education Friday 
(W)KMOG6 Hours education Monday 
(W)KSAG6 Hours education Saturday 
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(W)KSUG6 Hours education Sunday 
(W)KTHG6 Hours education Thursday 
(W)KTUG6 Hours education Tuesday 
(W)KWEG6 Hours education Wednesday 
(W)KWG6 Weekly hours education 
(W)KWPRI7 weekly hours school 
(W)KWPRI8 weekly hours homework 
(W)KWSEC7 weekly hours school 
(W)KWSEC8 weekly hours homework 
(W)MON11 Hrs home-study Mon 
(W)MON12 Hrs education Mon 
(W)NMASTAT new - current legal marital  
(W)NPCQLTP new - what pc/it training quali  
(W)NPCQUAL new - it/pc training lead to  
(W)NQUAL new - qualifications (basic) 
(W)NTRAIN new - other education or training  
(W)NTRNPD new - other training - unit 
(W)NTRNQL new - other training lead to quali  
(W)NTRNTIM new - other training, amount of time  
(W)NTRQLTP new - other training, what was quali  
(W)ONLINE3 How often online learning  
(W)ONLINE4 How often online academic study 
(W)ONLINE5 How often online personal study 
(W)ONLINE6 How often online business study 
(W)OTRAIN original - other training or  
(W)OTRNPD original - other training  
(W)OTRNQL original - was other train/educ 
(W)OTRNTIM original - other training  
(W)OTRQLOB original - obtain quals for 
(W)OTRQLTP original - other training what  
(W)PC4KID3 pc for children - educational reasons 
(W)PCTRAIN new - pc or it training  
(W)PCTRDY number days pc training in year  
(W)PCTRPD new - time spent pc/it training  
(W)PCTRTIM new - time spent on pc/it 
(W)PCTRTYP new - pc or it training type  
(W)PCUSE1C [pc 1] YOU use pc for education 
(W)PCUSE2C [pc 2] YOU use pc for education 
(W)PCUSE3C [pc 3] YOU use pc for education 
(W)PCUSE4C [pc 4] YOU use pc for education 
(W)Q107S1 How old when left school - still the re 
(W)Q110S1 How old when left FE - still there  
(W)Q1AS1 How long spent on this training - Dk/Ref 
(W)QUAL1 Quals - None 
(W)QUAL10 Other - A levels or Scottish Higher Cert  
(W)QUAL11 Other - AS levels or Scottish Highers 
(W)QUAL12 Other - Higher School Certificate 
(W)QUAL13 Other - GCSE,A-C O level or equivalent 
(W)QUAL14 Other - GCSE D-G or equivalent 
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(W)QUAL15 Other - Matriculation,SLC School Leaving  

(W)QUAL16 Other - Certificate Higher Grade 
(W)QUAL17 Other - YT certificate,SLC School Leaving 

(W)QUAL18 Other quals 
(W)QUAL2 Degree (or Higher Degree) 837 
(W)QUAL3 Teaching or nursing qualification  
(W)QUAL4 NVQ-SVQ level 4: HNC-HCD-BTEC 
(W)QUAL5 NVQ-SVQ level 3: ONC-OND-BTEC 
(W)QUAL6 NVQ-SVQ level 2: City and Guilds  
(W)QUAL7 NVQ-SVQ level 1: City and Guilds Craft  
(W)QUAL8 Other higher qualification  
(W)QUAL9 Other quals - None 
(W)QUALN10 How many Other 
(W)QUALNO2 How many A levels or Scottish Higher cert 

(W)QUALNO3 How many AS levels or Scottish Highers 
(W)QUALNO4 How many Higher School Certificate 
(W)QUALNO5 How many GCSE A-C O level or 

equivalent 
(W)QUALNO6 How many GCSE D-G or equivalent 
(W)QUALTRN qualification training is for  
(W)SAT11 Hrs home-study Sat 
(W)SAT12 Hrs education Sat 
(W)SCHOOL type of school 
(W)SUN11 Hrs home-study Sun 
(W)SUN12 Hrs education Sun 
(W)THU11 Hrs home-study Thu 
(W)THU12 Hrs education Thu 
(W)TRAINN How long spent on this training - amount 

(W)TRAINPC Training involve computers?  
(W)TRAINPD How long spent on this training - period 
(W)TRAINQU Does training lead to a qualification?  
(W)TRAINSC Any training schemes?  
(W)TUE11 Hrs home-study Tue 
(W)TUE12 Hrs education Tue 
(W)WED11 Hrs home-study Wed 
(W)WED12 Hrs education Wed 
(W)WPRIM11 weekly hours study at home  
(W)WPRIM12 weekly hours study out of home 
(W)WSEC11 weekly hours study at home  
(W)WSEC12 weekly hours study out of home 
(W)WWWUSE
3 

www use? - learning  

(W)WWWUSE
4 

www use? - academic study 
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(W)WWWUSE
5 

www use? - personal education 

(W)WWWUSE
6 

www use? - business education 

 
 
5) Employment 
 
 
(W)ACCRM3 Accommodation has separate study/office? 

(W)COMPAN
Y 

Which type of organisation work for  

(W)CONTRCT Job status permanent,temp,contrac 
(W)EMLWOR
K 

email friends whilst at work  

(W)EMPLYEE Are you employee or self employed 
(W)EMPSTAT Employment status 
(W)FAM1 both spouses contribute to hh income 
(W)FAM3 husband should be breadwinner 
(W)FAMJOB partners joint labour market status  
(W)FRI10 Hrs work at home Fri 
(W)FRI13 Hrs voluntary work Fri 
(W)FRI32 Hrs PC paid work Fri 
(W)GMONPA
Y 

gross monthly pay  

(W)GRSSPAY Gross pay - amount 
(W)GRSSPRD Period covered? 
(W)INCCHK1 income check 
(W)INCCHK2 income check 
(W)INCCHK3 income check 
(W)INCCHK4 income check 
(W)INCCHK5 income check 
(W)JOBTOP autonomy and responsibility at work1329 

(W)JOBWK away from job last week? 
(W)JPCART design-type tasks done most days 
(W)JPCPROG programming tasks done most days 
(W)JPCSEC secretary-type tasks done most days 
(W)JPCSHOP retail-type tasks done most days 
(W)JWKPC Do you use a computer in your job 
(W)KFRG2 Hours working Friday 
(W)KMOG2 Hours working Monday 
(W)KSAG2 Hours working Saturday 
(W)KSUG2 Hours working Sunday 
(W)KTHG2 Hours working Thursday 
(W)KTUG2 Hours working Tuesday 
(W)KWEG2 Hours working Wednesday 
(W)KWG2 Weekly hours working 
(W)KWPRI5 weekly hours paid work 
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(W)KWSEC5 weekly hours paid work 
(W)LINE1B What do you use 1st line for - business 
(W)LINE2B What do you use 2nd line for - business 
(W)LINE3B What do you use 3rd line for - business 
(W)MNGR Do you have any managerial duties  
(W)MON10 Hrs work at home Mon 
(W)MON13 Hrs voluntary work Mon 
(W)MON32 Hrs PC paid work Mon 
(W)MON9 Hrs paid work Mon 
(W)NETCHK1 income check 
(W)NETCHK2 income check 
(W)NETCHK3 income check 
(W)NETCHK4 income check 
(W)NETNOR
M 

Is take-home pay normal? 

(W)NETPAY take-home pay - amount 
(W)NETPRD Period covered? 
(W)NMONPA
Y 

net monthly pay 

(W)PAIDWK did you do any paid work last week 
(W)PCGETA computer use: Paid work 
(W)PCGETB computer use: voluntary-unpaid work 
(W)PCUSE1A [pc 1] YOU use pc for paid work 
(W)PCUSE1B [pc 1] YOU use pc for volunt/unpaid work 

(W)PCUSE2B [pc 2] YOU use pc for volunt-unpaid work 

(W)PCUSE3A [pc 3] YOU use computer for paid work 
(W)PCUSE3B [pc 3] YOU use pc for volunt-unpaid work 

(W)PCUSE4A [pc 4] YOU use pc for paid work 
(W)PCUSE4B [pc 4] YOU use pc for volunt-unpaid work 

(W)PCWKIM1 how is pc important working at home(1) 
(W)PCWKIM2 how is pc important working at home(2) 
(W)PCWKIM3 how is pc important working at home(3) 
(W)PCWKIM4 how is pc important working at home (4) 
(W)PCWKIM5 how is pc important working at home(5) 
(W)Q75STR how often use internet for work 
(W)Q91S1 Hours worked at home per week - na 
(W)Q93S1 Gross pay - DK/Ref 
(W)Q95S1 take-home pay - DK/Ref 
(W)Q98S1 How much are you usually paid? - DK/Ref 

(W)S_EINCN Self-employed income - amount 
(W)S_EINCX Self-employed income - Dk/Ref 
(W)S_EPRD Was that weekly or monthly income? 
(W)S_ETAX Was figure BEFORE deduction of tax? 
(W)SAT10 Hrs work at home Sat 
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(W)SAT13 Hrs voluntary work Sat 
(W)SAT32 Hrs PC paid work Sat 
(W)SEG family structure and work status 
(W)SIC Industry code (SIC) 
(W)SOC Job title (SOC) 
(W)SOCSTAT social status of current job 
(W)SPJOB partners work status 
(W)SUN10 Hrs work at home Sun 
(W)SUN13 Hrs voluntary work Sun 
(W)SUN32 Hrs PC paid work Sun 
(W)THU10 Hrs work at home Thu 
(W)THU13 Hrs voluntary work Thu 
(W)THU32 Hrs PC paid work Thu 
(W)TIMECO how long work in organisation  
(W)TIMEJOB how long doing exact job - 
(W)TIMETYP how long doing exact job - type 
(W)TOTINC Total income:pension,benefits,investment  

(W)TUE10 Hrs work at home Tue 
(W)TUE13 Hrs voluntary work Tue 
(W)TUE32 Hrs PC paid work Tue 
(W)UMONPA
Y 

net usual pay 

(W)USUALPD period? 
(W)USUALPY How much are you usually paid? - amount 

(W)USULCK2 income check 
(W)USULCK3 income check 
(W)USULCK4 income check 
(W)WED10 Hrs work at home Wed 
(W)WED13 Hrs voluntary work Wed 
(W)WED32 Hrs PC paid work Wed 
(W)WJOBHI number www job uses at least weekly 
(W)WKCNTR
L 

Do you set your own work schedule 

(W)WKDEP how dependent on email for work 
(W)WKEVE How often bring work home EVENINGS 
(W)WKHOME frequency works at home eves,weekends 
(W)WKHOUR
S 

Hours worked per week 

(W)WKHRSH
M 

Hours worked at home per week 

(W)WKNET How OFTEN use internet for work 
(W)WKONLIN Share of time work spent on-line at home 
(W)WKPC1 At work how often use Word processing 
(W)WKPC10 database 
(W)WKPC11 At work how often use pc - other 
(W)WKPC2 At work how often use Spreadsheets 
(W)WKPC3 At work how often use E-mail 
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(W)WKPC4 At work how often use Artwork, design 
(W)WKPC5 At work how often use Analysis 
(W)WKPC6 At work how often use Programming 
(W)WKPC7 At work how often use for suppliers 
(W)WKPC8 At work how often use stock control 
(W)WKPC9 At work how often Desk top publishing 
(W)WKPCHI number pc tasks done most days at work 
(W)WKPCLO
C 

Where mainly use a computer for work? 

(W)WKPCMI
D 

number pc tasks  at work 

(W)WKPCPA
Y 

You or employer pays for computer? 

(W)WKPCYRS How many years using a computer at 
work? 

(W)WKTIME Prefer more or less time working at home 
(W)WKTRAV
L 

How much time takes to get to work 

(W)WKWKEN
D 

How often bring work home WEEKENDS 

(W)WORKLO
C 

Work mainly home or work premises 

(W)WPRIM10 weekly work at home, not pc 
(W)WPRIM13 weekly hours voluntary work 
(W)WPRIM32 weekly hours pc work at home 
(W)WPRIM9 weekly hours at workplace 
(W)WRKHOM
E 

How often work at home during 
WEEKDAYS 

(W)WSEC10 weekly work at home, not pc 
(W)WSEC13 weekly hours voluntary work 
(W)WSEC32 weekly hours pc work at home 
(W)WSEC9 weekly hours at workplace 
(W)WSHOPHI number www commercial uses at least 

weekly 
(W)WWJOB work uses for www 
A(W)PCUSE2
A 

[pc 2] YOU use computer for paid work 

 
 
 
6) Family 
 
 
(W)AGE age (grid) 
(W)AGERR grid age and adult diary age error  
(W)BIRTH new - location of birth 
(W)CAREKID Who spends most time looking after kids 
(W)FAM family structure 
(W)FAM1 both spouses contribute to hh income 
(W)FAM2 full-time job best way for woman 
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(W)FAM3 husband should be breadwinner 
(W)FAM4 pre-school kid suffers if mother works 
(W)FAMJOB partners joint labour market status  
(W)FAMLIB family values scale using 4 items  
(W)FATHER whether father or not 
(W)HADULTN number of adults in household 
(W)HGFNO father number 
(W)HGMNO mother number 
(W)HGR2R relationship to HRP 
(W)HGSEX sex (grid) 
(W)HGSPN partner number 
(W)KAGERR grid age - child diary age error  
(W)KIDHH diary - children 9-15 in household 
(W)KSEXERR grid sex - child diary sex error  
(W)KTOTERR age,gender,relation status error:kids  
(W)LCLRELA How often in touch local rels in person 
(W)LCLRELB How often in touch local rels by phone 
(W)LCLRELC How often in touch local rels by post 
(W)LCLRELN how many local relatives 
(W)LCLRELR Would you say it is between .... (ranges) 
(W)LCLRLB How often in touch non-loc rels by phone? 

(W)LOCALN local friends/relatives - 
(W)LOCALR local friends/relatives - range 
(W)LOCFTF local friends - face-to-face 
(W)LOCPOST local friends - by post 
(W)LOCTEL local friends - telephone 
(W)MASTAT marital status  
(W)MERR marital status and spouse num error 
(W)MOTHER whether mother or not 
(W)N12KID number children aged 12-15 inclusive 
(W)NCOUP number married-partnered people in hh  
(W)NFAM number people in household 
(W)NKID number children aged upto-including 15  
(W)NLCLRLA How often in touch non-loc rels in person? 

(W)NLCLRLC How often in touch non-loc rels by post? 

(W)NLCLRLN how many non-local relatives do you have 

(W)NLCLRLR Would you say it is between .... (ranges) 
(W)PARERR relation HRP and mother-father num error 

(W)RUSHB rush - time with family 
(W)SEG family structure and work status 
(W)SEXERR grid sex and adult diary sex error  
(W)SPAGE partners age 
(W)SPJOB partners work status 
(W)TOTERR age,gender,relation status error 
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(W)TOTKID number children all ages in household  
(W)XLOCFTF non-local friends - 
(W)XLOCN non-local friends and relatives  
(W)XLOCPST non-local friends - by post 
(W)XLOCR non-local friends and relatives  
(W)XLOCTEL non-local friends - telephone 
HICOMM all contacts weekly+ :6 categories 
HIPHONE phone contacts weekly+ :6 categories 
HIPOST post contacts weekly+ :6 categories 
HIVISIT personal contacts weekly+ :6 categories 
LOCOMM all contacts < yearly:6 categories  
LOPHONE phone contacts < yearly:6 categories 
LOPOST post contacts < yearly:6 categories 
LOVISIT personal contacts < yearly:6 categories 
MIDCOMM all contacts < weekly:6 categories 
MIDPHONE phone contacts < weekly:6 categories 
MIDPOST post contacts < weekly:6 categories 
MIDVISIT personal contacts < weekly:6 categories 
 
 
 
7) Housing 
 
 
(W)ACCMOV
E 

What year did you move into 
accommodation 

(W)ACCOMM type accommodation household lives in 
(W)ACCRM1 Accommodation has separate living room? 

(W)ACCRM2 Accommodation has separate dining room? 

(W)ACCRM3 Accommodation has separate study/office? 

(W)FURNISH Furninshed or unfurnished?  
(W)H10AS Last mortgage payment - dk-refused 
(W)H10BS Last rent payment - rent free-dk-rebate-

refused 
(W)H6S How much expect to get for house? - dk-

refused 
(W)H7S How long left on mortgage? - dk-refused 
(W)HASBOXN household doesn't have a computer 
(W)HASBOXY household has a computer 
(W)HHGOOD1 Household goods - washing machine  

(W)HHGOOD2 Household goods - dishwasher 

(W)HHGOOD3 Household goods - microwave oven 

(W)HHGOOD4 Household goods - CD player 
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(W)HHGOOD5 Household goods - Video camera 

(W)HHGOOD6 Household goods - VCR 

(W)HSPRICE How much expect to get for house? - 
amount 

(W)MODNUM min number modems in home 
(W)MORTPA
Y 

Last mortgage payment - amount 

(W)MORTYRS How long left on mortgage? - amount 

(W)MOVE Expect to move in next 12 months? 
(W)NETNUM min number net links in home  
(W)O_NEW1 original - recent buys: washing 
(W)O_NEW2 original - recent buys: dish 
(W)O_NEW3 original - recent buys: 
(W)O_NEW4 original - recent buys: cd 
(W)O_NEW5 original - recent buys: video 
(W)O_NEW6 original - recent buys: video 
(W)O_NEW7 original - recent buys: digital  
(W)PAYPRD Period this covered? 
(W)RENTED Who is accommodation rented from? 
(W)RENTPAY Last rent payment - amount 
(W)ROOMNO How many rooms? 
(W)SERNO household serial number 
(W)TENURE Household Tenure 
(W)TVNUMB
R 

How many TV sets? 

 
 
8) Income 
 
 
(W)FAM1 both spouses contribute to hh income 
(W)FAM2 full-time job best way for woman 
(W)FAM3 husband should be breadwinner 
(W)GRSSPAY Gross pay - amount 
(W)GRSSPRD Period covered? 
(W)HGPDEMP paid employment 
(W)INCCHK1 income check 
(W)INCCHK2 income check 
(W)INCCHK3 income check 
(W)INCCHK4 income check 
(W)INCCHK5 income check 
(W)NETCHK1 income check 
(W)NETCHK2 income check 
(W)NETCHK3 income check 
(W)NETCHK4 income check 
(W)NETNOR
M 

Is take-home pay normal? 
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(W)NETPAY take-home pay - amount 
(W)NETPRD Period covered? 
(W)Q91S1 Hours worked at home per week - na 
(W)Q93S1 Gross pay - DK/Ref 
(W)Q95S1 take-home pay - DK/Ref 
(W)Q98S1 How much are you usually paid? - DK/Ref 

(W)S_EINCN Self-employed income - amount 
(W)S_EINCX Self-employed income - Dk/Ref 
(W)S_EPRD Was that weekly or monthly income? 
(W)S_ETAX Was figure BEFORE deduction of tax? 
(W)SIC Industry code (SIC) 
(W)SOC Job title (SOC) 
(W)SOCSTAT social status of current job 
(W)TOTINC Total income:pension,benefits,investment  

(W)USUALPD period? 
(W)USUALPY How much are you usually paid? - amount 

(W)USULCK2 income check 
(W)USULCK3 income check 
(W)USULCK4 income check 
(W)WKHOUR
S 

Hours worked per week 

(W)WKHRSH
M 

Hours worked at home per week 

 
 
9) Internet 
 
 
(W)1STNET About how long ago first used the internet? 

(W)EMAIL1A [pc 1] e-mail client, program - Outlook 
(W)EMAIL1B [pc 1] e-mail client, program - Simeon 
(W)EMAIL1C [pc 1] e-mail client, program - Eudora 
(W)EMAIL1E [pc 1] e-mail client, program - Pine 
(W)EMAIL1F [pc 1] e-mail client, program - Pegasus 
(W)EMAIL1G [pc 1] e-mail client, program - Other 
(W)EMAIL1H [pc 1] e-mail client, program - Dk 
(W)EMAIL2A [pc 2] e-mail client, program - Outlook 
(W)EMAIL2C [pc 2] e-mail client, program - Eudora 
(W)EMAIL2E [pc 2] e-mail client, program - Pine628 
(W)EMAIL2G [pc 2] e-mail client, program - Other 
(W)EMAIL2H [pc 2] e-mail client, program - Dk 
(W)EMAIL3A [pc 3] e-mail client or program - Outlook 
(W)EMAIL3G [pc 3] e-mail client or program - Other 
(W)EMAIL3H [pc 3] e-mail client or program - Dk 
(W)EMAIL4A [pc 4] e-mail client or program - Outlook 
(W)EMAIL4G [pc 4] e-mail client or program - Other 
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(W)EMAIL4H [pc 4] e-mail client or program - Dk 
(W)EMLBAL How often email for social, not work 
(W)EMLLOC email local friends/relatives  
(W)EMLMAIN email main mode of 
(W)EMLMET
H 

method of send/read email 

(W)EMLREPL email replace phone calls  
(W)EMLWOR
K 

email friends whilst at work  

(W)EMLXLO
C 

email non-local friends & 

(W)FRI29 Hrs email Fri  
(W)FRI30 Hrs www Fri 
(W)GETNET may net link only or first -mention pc 
(W)GETNET1 [pc 1] How likely on-line connection...?  
(W)GETNET2 [pc 2] How likely on-line connection...?  
(W)GETNET3 [pc 3] How likely on-line connection...?  
(W)GETNET4 [pc 4] How likely on-line connection...?  
(W)HOPAGN likely to buy on-line again  
(W)HOPNEW bought on-line in 3 months  
(W)ISP net provider only or first-mention pc 
(W)ISP1 [pc 1] Which companys internet service?  
(W)ISP2 [pc 2] Which companys internet service?  
(W)ISP3 [pc 3] Which company's internet service?  

(W)ISP4 [pc 4] Which companys internet service?  
(W)ISPA q35/1 
(W)ISPB q35/2 
(W)ISPC q35/3 
(W)ISPD q35/4 
(W)ISPE q35/5 
(W)ISPF q35/6 
(W)ISPG q35/7 
(W)ISPH q35/8 
(W)ISPI q35/9 
(W)ISPJ q35/_0 
(W)ISPK q35/_1 
(W)ISPL q35/_2 
(W)ISPM q35/_3 
(W)ISPX q35 dk/ref 
(W)KFRG12 Hours on internet Friday  
(W)KIDNET How often children use the internet?  
(W)KMOG12 Hours on internet Monday 
(W)KSAG12 Hours on internet Saturday 
(W)KSUG12 Hours on internet Sunday 
(W)KTHG12 Hours on internet Thursday 
(W)KTUG12 Hours on internet Tuesday 
(W)KWEG12 Hours on internet Wednesday 
(W)KWG12 Weekly hours on internet  
(W)KWPRI24 weekly hours pc email 
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(W)KWPRI25 weekly hours www 
(W)KWSEC24 weekly hours pc email 
(W)KWSEC25 weekly hours www 
(W)LCLEMLN How many local people email contact with 

(W)LCLEMLR Would you say it is between ... (range) 
(W)MODEM modem with only or first-mention pc 
(W)MODEM1 [pc 1] Do you have a modem or fax-

modem? 
(W)MODEM2 [pc 2] Do you have a modem or 

fax/modem? 
(W)MODEM3 [pc 3] Do you have a modem or fax-

modem? 
(W)MODEM4 [pc 4] Do you have a modem or 

fax/modem? 
(W)MODHH if modem in household 
(W)MODNEW new modem with only or 
(W)MODNEW
1 

pc1 - get modem on 1st pc 

(W)MODNEW
2 

pc2 - get modem on 2nd pc 

(W)MODNEW
3 

pc3 - get modem on 3rd pc 

(W)MODNEW
4 

pc4 - get modem on 4th pc 

(W)MODNUM min number modems in home 
(W)MON29 Hrs email Mon 
(W)MON30 Hrs www Mon 
(W)NBUYONL How many products-services bought online 

(W)NET net link with only or first -mention pc 
(W)NET1 [pc 1] Do you have internet? 
(W)NET2 [pc 2] Do you have internet? 
(W)NET3 [pc 3] Do you have internet? 
(W)NET4 [pc 4] Do you have internet? 
(W)NETHH if net link in household  
(W)NETNEW new net link with only or  
(W)NETNEW1 pc1 - get internet on 1st pc 
(W)NETNEW2 pc2 - get internet on 2nd pc  
(W)NETNEW3 pc3 - get internet on 3rd pc 
(W)NETNEW4 pc4 - get internet on 4th pc  
(W)NETNEWS often use internet for newsgroups 
(W)NETNUM min number net li nks in home 
(W)NETSHOP Statements about on-line shopping…  
(W)NETSPEC use internet for a specific purpose? 
(W)NETUSE1 Which used Internet for - WWW 
(W)NETUSE2 Which used Internet for - e-mail 
(W)NETUSE3 Which used Internet for - FTP 
(W)NETUSE4 Which used Internet for - bulletin boards 
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(W)NETUSE5 Which used Internet for - usenet-
newsgroups 

(W)NETUSE6 Which used Internet for - on-line games 
(W)NETUSE7 Which used Internet for - none of above 
(W)NETWWW how often use internet for www 
(W)NLCLMLN How many non-locals email contact with 
(W)NLCLMLR Would you say it is between ... (range) 
(W)ONLIN10 How often online reading newspapers 
(W)ONLIN11 How often online shopping 
(W)ONLIN12 How often online banking 
(W)ONLIN13 How often online other...  
(W)ONLINE what product purchased on-line 
(W)ONLINE1 How often online search for a product 
(W)ONLINE2 How often online search for a company 
(W)ONLINE3 How often online learning  
(W)ONLINE4 How often online academic study 
(W)ONLINE5 How often online personal study 
(W)ONLINE6 How often online business study 
(W)ONLINE7 How often online entertainment  
(W)ONLINE8 How often download business software 
(W)ONLINE9 How often download personal software 
(W)ONLINEA q39/1 
(W)ONLINEB q39/2 
(W)ONLINEC q39/3 
(W)ONLINED q39/4 
(W)ONLINEE q39/5 
(W)ONLINEF q39/6 
(W)ONLINEG q39/7 
(W)ONLINEH q39/0 
(W)ONLINEX q39/dk/ref 
(W)PCGETH computer use: e-mail 
(W)PCGETI computer use: browsing-surfing net 
(W)PCKDUSE What do they mostly use the computer for? 

(W)PCLASTH pc - last use - email 
(W)PCLASTI pc - last use - internet  
(W)PCUPGD3 Type of upgrade - add a modem 
(W)Q34STR pc - when first used internet  
(W)Q55NET3 pc - internet words - 3rd 
(W)Q55NET4 pc - internet words - 4rth 
(W)Q55NET5 pc - internet words - 5th 
(W)SAT29 Hrs email Sat 
(W)SAT30 Hrs www Sat 
(W)SUN29 Hrs email Sun 
(W)SUN30 Hrs www Sun 
(W)THU29 Hrs email Thu 
(W)THU30 Hrs www Thu 
(W)TUE29 Hrs email Tue 
(W)TUE30 Hrs www Tue 
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(W)WEBMOB Internet via TV or mobile phone - mobile 
phone567 

(W)WEBNTH
R 

Internet via TV or mobile - neither 

(W)WEBTV Internet via TV or mobile phone - TV 
(W)WED29 Hrs email Wed 
(W)WED30 Hrs www Wed 
(W)WEDUCHI number www study uses at least weekly 
(W)WFUNHI number www leisure uses at least weekly 
(W)WINFOHI number www info uses at least weekly 
(W)WJOBHI number www job uses at least weekly 
(W)WKNET How OFTEN use internet for work 
(W)WKPC12 often use pc at work - design, 
(W)WKPC3 At work how often use E-mail 
(W)WPRIM29 weekly hours email 
(W)WPRIM30 weekly hours www  
(W)WSEC29 weekly hours email  
(W)WSEC30 weekly hours www 97 
(W)WSHOPHI number www commercial uses at least 

weekly 
(W)WWEDUC learning uses for www 
(W)WWFUN leisure uses for www 
(W)WWINFO information or other uses for www 
(W)WWJOB work uses for www 
(W)WWSHOP market uses for www 
(W)WWUSEY number of uses made of www 
(W)WWUSHI number www tasks done at least weekly 
(W)WWWUS1
0 

www use? - reading newspapers on-line 

(W)WWWUS1
1 

www use? - home or on-line shopping 

(W)WWWUS1
2 

www use? - on-line banking  

(W)WWWUS1
3 

www use? - other... 

(W)WWWUS1
4 

www use? - never use www 

(W)WWWUSE
1 

www use? - search specific product 

(W)WWWUSE
2 

www use? - search particular company 

(W)WWWUSE
3 

www use? - learning  

(W)WWWUSE
4 

www use? - academic study 

(W)WWWUSE
5 

www use? - personal education 

(W)WWWUSE
6 

www use? - business education 
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(W)WWWUSE
7 

www use? - entertainment  

(W)WWWUSE
8 

www use? - download softw business use 

(W)WWWUSE
9 

www use? - download softw personal use 

 
 
10) Leisure Activities 
 
 
(W)2FINHI number 2 indoor acts done weekly plus 
(W)2FINLO number 2 indoor acts done yearly plus 
(W)5FOUTHI number 5 outdoor acts done weekly plus 
(W)5FOUTLO number 5 outdoor acts done yearly plus 
(W)7FUNHI number 7 leisure acts done weekly plus 
(W)7FUNLO number 7 leisure acts done yearly plus 
(W)FEELRSH feeling rushed 
(W)FRI14 Hrs shopping Fri  
(W)FRI15 Hrs concerts,cinema etc Fri 
(W)FRI16 Hrs walking Fri  
(W)FRI17 Hrs eating out Fri  
(W)FRI18 Hrs visiting friends Fri  
(W)FRI19 Hrs doing sport Fri 
(W)FRI20 Hrs hobbies Fri  
(W)FRI21 Hrs TV Fri 
(W)FRI22 Hrs videos Fri 
(W)FRI23 Hrs radio or CD Fri 
(W)FRI24 Hrs papers,mags,books Fri  
(W)FRI25 Hrs friends visiting Fri  
(W)FRI26 Hrs incoming phone Fri  
(W)FRI27 Hrs outgoing phone Fri 
(W)FRI28 Hrs PC games Fri 
(W)GAMEN how many games consoles 
(W)GAMLOC location of games consoles 
(W)GAMLOC
A 

h48/1 

(W)GAMLOC
B 

h48/2 

(W)GAMLOC
C 

h48/3 

(W)GAMLOC
D 

h48/4 

(W)GAMLOC
E 

h48/5 

(W)GAMLOC
F 

h48/6 

(W)GAMLOC
G 

h48/7 

(W)GAMUSR
A 

h49/01 
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(W)GAMUSRB h49/02 
(W)GAMUSR
C 

h49/03 

(W)GAMUSR
D 

h49/04 

(W)GAMUSRE h49/05 
(W)GAMUSRF h49/06 
(W)GAMUSR
G 

h49/07 

(W)GAMUSR
H 

h49/08 

(W)GAMUSR
X 

h49/dkref 

(W)KFRG3 Hours indoor leisure Friday 
(W)KFRG4 Hours outdoor leisure Friday 
(W)KFRG5 Hours total leisure Friday 
(W)KFRG7 Hours socialising Friday  
(W)KMOG3 Hours indoor leisure Monday 
(W)KMOG4 Hours outdoor leisure Monday 
(W)KMOG5 Hours total leisure Monday 
(W)KMOG7 Hours socialising Monday 
(W)KSAG3 Hours indoor leisure Saturday 
(W)KSAG4 Hours outdoor leisure Saturday 
(W)KSAG5 Hours total leisure Saturday 
(W)KSAG7 Hours socialising Saturday 
(W)KSUG3 Hours indoor leisure Sunday 
(W)KSUG4 Hours outdoor leisure Sunday 
(W)KSUG5 Hours total leisure Sunday 
(W)KSUG7 Hours socialising Sunday 
(W)KTHG3 Hours indoor leisure Thursday 
(W)KTHG4 Hours outdoor leisure Thursday 
(W)KTHG5 Hours total leisure Thursday 
(W)KTHG7 Hours socialising Thursday  
(W)KTUG3 Hours indoor leisure Tuesday 
(W)KTUG4 Hours outdoor leisure Tuesday 
(W)KTUG5 Hours total leisure Tuesday 
(W)KTUG7 Hours socialising Tuesday 
(W)KWEG3 Hours indoor leisure Wednesday 
(W)KWEG4 Hours outdoor leisure Wednesday 
(W)KWEG5 Hours total leisure Wednesday 
(W)KWEG7 Hours socialising Wednesday 
(W)KWG7 Weekly hours socialising 
(W)KWG8 Weekly hours watching TV 
(W)KWG9 Weekly hours on phone 
(W)KWPRI10 weekly hours eating out 
(W)KWPRI11 weekly hours outings 
(W)KWPRI12 weekly hours films,discos etc 
(W)KWPRI13 weekly hours calling on friends  
(W)KWPRI14 weekly hours out with friends 
(W)KWPRI15 weekly hours TV 
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(W)KWPRI16 weekly hours radio,CD etc  
(W)KWPRI17 weekly hours books,papers,mags 
(W)KWPRI18 weekly hours getting phone calls  
(W)KWPRI19 weekly hours making phone calls  
(W)KWPRI20 weekly hours playing alone, with family.  
(W)KWPRI21 weekly hours friends visiting  
(W)KWPRI22 weekly hours hobbies 
(W)KWPRI23 weekly hours pc games 
(W)KWPRI9 weekly hours sport,fitness 
(W)KWSEC10 weekly hours eating out 
(W)KWSEC11 weekly hours outings 
(W)KWSEC12 weekly hours films,discos etc 
(W)KWSEC13 weekly hours calling on friends  
(W)KWSEC14 weekly hours out with friends 
(W)KWSEC15 weekly hours TV 
(W)KWSEC16 weekly hours radio,CD etc 
(W)KWSEC17 weekly hours books,papers,mags 
(W)KWSEC18 weekly hours getting phone calls  
(W)KWSEC19 weekly hours making phone calls  
(W)KWSEC20 weekly hours playing alone, with family.  
(W)KWSEC21 weekly hours friends visiting  
(W)KWSEC22 weekly hours hobbies 
(W)KWSEC23 weekly hours pc games 
(W)KWSEC9 weekly hours sport,fitness 
(W)LEISURA leisure time: do sports,keep fit,walk 
(W)LEISURB leisure time: watch live sport  
(W)LEISURC leisure time: cinema,concert,theatre 
(W)LEISURD leisure time: eat or drink out  
(W)LEISURE leisure time: attend leisure groups  
(W)LEISURF leisure time: read newspapers-magazines 
(W)LEISURG leisure time: read books 
(W)LEISURH leisure: drink in pub -club 
(W)MON14 Hrs shopping Mon 
(W)MON15 Hrs concerts,cinema etc Mon 
(W)MON16 Hrs walking Mon 
(W)MON17 Hrs eating out Mon 
(W)MON18 Hrs visiting friends Mon  
(W)MON19 Hrs doing sport Mon 
(W)MON20 Hrs hobbies Mon 
(W)MON21 Hrs TV Mon 
(W)MON22 Hrs videos Mon 
(W)MON23 Hrs radio or CD Mon 
(W)MON24 Hrs papers,mags,books Mon 
(W)MON25 Hrs friends visiting Mon  
(W)MON26 Hrs incoming phone Mon 
(W)MON27 Hrs outgoing phone Mon 
(W)MON28 Hrs PC games Mon 
(W)PCUSED games only or first-mentioned pc 
(W)PCUSEG hobbies only or first-mentioned pc  
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(W)RUSHA rush - time to keep up with 
(W)RUSHB rush - time with family  
(W)RUSHC rush - leisure and hobbies 
(W)RUSHD rush - tasks around home 
(W)RUSHE rush - shop for essentials 
(W)RUSHF rush - shop for fun 
(W)SAT14 Hrs shopping Sat 
(W)SAT15 Hrs concerts,cinema etc Sat 
(W)SAT16 Hrs walking Sat  
(W)SAT17 Hrs eating out Sat 
(W)SAT18 Hrs visiting satends Sat  
(W)SAT19 Hrs doing sport Sat 
(W)SAT20 Hrs hobbies Sat 
(W)SAT21 Hrs TV Sat 
(W)SAT22 Hrs videos Sat 
(W)SAT23 Hrs radio or CD Sat 
(W)SAT24 Hrs papers,mags,books Sat 
(W)SAT25 Hrs satends visiting Sat  
(W)SAT26 Hrs incoming phone Sat  
(W)SAT27 Hrs outgoing phone Sat 
(W)SAT28 Hrs PC games Sat 
(W)SUN14 Hrs shopping Sun 
(W)SUN15 Hrs concerts,cinema etc Sun 
(W)SUN16 Hrs walking Sun 
(W)SUN17 Hrs eating out Sun 
(W)SUN18 Hrs visiting sunends Sun  
(W)SUN19 Hrs doing sport Sun 
(W)SUN20 Hrs hobbies Sun 
(W)SUN21 Hrs TV Sun 
(W)SUN22 Hrs videos Sun 
(W)SUN23 Hrs radio or CD Sun 
(W)SUN24 Hrs papers,mags,books Sun 
(W)SUN25 Hrs sunends visiting Sun  
(W)SUN26 Hrs incoming phone Sun 
(W)SUN27 Hrs outgoing phone Sun 
(W)SUN28 Hrs PC games Sun 
(W)THU14 Hrs shopping Thu 
(W)THU15 Hrs concerts,cinema etc Thu 
(W)THU16 Hrs walking Thu  
(W)THU17 Hrs eating out Thu 
(W)THU18 Hrs visiting friends Thu 
(W)THU19 Hrs doing sport Thu 
(W)THU20 Hrs hobbies Thu  
(W)THU21 Hrs TV Thu 
(W)THU22 Hrs videos Thu 
(W)THU23 Hrs radio or CD Thu 
(W)THU24 Hrs papers,mags,books Thu 
(W)THU25 Hrs friends visiting Thu  
(W)THU26 Hrs incoming phone Thu  
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(W)THU27 Hrs outgoing phone Thu 
(W)THU28 Hrs PC games Thu 
(W)TUE14 Hrs shopping Tue 
(W)TUE15 Hrs concerts,cinema etc Tue 
(W)TUE16 Hrs walking Tue 
(W)TUE17 Hrs eating out Tue 
(W)TUE18 Hrs visiting friends Tue  
(W)TUE19 Hrs doing sport Tue 
(W)TUE20 Hrs hobbies Tue 
(W)TUE21 Hrs TV Tue 
(W)TUE22 Hrs videos Tue 
(W)TUE23 Hrs radio or CD Tue 
(W)TUE24 Hrs papers,mags,books Tue 
(W)TUE25 Hrs friends visiting Tue  
(W)TUE26 Hrs incoming phone Tue 
(W)TUE27 Hrs outgoing phone Tue 
(W)TUE28 Hrs PC games Tue 
(W)WED14 Hrs shopping Wed 
(W)WED15 Hrs concerts,cinema etc Wed 
(W)WED16 Hrs walking Wed 
(W)WED17 Hrs eating out Wed 
(W)WED18 Hrs visiting friends Wed  
(W)WED19 Hrs doing sport Wed 
(W)WED20 Hrs hobbies Wed 
(W)WED21 Hrs TV Wed 
(W)WED22 Hrs videos Wed 
(W)WED23 Hrs radio or CD Wed 
(W)WED24 Hrs papers,mags,books Wed 
(W)WED25 Hrs friends visiting Wed  
(W)WED26 Hrs incoming phone Wed 
(W)WED27 Hrs outgoing phone Wed 
(W)WED28 Hrs PC games Wed 
(W)WFUNHI number www leisure uses at least weekly 
(W)WPRIM14 weekly hours shopping etc 
(W)WPRIM15 weekly hours concerts, cinema 
(W)WPRIM16 weekly hours walking 
(W)WPRIM17 weekly hours eating,drinking out  
(W)WPRIM18 weekly hours visiting friends  
(W)WPRIM19 weekly hours sports activity 
(W)WPRIM20 weekly hours hobbies 
(W)WPRIM21 weekly hours TV 
(W)WPRIM22 weekly hours video 
(W)WPRIM23 weekly hours radio,CD etc 
(W)WPRIM24 weekly hours books,papers,mags 
(W)WPRIM25 weekly hours visited by friends 
(W)WPRIM26 weekly hours getting phone calls  
(W)WPRIM27 weekly hours making phone calls  
(W)WPRIM28 weekly hours pc games or consoles 
(W)WSEC14 weekly hours shopping etc 
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(W)WSEC15 weekly hours concerts, cinema 
(W)WSEC16 weekly hours walking 
(W)WSEC17 weekly hours eating,drinking out  
(W)WSEC18 weekly hours visiting friend s 
(W)WSEC19 weekly hours sports activity 
(W)WSEC20 weekly hours hobbies 
(W)WSEC21 weekly hours TV 
(W)WSEC22 weekly hours video 
(W)WSEC23 weekly hours radio,CD etc 
(W)WSEC24 weekly hours books,papers,mags 
(W)WSEC25 weekly hours visited by friends 
(W)WSEC26 weekly hours getting phone calls  
(W)WSEC27 weekly hours making phone calls  
(W)WSEC28 weekly hours pc games or consoles 
 
 
 
11) Social Networks 
 
 
(W)EMLDEP dependent on email for contact 
(W)EMLLOC email local friends/relatives  
(W)EMLMAIN email main mode of 
(W)EMLMET
H 

method of send/read email 

(W)EMLREPL email replace phone calls  
(W)EMLWOR
K 

email friends whilst at work  

(W)EMLXLO
C 

email non-local friends & 

(W)FRI18 Hrs visiting friends Fri  
(W)FRI25 Hrs friends visiting Fri  
(W)FRI26 Hrs incoming phone Fri  
(W)FRI27 Hrs outgoing phone Fri 
(W)HI6COM weekly+ all contacts: 6 
(W)HI8COM weekly+ all contacts: 6 
(W)KFRG10 Hours communicating Friday 
(W)KFRG7 Hours socialising Friday  
(W)KFRG9 Hours on phone Friday 
(W)KIDM_P Children have mobile phone? 
(W)KIDM_P3 Child has mobile - to contact friends 
(W)KMOG10 Hours communicating Monday 
(W)KMOG7 Hours socialising Monday 
(W)KMOG9 Hours on phone Monday 
(W)KSAG10 Hours communicating Saturday 
(W)KSAG7 Hours socialising Saturday 
(W)KSAG9 Hours on phone Saturday 
(W)KSUG10 Hours communicating Sunday 
(W)KSUG7 Hours socialising Sunday 
(W)KSUG9 Hours on phone Sunday 
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(W)KTHG10 Hours communicating Thursday 
(W)KTHG7 Hours socialising Thursday  
(W)KTHG9 Hours on phone Thursday 
(W)KTUG10 Hours communicating Tuesday 
(W)KTUG7 Hours socialising Tuesday 
(W)KTUG9 Hours on phone Tuesday 
(W)KWEG10 Hours communicating Wednesday 
(W)KWEG7 Hours socialising Wednesday 
(W)KWEG9 Hours on phone Wednesday 
(W)KWG10 Weekly hours communicating 
(W)KWG7 Weekly hours socialising 
(W)KWPRI13 weekly hours calling on friends  
(W)KWPRI14 weekly hours out with friends 
(W)KWPRI18 weekly hours getting phone calls  
(W)KWPRI19 weekly hours making phone calls  
(W)KWPRI20 weekly hours playing alone, with family.  
(W)KWPRI21 weekly hours friends visiting  
(W)KWSEC13 weekly hours calling on friends  
(W)KWSEC14 weekly hours out with friends 
(W)KWSEC18 weekly hours getting phone calls  
(W)KWSEC19 weekly hours making phone calls  
(W)KWSEC20 weekly hours playing alone, with family.  
(W)KWSEC21 weekly hours friends visiting  
(W)LCLEMLN How many local people email contact with 

(W)LCLEMLR Would you say it is between ... (range) 
(W)LCLFNDA How often in touch local friends in person 

(W)LCLFNDB How often in touch local friends by phone 

(W)LCLFNDC How often in touch local friends by post 
(W)LCLFNDN how many local friends 
(W)LCLFNDR Would you say it is between .... (ranges) 
(W)LCLRELA How often in touch local rels in person 
(W)LCLRELB How often in touch local rels by phone 
(W)LCLRELC How often in touch local rels by post 
(W)LCLRELN how many local relatives 
(W)LCLRELR Would you say it is between .... (ranges) 
(W)LCLRLB How often in touch non-loc rels by phone? 

(W)LO6COM all contacts < yearly: 6  
(W)LO8COM all contacts < yearly: 6  
(W)LOCALN local friends/relatives - 
(W)LOCALR local friends/relatives - range 
(W)LOCFTF local friends - face-to-face 
(W)LOCPOST local friends - by post 
(W)LOCTEL local friends - telephone 
(W)MID6COM all contacts < weekly: 6 
(W)MID8COM all contacts < weekly: 6 
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(W)MOBGET no mobile - likely to get one 
(W)MOBGET
A 

no mobile- likely to get:useful  

(W)MOBGET
B 

no mobile- likely to 

(W)MOBGET
C 

no mobile - likely to get:speak 

(W)MOBGET
D 

no mobile - likely to get:phone  

(W)MOBGET
E 

no mobile - likely to get:other 

(W)MOBPHO
N 

Do you have a mobile phone? 

(W)MON18 Hrs visiting friends Mon  
(W)MON25 Hrs friends visiting Mon  
(W)MON26 Hrs incoming phone Mon 
(W)MON27 Hrs outgoing phone Mon 
(W)MPCALL1 Mainly for social or work calls? 
(W)MPCALL2 Mainly receive or make calls? 
(W)MPCALLN Average number of call per week on 

mobile 
(W)MPWHY3 Why mobile phone - keep in touch with 

family 
(W)MPWHY4 Why mobile phone - hear from friends 
(W)NEIGHBR How often speak to neighbours? 
(W)NETUSE2 Which used Internet for - e-mail 
(W)NETUSE4 Which used Internet for - bulletin boards 
(W)NETUSE5 Which used Internet for - usenet-

newsgroups 
(W)NLCLFDA How often in touch non-loc friends: person 

(W)NLCLFDB How often in touch non-loc friends: phone 

(W)NLCLFDC How often in touch non-loc friends: post 
(W)NLCLFDN how many non-local friends 
(W)NLCLFDR Would you say it is between ... (ranges) 
(W)NLCLMLN How many non-locals email contact with 
(W)NLCLMLR Would you say it is between ... (range) 
(W)NLCLRLA How often in touch non-loc rels in person? 

(W)NLCLRLC How often in touch non-loc rels by post? 

(W)NLCLRLN how many non-local relatives do you have 

(W)NLCLRLR Would you say it is between .... (ranges) 
(W)PCGETE computer use: personal correspondence 
(W)PCGETH computer use: e-mail 
(W)PCUSE1E [pc 1] YOU use pc for correspondence 
(W)PCUSE2E [pc 2] YOU use pc for correspondence635 
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(W)PCUSE3E [pc 3] YOU use pc for correspondence 
(W)PCUSE4E [pc 4] YOU use pc for correspondence 
(W)PCVIEWS coded:social impact of computers 
(W)PHONST1 Phone - enjoy speaking to people 
(W)PHONST2 Phone - essential for keeping in touch  
(W)SAT18 Hrs visiting satends Sat  
(W)SAT25 Hrs satends visiting Sat  
(W)SAT26 Hrs incoming phone Sat  
(W)SAT27 Hrs outgoing phone Sat 
(W)SUN18 Hrs visiting sunends Sun  
(W)SUN25 Hrs sunends visiting Sun  
(W)SUN26 Hrs incoming phone Sun 
(W)SUN27 Hrs outgoing phone Sun 
(W)THU18 Hrs visiting friends Thu  
(W)THU25 Hrs friends visiting Thu  
(W)THU26 Hrs incoming phone Thu  
(W)THU27 Hrs outgoing phone Thu 
(W)TUE18 Hrs visiting fri ends Tue 
(W)TUE25 Hrs friends visiting Tue  
(W)TUE26 Hrs incoming phone Tue 
(W)TUE27 Hrs outgoing phone Tue 
(W)WED18 Hrs visiting friends Wed  
(W)WED25 Hrs friends visiting Wed  
(W)WED26 Hrs incoming phone Wed 
(W)WED27 Hrs outgoing phone Wed 
(W)WPRIM18 weekly hours visiting friends  
(W)WPRIM25 weekly hours visited by friends 
(W)WPRIM26 weekly hours getting phone calls  
(W)WPRIM27 weekly hours making phone calls  
(W)WSEC18 weekly hours visiting friends  
(W)WSEC25 weekly hours visited by friends 
(W)WSEC26 weekly hours getting phone calls  
(W)WSEC27 weekly hours making phone calls  
(W)XLOCFTF non-local friends - 
(W)XLOCN non-local friends and relatives  
(W)XLOCPST non-local friends - by post 
(W)XLOCR non-local friends and relatives  
(W)XLOCTEL non-local friends - telephone 
HICOMM all contacts weekly+ :6 categories 
HIPHONE phone contacts weekly+ :6 categories 
HIPOST post contacts weekly+ :6 categories 
HIVISIT personal contacts weekly+ :6 categories 
LOCOMM all contacts < yearly:6 categories  
LOPHONE phone contacts < yearly:6 categories 
LOPOST post contacts < yearly:6 categories 
LOVISIT personal contacts < yearly:6 categories 
MIDCOMM all contacts < weekly:6 categories 
MIDPHONE phone contacts < weekly:6 categories 
MIDPOST post contacts < weekly:6 categories 
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MIDVISIT personal contacts < weekly:6 categories 
 
 
12) Telephones 
 
 
(W)FRI26 Hrs incoming phone Fri  
(W)FRI27 Hrs outgoing phone Fri 
(W)H64S1 [1st line] Standard or ISDN line?  
(W)H64S2 [2nd line] Standard or ISDN line?  
(W)H67S telephone cost - dk/refused 
(W)H71S2 In which room is [H70] kept? 
(W)H71S3 In which room is [H70] kept? 
(W)H71S4 In which room is [H70] kept? 
(W)HAG1X1 [1st line] Why company?: cheap local  
(W)HAG1X2 [2nd line] Why company?: cheap local  
(W)HAG2X1 [1st line] Why company?: cheap long dist  

(W)HAG2X2 [2nd line] Why company?: cheap long dist  

(W)HAG3X1 [1st line] Why company?: cheap internati  

(W)HAG3X2 [2nd line] Why company?: cheap internati  

(W)HAG4X1 [1st line] Why company?: cheap generally  

(W)HAG4X2 [2nd line] Why  company?: cheap generally  

(W)HAG5X1 [1st line] Why company?: better service 
(W)HAG5X2 [2nd line] Why company?: better service  
(W)HAG6X1 [1st line] Why company?: discount 

packages 
(W)HAG6X2 [2nd line] Why company?: discount 

packages 
(W)HAG7X1 [1st line] Why company?: most convenient 

(W)HAG7X2 [2nd line] Why company?: most 
convenient 

(W)HAG8X1 [1st line] Why company?: always use them 

(W)HAG8X2 [2nd line] Why company?: always use 
them 

(W)HAG9X1 [1st line] Why company?: other reason  
(W)HAG9X2 [2nd line] Why compmany? other reason 
(W)KIDCARD Children have phone -home card? 
(W)KIDM_P Children have mobile phone?  
(W)KIDM_P1 Child has mobile for emergency 
(W)KIDM_P2 Child has mobile - nagged a lot 
(W)KIDM_P3 Child has mobile - to contact friends 
(W)KIDM_P4 Child has mobile to not use home phone 
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(W)KIDM_P5 Child has mobile - other reason 
(W)KIDM_P6 Child pay cost of mobile? 
(W)KWPRI18 weekly hours getting phone calls  
(W)KWPRI19 weekly hours making phone calls  
(W)KWSEC18 weekly hours getting phone calls 
(W)KWSEC19 weekly hours making phone calls  
(W)LCLFNDB How often in touch local friends by phone 

(W)LCLRELB How often in touch local rels by phone 
(W)LCLRLB How often in touch non-loc rels by phone? 

(W)LIN1ST tel - important reason for new 
(W)LIN21ST tel - most important reason for 
(W)LIN22ND tel - 2nd reason 2nd line  
(W)LIN2NEW tel - 2nd imp. reason new line  
(W)LIN31ST tel - most important reason for 
(W)LIN32ND tel - 2nd reason 3rd line  
(W)LINE1A What do you use 1st line for - personal 
(W)LINE1B What do you use 1st line for - business 
(W)LINE1C What do you use 1st line for - fax  
(W)LINE1D What do you use 1st line for - PC 
(W)LINE2A What do you use 2nd line for - personal 
(W)LINE2B What do you use 2nd line for - business 
(W)LINE2C What do you use 2nd line for - fax 
(W)LINE2D What do you use 2nd line for - PC 
(W)LINE3A What do you use 3rd line for - personal 
(W)LINE3B What do you use 3rd line for - business 
(W)LINE3C What do you use 3rd line for - fax  
(W)LINE3D What do you use 3rd line for - PC 
(W)LINENEW tel - acquire line recently  
(W)LINES Number of lines? 
(W)LOCTEL local friends - telephone 
(W)MOBBILL quarterly mobile bill  
(W)MOBGET no mobile - likely to get one 
(W)MOBGET
A 

no mobile- likely to get:useful  

(W)MOBGET
B 

no mobile- likely to 

(W)MOBGET
C 

no mobile - likely to get:speak 

(W)MOBGET
D 

no mobile - likely to get:phone  

(W)MOBGET
E 

no mobile - likely to get:other 

(W)MOBPHO
N 

Do you have a mobile phone? 

(W)MOGGET1 no mobile - likely to get:1st  
(W)MON26 Hrs incoming phone Mon 
(W)MON27 Hrs outgoing phone Mon 
(W)MP_BILL Mobile telephone bill? - amount 
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(W)MP_PAYH How long a period did that cover? 
(W)MP_PAYW Who pays - you or someone else 

(W)MP_USE Mobile phone replaced usage of home 
phone? 

(W)MPCALL1 Mainly for social or work calls? 
(W)MPCALL2 Mainly receive or make calls?  
(W)MPCALLN Average number of call per week on 

mobile 
(W)MPKIDN tel - which children have  
(W)MPKIDN2 h69/2 
(W)MPKIDN3 h69/3 
(W)MPKIDN4 h69/4 
(W)MPKIDN5 h69/5 
(W)MPPAYG
O 

mobile - pay-as-you-go per 

(W)MPREG mobile - regular telephone bill  
(W)MPSERV Which service? 
(W)MPTYPE mobile - payment type 
(W)MPWHY1 Why mobile phone - emergencies 
(W)MPWHY2 Why mobile phone - business 
(W)MPWHY3 Why mobile phone - keep in touch with 

family 
(W)MPWHY4 Why mobile phone - hear from friends 
(W)MPWHY5 Why mobile phone - soon everyone will 

have one 
(W)MPWHY6 Why mobile phone - phone very important 

to me 
(W)MPWHY7 mobile - reason to get personal 
(W)MPWHY8 mobile - reason to get phone of 
(W)MPWHY9 mobile - reason to get other 
(W)MPWY1ST mobile - reason to get 1st 
(W)NEWH5M1 [which line]  

(W)NEWH5M2 [which line]  

(W)NEWH5M3 [which line]  

(W)NLCLFDB How often in touch non-loc friends: phone 

(W)PHBILL quarterly phone bill  
(W)PHONLIK scale of attitudes to the phone 
(W)PHONST1 Phone - enjoy speaking to people 
(W)PHONST2 Phone - essential for keeping in touch  
(W)PHONST3 Phone - careful of cost 
(W)PHONST4 Phone - could spend hours on phone 
(W)PHONST5 Phone - only use when I have to 
(W)Q138S1 Mobile telephone bill? - dk-refused 
(W)SAT26 Hrs incoming phone Sat  
(W)SAT27 Hrs outgoing phone Sat 
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(W)SUN26 Hrs incoming phone Sun 
(W)SUN27 Hrs outgoing phone Sun 
(W)TEL1CO [1st line] phone company line, service  
(W)TEL1ISD [1st line] Standard or ISDN line?  
(W)TEL1L_S [1st line] Same company for line, services?  

(W)TEL1LIN [1st line] What company supplies phone 
line?  

(W)TEL1SER [1st line] What company provides phone? 

(W)TEL1USE What use [1st] line for - some other use 
(W)TEL2CO [2nd line] phone company line, servi ce 
(W)TEL2ISD Standard or ISDN line?  
(W)TEL2L_S Same company for both line and services? 

(W)TEL2LIN [2nd line] What company supplies phone 
line? 

(W)TEL2SER [2nd line] What company provides phone?  

(W)TEL2USE What use [2nd] line for - some other use 
(W)TEL3CO [3rd line] phone company line, service  
(W)TEL3ISD Standard or ISDN line?  
(W)TEL3L_S Same company for both line and services? 

(W)TEL3USE What use [3rd] line for - some other use 
(W)TELACC1 Any of these - answer service-voice mail 
(W)TELACC2 Any of these - answerphone 
(W)TELACC3 Any of these - fax 
(W)TELACC4 Any of these - combined fax-answerphone 

(W)TELACC5 Any of these - None 
(W)TELBD11 [phone 1] whose bedroom is phone kept? 

(W)TELBD12 [phone 1] whose bedroom is phone kept? 

(W)TELBD13 [phone 1] whose bedroom is phone kept? 

(W)TELBD14 [phone 1] whose bedroom is phone kept? 

(W)TELBD15 [phone 1] whose bedroom is phone kept? 

(W)TELBD21 [phone 2] whose bedroom is phone kept? 

(W)TELBD22 [phone 2] whose bedroom is phone kept? 

(W)TELBD23 [phone 2] whose bedroom is phone kept? 

(W)TELBD24 [phone 2] whose bedroom is phone kept? 
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(W)TELBD25 [phone 2] whose bedroom is phone kept? 

(W)TELBD26 [phone 2] whose bedroom is phone kept? 

(W)TELBD31 [phone 3] whose bedroom is phone kept? 

(W)TELBD32 [phone 3] whose bedroom is phone kept? 

(W)TELBD33 [phone 3] whose bedroom is phone kept? 

(W)TELBD34 [phone 3] whose bedroom is phone kept? 

(W)TELBD35 [phone 3] whose bedroom is phone kept? 

(W)TELBD36 [phone 3] whose bedroom is phone kept? 

(W)TELBD41 [phone 4] whose bedroom is phone kept? 

(W)TELBD42 [phone 4] whose bedroom is phone kept? 

(W)TELBD43 [phone 4] whose bedroom is phone kept? 

(W)TELBD44 [phone 4] whose bedroom is phone kept? 

(W)TELBD45 [phone 4] whose bedroom is phone kept? 

(W)TELCO tel - from/to whom 
(W)TELCO1A [1st line] Why company?: cheap local  
(W)TELCO1B [1st line] Why company?: cheap long dist  

(W)TELCO1C [1st line] Why company?: cheap internat  
(W)TELCO1D [1st line] Why company?: cheap generally  

(W)TELCO1E [1st line] Why company?: better service 
(W)TELCO1F [1st line] Why company?: discount 

packages 
(W)TELCO1G [1st line] Why company?: most convenient  

(W)TELCO1H [1st line] Why company?: always use them 

(W)TELCO1I [1st line] Why company?: other reason  
(W)TELCO2A [2nd line] Why company?: cheap local 
(W)TELCO2B [2nd line] Why company?: cheap long dist  

(W)TELCO2C [2nd line] Why company?: cheap internat  

(W)TELCO2D [2nd line] Why company?: cheap generally  

(W)TELCO2E [2nd line] Why company?: better service  
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(W)TELCO2F [2nd line] Why company?: discount 
packages 

(W)TELCO2G [2nd line] Why company?: most 
convenient 

(W)TELCO2H [2nd line] Why company?: always use 
them 

(W)TELCO2I [2nd line] Why company?: other reason  
(W)TELCO3A [3rd line] Why company?: cheap local  
(W)TELCO3B [3rd line] Why company?: cheap long dist  

(W)TELCO3C [3rd line] Why company?: cheap internat  
(W)TELCO3D [3rd line] Why company?: cheap generally  

(W)TELCO3E [3rd line] Why company?: better service 
(W)TELCO3F [3rd line] Why company?: discount 

packages 
(W)TELCO3G [3rd line] Why company?: most convenient  

(W)TELCO3H [3rd line] Why company?: always use them 

(W)TELCO3I [3rd line] Why company?: other reason  
(W)TELCOST telephone cost - amount 
(W)TELEPHN How many telephones in the household? 
(W)TELLIN tel - company supplies line 
(W)TELLINA h55/1 
(W)TELLINB h55/2 
(W)TELLIND h55/4 
(W)TELLINE h55/1 
(W)TELLINX h55/dkref 
(W)TELLOC1 In which room is [particular] phone kept?  
(W)TELLOC2 In which room is [particular] phone kept?  
(W)TELLOC3 In which room is [particular] pho ne kept? 
(W)TELLOC4 In which room is [particular] phone kept?  
(W)TELPAY Who pays bill? 
(W)TELPRD Period this covered 
(W)TELSER tel - company supplies services 
(W)TELSERA h56/1 
(W)TELSERB h56/2 
(W)TELSERD h56/4 
(W)TELSERE h56/5 
(W)TELSERX h56/dk 
(W)TELSERZ h56/ref 
(W)THU26 Hrs incoming phone Thu  
(W)THU27 Hrs outgoing phone Thu 
(W)TLDIST1 location of phone where there is only 1 
(W)TLDIST2 location of phones where there are 2 
(W)TLDIST3 location of phones where there are 3 
(W)TUE26 Hrs incoming phone Tue 
(W)TUE27 Hrs outgoing phone Tue 
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(W)WED26 Hrs incoming phone Wed 
(W)WED27 Hrs outgoing phone Wed 
(W)WPRIM26 weekly hours getting phone calls  
(W)WPRIM27 weekly hours making phone calls  
(W)WSEC26 weekly hours getting phone calls  
(W)WSEC27 weekly hours making phone calls  
(W)XLOCTEL non-local friends - telephone 
(W)XMPWHY
1 

Why not mobile phone - no need 

(W)XMPWHY
2 

Why not mobile phone - too expensive 

(W)XMPWHY
3 

Why not mobile phone - embarrassing 

(W)XMPWHY
4 

Why not mobile phone - harassment 

(W)XMPWHY
5 

Why not have a mobile - something else... 

(W)XMPWHY
7 

why no mobile - conversations 

(W)XMPWHY
8 

why no mobile - health risks  

(W)XMPWHY
9 

why no mobile - not sort of 

 
 
13) Television 
 
 
(W)CABAREA know cable service available in area? 
(W)CABBAD1 Why not good: poor reception 
(W)CABBAD2 Why not good: poor channel choice 
(W)CABBAD3 Why not good: poor programme quality 
(W)CABBAD4 Why not good: poor service 
(W)CABBAD5 Why not good: other reason 
(W)CABFUTR Likelihood of getting cable 
(W)CABNEW cable - acquired recently 
(W)CABNEW1 cable - subscribed new premium 
(W)CABNEW2 cable - recently started new 
(W)CABNEW3 cable - recently dropped 
(W)CABNEW4 cable - recently (other) 
(W)CABQUAL How satisfied with cable? 
(W)CABSAT access to cable and satellite TV 
(W)DIGITTV Heard of digital TV? 
(W)FRI21 Hrs TV Fri 
(W)GAMECO
N 

Games console? 

(W)GETCAB1 Why get cable? - specific programmes 
(W)GETCAB2 Why get cable? - everyone will have it 
(W)GETCAB3 Why get cable? - more choice 
(W)GETCAB4 Why get cable? - good offer 
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(W)GETCAB5 Why get cable? - cheaper phone calls 
(W)GETCAB6 Why get cable? - something else 
(W)GETDIGI Likelihood of getting digital TV?  
(W)GETSAT1 Reason get satellite: specific programmes 

(W)GETSAT2 Reason get satellite: everyone soon have it 

(W)GETSAT3 Reason get satellite: more choice 
(W)GETSAT4 Reason get satellite: good offer 
(W)GETSAT5 Reason get satellite: some other reason 
(W)H13TVM1 [Which set talking about]  
(W)H13TVM2 [Which set talking about]  
(W)H13TVM3 [Which set talking about] 
(W)H13TVM4 [Which set talking about]  
(W)H13TVM5 [Which set talking about]  
(W)H32G1 [If unlikely] Why: dont watch much TV  
(W)H32G2 [If unlikely] Why: no interest sport -film 
(W)H32G3 [If unlikely] Why: too expensive  
(W)H32G4 [If unlikely] Wh y: never thought about it  
(W)H32G5 [If unlikely] Why: already have cable  
(W)H32G6 [If unlikely] Why: something else  
(W)H44G1 If unlikey Why - dont watch much TV 
(W)H44G2 If unlikely:Why - no interest sport-film 
(W)H44G3 If unlikely:Why - too expensive 
(W)H44G4 If unlikely:Why - never thought about it 
(W)H44G5 If unlikely:Why - already have satellite  
(W)H44G6 If unlikely:Why - not available in area  
(W)H44G7 If unlikely Why - something else 
(W)HADCAB Ever had cable before? 
(W)HADSAT Household ever had satellite before? 
(W)KFRG8 Hours watching TV Friday 
(W)KMOG8 Hours watching TV Monday 
(W)KSAG8 Hours watching TV Saturday 
(W)KSUG8 Hours watching TV Sunday 
(W)KTHG8 Hours watching TV Thursday 
(W)KTUG8 Hours watching TV Tuesday 
(W)KWEG8 Hours watching TV Wednesday 
(W)KWG8 Weekly hours watching TV 
(W)KWPRI15 weekly hours TV 
(W)KWSEC15 weekly hours TV 
(W)MON21 Hrs TV Mon 
(W)NOCAB1 Why hh not cable - dont watch much TV 
(W)NOCAB2 Why hh not cable - not interested 
(W)NOCAB3 Why hh not cable - too expensive 
(W)NOCAB4 Why hh not cable - never thought about it 

(W)NOCAB5 Why hh not cable - have satellite instead  
(W)NOCAB6 Why hh not cable - other reason 
(W)NOSAT1 Why not satellite - dont watch much TV 
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(W)NOSAT2 Why not satellite - not interested 
(W)NOSAT3 Why not satellite - too expensive 
(W)NOSAT4 Why not satellite - never thought about it 

(W)NOSAT5 Why not satellite - cable instead 
(W)NOSAT6 Why not satellite - other reason 
(W)PC4KID1 pc for children - stop them watching TV 
(W)RIDCAB1 Why give up cable: too expensive 
(W)RIDCAB2 Why give up cable: not good enough 
(W)RIDCAB3 Why give up cable: moved home 
(W)RIDCAB4 Why give up cable: switched to satellite 
(W)RIDCAB5 Why give up cable: broken and not 

repaired 
(W)RIDCAB6 Why give up cable: something else 
(W)RIDSAT1 Why give up satellite - too expensive 
(W)RIDSAT2 Why give up satellite - not good enough 
(W)RIDSAT3 Why give up satellite - moved home 
(W)RIDSAT4 Why give up satellite - switched to cable 
(W)RIDSAT5 Why give up satellite - broken 
(W)SAT21 Hrs TV Sat 
(W)SATBAD1 Why service not good: poor reception 
(W)SATBAD2 Why service not good: limited choice 
(W)SATBAD3 Why service not good: poor prog quality 

(W)SATBAD4 Why service not good: poor service 
(W)SATBAD5 Why service not good: something else 
(W)SATFUTR Likelihood getting satellite in future  
(W)SATNEW satellite - acquire satellite 
(W)SATNEW1 satellite - recently changed 
(W)SATNEW2 satellite - recently changed to 
(W)SATNEW3 satellite - recently started 
(W)SATNEW4 satellite - recently dropped 
(W)SATNEW5 satellite - recently (other) 
(W)SATQUAL How satisfied are you with satellite? 
(W)SUN21 Hrs TV Sun 
(W)THU21 Hrs TV Thu 
(W)TUE21 Hrs TV Tue 
(W)TVBED11 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
(W)TVBED12 Whose bedroom is TV kept?  
(W)TVBED13 Whose bedroom is TV kept?  
(W)TVBED21 Whose bedroom is TV kept?  
(W)TVBED22 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
(W)TVBED23 Whose bedroom is TV kept?  
(W)TVBED24 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
(W)TVBED25 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
(W)TVBED26 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
(W)TVBED31 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
(W)TVBED32 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
(W)TVBED33 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
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(W)TVBED34 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
(W)TVBED35 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
(W)TVBED36 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
(W)TVBED37 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
(W)TVBED41 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
(W)TVBED42 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
(W)TVBED43 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
(W)TVBED44 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
(W)TVBED45 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
(W)TVBED46 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
(W)TVBED51 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
(W)TVBED52 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
(W)TVBED53 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
(W)TVBED54 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
(W)TVBED55 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
(W)TVBED56 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
(W)TVBED57 Whose bedroom is TV kept? 
(W)TVCABLE TV connected to cable? 
(W)TVDIST1 location of TV where there is only 1 
(W)TVDIST2 distribution of TVs where there are 2 
(W)TVDIST3 distribution of TVs where there are 3 
(W)TVDIST4 distribution of TVs where there are 4+ 
(W)TVLOC1 Which room do you keep this TV in? 
(W)TVLOC2 Which room do you keep this TV in? 
(W)TVLOC3 Which room do you keep this TV in? 
(W)TVLOC4 Which room do you keep this TV in? 
(W)TVLOC5 Which room do you keep this TV in? 
(W)TVNUMB
R 

How many TV sets? 

(W)TVRENT Own or rent [particular] TV set?  
(W)TVSATEL TV connected to satellite? 
(W)WEBMOB Internet via TV or mobile phone - mobile 

phone567 
(W)WEBNTH
R 

Internet via TV or mobile - neither 

(W)WEBTV Internet via TV or mobile phone - TV 
(W)WED21 Hrs TV Wed 
(W)WHOCAB Who mainly wanted to get cable? 
(W)WHOSAT Who mainly wanted to get satellite?  
(W)WHYCAB1 If likely:Why - watching sport 

(W)WHYCAB2 If likely:Why - watching films  

(W)WHYCAB3 If likely:Why - everyone will have 

(W)WHYCAB4 If likely:Why - more programme choice 

(W)WHYCAB5 If likely:Why - cheaper phone calls 
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(W)WHYCAB6 If likely:Why - some other reason 

(W)WHYSAT1 [If likely] Why - watching sport 
(W)WHYSAT2 [If likely] Why - watching films  
(W)WHYSAT3 [If likely] Why - everyone will have it 
(W)WHYSAT4 [If likely] Why - more choice 
(W)WHYSAT5 [If likely] Why - something else 
(W)WPRIM21 weekly hours TV 
(W)WSEC21 weekly hours TV 
 
 
14) Teleworking/ Home-based Working 
 
 
(W)ACCRM3 Accommodation has separate study/office? 

(W)EMLWOR
K 

email friends whilst at work 

(W)FRI10 Hrs work at home Fri 
(W)FRI32 Hrs PC paid work Fri 
(W)JOBTOP autonomy and responsibility at work1329 

(W)JWKPC Do you use a computer in your job 
(W)LINE1B What do you use 1st line for - business 
(W)LINE2B What do you use 2nd line for - business 
(W)LINE3B What do you use 3rd line for - business 
(W)LINES Number of lines? 
(W)MON10 Hrs work at home Mon 
(W)MON32 Hrs PC paid work Mon 
(W)MPCALL1 Mainly for social or work calls? 
(W)ONLINE2 How often online search for a company 
(W)ONLINE6 How often online business study 
(W)ONLINE8 How often download business software 
(W)PCGETA computer use: Paid work 
(W)PCGETB computer use: voluntary-unpaid work 
(W)PCUSE1A [pc 1] YOU use pc for paid work 
(W)PCUSE1B [pc 1] YOU use pc for volunt/unpaid work 

(W)PCUSE2A [pc 2] YOU use computer for paid work 
(W)PCUSE2B [pc 2] YOU use pc for volunt-unpaid work 

(W)PCUSE3A [pc 3] YOU use computer for paid work 
(W)PCUSE3B [pc 3] YOU use pc for volunt-unpaid work 

(W)PCUSE4A [pc 4] YOU use pc for paid work 
(W)PCUSE4B [pc 4] YOU use pc for volunt-unpaid work 

(W)PCWKIM1 how is pc important working at home(1) 
(W)PCWKIM2 how is pc important working at home(2) 
(W)PCWKIM3 how is pc important working at home(3) 
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(W)PCWKIM4 how is pc important working at home (4) 
(W)PCWKIM5 how is pc important working at home(5) 
(W)Q91S1 Hours worked at home per week - na 
(W)SAT10 Hrs work at home Sat 
(W)SAT32 Hrs PC paid work Sat 
(W)SOCSTAT social status of current job 
(W)SUN10 Hrs work at home Sun 
(W)SUN32 Hrs PC paid work Sun 
(W)THU10 Hrs work at home Thu 
(W)THU32 Hrs PC paid work Thu 
(W)TUE10 Hrs work at home Tue 
(W)TUE32 Hrs PC paid work Tue 
(W)WED10 Hrs work at home Wed 
(W)WED32 Hrs PC paid work Wed 
(W)WJOBHI number www job uses at least weekly 
(W)WKCNTR
L 

Do you set your own work schedule 

(W)WKEVE How often bring work home EVENINGS 
(W)WKHOME frequency works at home eves,weekends 
(W)WKHOUR
S 

Hours worked per week 

(W)WKHRSH
M 

Hours worked at home per week 

(W)WKNET How OFTEN use internet for work 
(W)WKONLIN Share of time work spent on-line at home 
(W)WKPCHO
M 

how often use pc at home for 

(W)WKPCPA
Y 

you/employer pay pc cost on 

(W)WKTIME Prefer more or less time working at home 
(W)WKTRAV
L 

How much time takes to get to work 

(W)WKWKEN
D 

How often bring work home WEEKENDS 

(W)WORKLO
C 

Work mainly home or work premises 

(W)WPRIM10 weekly work at home, not pc 
(W)WPRIM32 weekly hours pc work at home 
(W)WRKHOM
E 

How often work at home during 
WEEKDAYS 

(W)WSEC10 weekly work at home, not pc 
(W)WSEC32 weekly hours pc work at home 
(W)WWWUSE
6 

www use? - business education 

(W)WWWUSE
8 

www use? - download softw business use 
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